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Service and Scholarship Honor Romero
By

Jeff White

HEIGHTS STAFF

The Heights Room was a celebration of
Latino culture Saturday night as faculty, students.
relatives and friends gathered to honor the life
of Archbishop Oscar A. Romero, and the recipients of a scholarship in his name.
The Archbishop Oscar A. Romero Scholarship honors a Boston College student ot LatinAmerican descent who. through academics and
community service, embodies the spirit and
Archbishop.
message of the late
This year the two recipients of the Romero
Scholarship are Marlene Carvajal,A&S '00. and
Vivian Horn, A&S '00.
"It is not easy to get to the point of becoming a finalist in this distinguishedscholarship,"
said Associate Dean Carol Hurd Green, the chair
of the Archbishop Romero Scholarship Committee.

"They must excel both academically and in
service," she added.
Carvajal was awarded a Presidential Scholarship upon her admittance into BC. an honor
given out to approximately 12 students each year.
Throughout her three years at BC. Carvajal,
an economics major, has been an active member in the A&S Honors Program and in
J.U.5.T.1.C.E., an organization comprised of students from 28 Jesuit institutions across the
country.

Medeiros to
House Sophs
on Upper

"We should aim to actualize God's message
despite the challenges." Carvajal said in her acceptance speech, where she reflected on what
Archbishop Romero has meant to her life,
"1 am honored to receive an award named
after such a man. Our society needs positiverole
models. This is why it is importantlo remember
the memory of men and women like Archbishop
Romero." she added.
Horn, an honor student and political science
major, has also set herself apart with her service
record at BC. She has been a volunteer at both
the Pine Street Inn and the West End House Boys
and Girls Club.
She has assumed leadership roles with the
International Assistants program and has worked
with the Appalachia Volunteers. Currently, she
is one of five student managers at O'Connell
House.
Horn fought back tears during her acceptance remarks. "I feel that this is a huge vote of
confidence in everything I believe in." she said.
Other finalists included Jeanenne Angelini,
SOE -00. Anaysa Gallardo, A&S '00, and Andres
Nieto. A&S '00.
Romero was ihe Archbishop of San Salvador, and he shouldered the many problems of
the poor and oppressed in El Salvador. His message was about justice and the need for love of
human dignity.
On March 24, 1980, an assassin took
Romero's life while the Archbishop said mass.

By Lacy

Upper Campus housing will no longer be
solely for freshmen.
Two weeks ago. the eight-man and the sixman rooms were selected. This week, the fourmanswere picked, and about 550 freshmen did
not hear their group called.
Finally, last Wednesday, these 550 members
of the class of 2002 were selected to live in pairs

all
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Marlene Carvajal and Vivian Horn, recipients of the 1999 Romero Scholarship.
He refused (o give in to the many threats he received. In the end. he gave his life for his commitment.
The Romero Scholarship was established in

1991 as a means of celebrating not only the life
of the late Archbishop, but also the heritage of

Tim

Garry

HEIGHTS EDITOR

Last Saturday morning the Plex was transformed into a carnival complete with magic.
games and fun.
About 200 Boston College student volunteers and 100 guests, people with special needs,
gathered this year for the 16th annual Festival
of Friendship.
The event, which grows yearly in support
and momentum, brings individuals with special
needs together with student volunteers for a day
of carnival games and activities.
According to Kathleen Kearney'. SOE '00
and coordinator of the Festival of Friendship
committee, the coordinators have been planning
the event since last semester.
Initially, as it got closer and closer to the
arrival time ofthe guests. Kearney and the other
coordinators began to worry whether there were
going to be enough volunteers.
"At five minutes to 10 [a.m.]. we had 20
guests and 10 BC volunteers." Kearney said.
"However, five minutes past 10 [a.m.], 75 BC
volunteers walked in."
"It's great to see the BC community united
by an event such as this," Kearney said, "All the
volunteers get up early and give up a Saturday
morning to help out."
Many guests enjoy the event each year and
look forward to coming back.
One guest approached Kearney and said.
"I've missed you guys so much. 1 '
This year the Festival of Friendship com-

HEIGHTSPHOTO.' MICHAhI.J. MA RIM

BC students like Katie Murphy, CSOM '01, lend a helping hand to people with
special needs from the surrounding community.

mittee more than doubled in size from 6 to 14
members.
The coordinators of the committee were
Elizabeth Russo, SOE 00; Erin Anderson, A&S

'99; Heather Burns, SOE '00; Martha Bunker,
SOE '00; Kristin Brandt, A&S '01; Ramesh
Menon. CSOM '01: Lorillee Auriemma. A&S
'01: Andrea Carlino, A&S '01; Kristina Wright.

over campus,
Roncalli, Welch

and Williams will be filled
with sophomores during the '99-'OO school year,
as will Medeiros and Greycliff.
According to Robert Capalbo. director of
University Housing, the large number of sophomores living on College Road, Upper Campus
and in the honors housing on Commonwealth

See HOUSING, A4

See ROMERO, A5

Festival Fosters Community at BC
By

O'Toole

HEIGHTS ASST. NEWS EDITOR

SOE '01; Lauren Aronoff, CSOM '01; Jen
Cornelia. A&S '01; Lise Byme, A&S '01: Kerry
Yip, A&S '02 and Kearney.
'The whole experience was great. I've done
it for four years and I am definitely going to
miss it next year." Anderson said. "Itis great to
see some of the same faces each year and it is
nice when ihey recognize you."
When Gillian, one of the guests, was asked
what she loved about the day, she hugged her
buddy and said, "Aaron."
The majority of guests interviewed responded that their favorite event was the
moon walk, a large air-filled float that guests and
buddies jumpedon.
There were 12 clubs and organizations that
volunteered Saturday. Each group had their own
game to play with the guests.
Also in attendance were the Bostonians,
Dynamics. Dance Ensemble and magician Jim
Raiuho.
There were also several .students in costumes
dancing and playing with the guests.
According to Wright, all the work that went
into planning the one-day event was worth it.
According to Byrne, Cornelia and Aronoff.
the event was a tremendous amount of fun.
Aronoff said, "Hopefully next year even
more people will come out."
Even though the Festival of Friendshiponly
lasts a few hours, many of the volunteers feel
that the event has a profound effect upon them.
Meghan Horrigan. A&S '01, said at the end
of the event."I don't want him [her guest Kevin]
to leave."

Rusted Root
Returns
By

Laure Rakvic

HEIGHTS NEWS EDITOR

LIGBC Programming will welcome Rusted
Root to close the school year and open summer
break with a concert on May 4,
According to Chris Xeller, A&S '99 and
the executive director of programming.May 4
will be a day to remember.
Xeller is in the process of planning outdoor
activities for the afternoon of May 4, which is
ihe last day of the spring semester.
An outdooottoncert featuring bands from
the area and possibly a barbecue and bar are
ideas being discussed by UGBC.
"After Easter, we will hopefully know
more," Xeller said. "We are waitingto hear from
the BCPD. ODSD and Community Affairs regardingthe feasibility [of the afternoon plans]."
The festivities would take place in the
Dustbowl or O'Neill Plaza in the mid-to-late
afternoon before the start of the main event, the
Rusted Root concert, which will be held in
Conte Forum.
The opening act is not known as yet. According to Xeller, Rusted Root will provide the
opening act, sound and lighting.
"They are calling the shots right now,"
Xeller said.
He continued, "UGBC just hasn't filled in
the blanks on the specifics yet."

Diversity Week Events Bring Issues to the Forefront

Cuban-American Author Shares Saga Faculty Members Speak on Diversity
By Crystal

Cordell

HEIGHTS STAFF

Christina Garcia, a Cuban-Ameri-

can author, spoke with students and
read excerpts of her work on Monday
evening in the Robsham Theater as
part of the Diversity Week celebration.
Diversity Week is sponsored by
the social and cultural issues committee of UGBC and is an "effort to bring
together in a positive way
people
with a variety of diverse backgrounds," said TevonneEllis, A&S '00
and director of UNITY.
"Especially after the e-mail incident, we wanted to give [students] the
opportunity to educate themselves,
and not wait until something negative
...

Inside Sports

happens again," she added.
Garcia's 1992 novel, Dreaming in
Cuban, was nominated for the National Book Award. It is the story of a
Cuban-born mother and her Ameri-

the diverse neighborhood of Jewish.
Irish and Italian families.
"1 always considered myself [primarily] a New Yorker... but now I'm
publicly identified more as Cuban,"
she added. Writing herfirst novel contributed to "an emerging sense of being Cuban-American of living 'on
the hyphen' itself." she told the audience.
Garcia described
her growing up as a "balancing act
between the internal Cuban world and
the one I saw all around me." When,
at 30, she started writing fiction, her
"bifurcated halves" started to form a
unified "identity," she said.
Her second book, The Aguero Sis-

can-born daughter living in New York
in the '70s. Garcia called this novel

"emotionally autobiographical."

...

Issues of generation differences,
Cuban politics and immigrants integrating into American society are included in this story. Garcia said the
character of the daughter is her "alter
ego an idealized vision of self."
Born in Havana. Cuba, Garcia's
family moved to New York when she
was two-and-a-half years old. She
spoke Spanish in her home, but said
she was most strongly influenced by
...

See GARCIA, A5
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By

Nancy Delpidio
HEIGHTS STAN-

Boston College faculty support on
diversity issues was questioned last October after 13 student leaders received
a hate e-mail and consequently accused
administration of failing to adequately
respond.
In an attempt to increase faculty participation in diversity issues and to draw
from experience of professionals outside
of BC. XOCOMIL. a BC faculty-based
organization committed to diversity on
campus, sponsored a panel discussion
during UGBCs Diversity Week last
Thursday entitled "Consequences of
Hate: The E-Mail Incident and the Boston College Community."

The three panelists, from psycho-

logical, legal and institutional backgrounds, shared their knowledge of diversity and hate crimes. Professor James
Jones, a social psychologist from the
University of Delaware and the author
of Prejudice and Racism, began his contribution to the discussion by reading
last October's e-mail."
"Hey monkeys and apes, you all
need to go back to where you came
from. BC is for white men, not for any
chinks, spicks, niggers or fags," Jones

go by ourrules. But you can't go by our
rules just yet," Jones said.
"Those words are not that extreme
[and] they don't per se carry hate the
way the hated e-mail did," Jones explained.

He added, The problem is that
when you strip [the e-mail] of hate,
those people have beliefs that entitle
them to something that is being taken
"

away."

In psycho-sociplogical terms. Jones
explained, the e-mail represents bidread.
He then translated the e-mail by fashioned racism.
Jones then gave an example of restripping it of hateful language and revealing its underlying problematic verse discrimination, or symbolic racism, citing an e-mail response sent on
meaning. "The e-mail's translation:
America and its institutions, including his own campus to an African-AmeriBC. were created by white men. If you
outsiders want to belong, you have to
See HATE, A4
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Lecture Advocates Healthy Living
By Molly
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are really attempts to gain control.
Bulimia nervosa, the second disorder, involves binge eating and subse-

Sell

HEIGHTS ASSOC. NEWS EDITOR
As a part

of Diversity Week, a lec-

ture on body image gave the Boston College community an opportunity to learn

quent purging.

According lo King, purging docs
include the most «. iinmonly

orders and negative body images, such
as the one suffered by King.
Tucker admits that the "relationship
between self-image and body-image is
complicated."

"We need

not only

to be more accepting of
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Himes Explains
Service Message
in Scripture
By

Lacy

O'Toole

HEIGHTS ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Father Michael Himes.

a

Boston

possible." Himes said.

lecture series.
Himes first spoke of the New Testament and the story of Jesus answering the question of what the greatest
commandment is. Himes said the story
is obvious in the Gospels of Matthew.
Mark and Luke. However, he explained
that it could also be found in John.
Himes went on to explain that the
answer Jesus gave in each of these accounts is that the greatest commandment is to "love one another as I have
loved you."
"God is what happens to you when
you love one another. God is in you."
Himes said.
He added. "God is not an object that
you love. God is the endless explosion
of giving and receiving love. God is
what happens in you when you love.
God is love."
Himes then told two stories to the
audience. The first account was of
.Nietzche and his famous statement,
"God is dead.".!
"Nie.tzchp is sayjngj that if ihe whole
of your universe is competition, then
God is dead in your world," Himes said.
According to Himes. Nietzche is
saying that human beings cannot survive without God and that one must be
superhuman to survive in the world
without God.
The second story that Himes shared
comes from The Brothers Karamazov

Himes went on to speak of charity
and volunteer service.
"Think of an occasion when you
have caught yourself genuinely loving
another human being. It can be someone you don'tknow terribly well at all."
Himes said.
He added. "It is when you find yourself saying it is wonderful that that person exists. What an immediate spontaneous reaction to realizing you are loving someone that way. 1 suggest il is

[

,\;

.

teers

.

by Fyodor Dostoyevsky.
"If you haven't read The Brothers
Karamazov yet, you have wasted your
life thus far. That's the first thing God
asks you: How'd you like The Brothers

Karamazov 1? You'd better have an answer," Himes said.
Several episodes from the book that
were in accordance with the theme of
the lecture were explored.
According to Himes, The Brothers
Karamazov makes the point that you

He added, "Wherever there is charity, there is God."

gratitude."

He said that service isn't just something that one is doing. Himes suggests
that service is "something given to me
to be

done."
"You cannot think of your work in
service as a nice thing to do for others.
It is the center of your relationship with
God." Himes said.
He concluded. "There is no greater
depth theologically than service. It is an
entry way into the meaning of God."
Himes' lecture was the second in the
new series brought to the University by
Ignacio Volunteers.
According to Beth Eilers, GSOE
'04 and associate director of Ignacio
Volunteers, the series was initiated as a
means to bring the resources of the University together with the experiences of
the student body who are involved in
service.
"As an undergrad who came back
from Appalachia and Jamaica, the integration into daily life was something 1
struggled with, and 1 didn't feel like
there were forums where I could bring
my concerns that had this intent in
mind," Eilers said.
The next Ignacio Volunteers lecture
will be on April 22 at 7 p.m. inCushing
001. The evening will center on BC
graduates that have pursued service in
their lives, both in the domestic and internationalfields.

Voices

she said.
She recognized that although many
people cannot be clinically diagnosed
with an eating disorder, many people
have what she identifies as a "food calculator," which counts calories and fat.
"There is nothing wrong with pursuing a healthy body," she said. However, she said that competition about
weight and money left on meal cards is
when these pursuits become disastrous.
According to Tucker, the key to a
healthy diet is to move away from more
negative and restrictive habits and attitudes associated with restrictive dieting
and exercise as a punishment for overeating.

must believe in God, because you have
met God.
"You must set out to love the people
around you in the most concrete ways

College theology professor, explored the
theological depth of service Thursday
evening as part of the Ignacio Volun-

people of different sizes and shapes,"

UNGUISPHOTO' ROHIN BERGHAUS

A panel discussesd how

to

maintain healthy attitudes and habits in

more about

the importance of having a
positive body image and the negative
consequences of eating disorders.
The lecture offered the audience
education from the perspectives of
Sharlene Hesse-Biber, professor of sociology and author of -4m / Thin Enough
Yet?; Cathy King, a recovered eating
disorder patient and a representative
from Massachusetts Eating Disorder Ass.Kiaiion iMHDAi and Universit) Dietician Sheila Tucker, who also serves
on the SON faculty.
Hesse-Biber introduced the audience to the world of eating disorders
through a slide show and a discussion
of how the media defines body image.
She also shared her observations on
the focus on body image at BC.
"They call BC the 'beautiful
school,"" Hesse-Biber said, identifying
the mythological "BC girl" arud denouncing the "emphasis on looking a
certain way."
When the pressure to look good becomes so consuming, it can lead to destructive behaviors, according to King.
She described some of these behaviors
in her personal testimony of suffering
from an eating disorder.
King spoke about the relationship
of eating disorders to patients' feelings.
She attributed the feelings of stress in
her life to the development of her obsessive eating patterns.
"Any of the three eating disorders."

she added, "is an obsession."
King defined the three types of eating disorders. The first she mentioned
was anorexia nervosa. This disorder is
characterized by rapid weight loss in a
short period of time.
She said this disorder was associated with the patient's feeling a loss of
control. The attempts to restrict eating

thought of form of vomiting, but il also
includes abusing laxatives, diuretics and
over-exercising.
Purging is usually followed by intense feelings of guilt. King said.
The final eating disorder, known as
binge eating, is much like bulimia but
does not involve purging. Another
closely related condition is compulsive
overeating.
This type of disorder is an "attempt
to stuff down the feelings by symbolically stuffing down the food." King said.
King's eating disorder began to lead
to anti-social behavior and making excuses for her behavior.
Along with close personal analysis.
she said. "Il took family member persistence every day" to realize that she
had a problem.
Finally, after a year of living with
this realization, she got help.
King advocated the importance of
seeking professional help to-a-id patients
in exploringthe emotional issues behind
the disorder. "People cannot do this

a

body-conscious culture.

Instead she advocated a more positive attitude toward eating.
"You owe it to yourself to fuel your
body." she said.
Tucker recommended eating a variety of foods, following the servings
designated by the eating pyramid and
"taking cues from your body" to know
what serving size is appropriate.
As far as exercise is concerned.
Tucker suggested finding pleasurable
activities versus more institutional exercise.
Tucker identified the three channels
through which a student can find help
for eating disorders: Health Services,
Dietician Services and Counseling
Services.

Eating Disorders: Who is affected?
\u25a010 to 15 percent ofall Americans suffer from some type
of serious eating disorder. This includes children as well
as adults.

\u25a0

86 percent of people with eating disorders report the

onset of an eating disorder by age 20. 10 percent report
an onset at age 10 or younger.

of all children have been on a diet by the
time they've reached fourth grade, reports TIME Magazine.

? 80 percent

\u25a0 Approximately 10 percent of all people with eating dis-

orders are men, yet many clinicians believe that this figure is underreported, because many men are ashamed to
admit that they may be suffering from something thought
to affect only women.
Approximately six percem..o£p£C-ple--with~seriGus
ing disorders die.
?

eat~.:

? Approximately five percent of adult women and 12percent of adolescent girls have had symptoms of an eating

alone." she said.
MEDA. located in Newton, offers
support groups, a directory of resources
and written information to people who
are suffering from eating disorders.
King advised the audience on how
to confront a friend suspected of hav-

disorder.

patient is presented as a young (age
17-20), white, upper-middle class, well-educated, emaciated female.
? The stereotypical

ing a problem.

"Take them aside one-on-one." she
said.
She also said that it was important
not to use the accusing language of
'"'you'sayings." such as "Don't you sec
what you are doing to yourself.'"
However, she said. "It's okay to say
what you are seeing."
Full recovery is possible, she added.
Tucker spoke about healthy eating
decision 6 as a way to avoid eating dis-

\u25a0 Bulimia

affects five to 20 percent of college women.

\u25a0

On college campuses, 32 percent of female collegiate
athletes have used purging as a methodof weight control.

?These statistics were compiled from research conducted
by Eating Disorders On-line and http;//

informatics.dent.umich.edu/health/service/teenhealth/

robvn/risk.
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WEEKLY FEATURE BY SCOTT JACOBS

How do you feel about the Mods not being Y2K compliant?

IP

__________!_*

"I just don't want

to

be here New Year's

Eve when the toilets
blow up."
?

"I just hope they fix the
problem before I move
in next year."

Hugh Carters, A&S "00

?

&

Lizlovino.A&S'Ol,

Joanne Dinean, SOE '01

"I think it's a travesty. I
can't believe how far
behind we are."
Luke Mott. A&S '02,
Trey Bardow, A&S '99

?

&

"As long as our beer is
Y2K compliant, we'll

be sound as a pound."
?

Kevin Smosky. CSOM '00,
& Trey Bardow, A&S '99

"'Next year Mod 9A
will be well-equipped.
We're not worried

abJJ.Y2K."

Becky Maurer, A&S '00.
Kristin Midura. CSOM '00

?

&

"We're nervous as hell.
Something must be
done."
?

Jim Kolbec, A&S '02,
Ryan Ellis, A&S '02

&
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Renegade Cabs
over for a routine motor vehicle violation. According to BCPD, the

Ifit seems
it usually is.

to be

too good

to be true,

Renegade cabs have been patrolling the Boston area, searching for fe-

male students to drive home.
The Boston College Police Department (BCPD) wants to warn students
of the dangers concerning renegade
cabs that have been operating throughout the city.
A renegade cab driver is a term
used by Boston Police to describe an
individual who offers a ride to people
in exchange for a set rate of money,
often significantly lower than what a
legitimate cab company would charge.
Both the BCPD and the Boston Police emphasize that these individuals
are not licensed taxi drivers, nor are
they affiliated with any taxi company
operating in the area.
On March 20, three BC women decided to accept a ride back to BC from
a renegade cab on Lansdowne Street.
It is unclear whether these students
accepted theride knowingly, or just got
into the car thinking it was a legitimate
taxi.
While the students were still in the
cab, the Brookline Police pulled him

Brookline Police officerrecognized the
driver as a registered sex offender, and
removed the women from the car.
Due to the apparent confusion of
how the women entered the car, no arrest was made.
The Brookline officer, who subsequently reported the incident to BCPD,
drove the students back to BC.
There is no report that the women
were harmed in any way.
According to BCPD, the driver was
a repeated sex offender, possessing a
record of repeated rapes, sexual assaults and multiple charges for both
obscene possession and child pornog-

raphy.
BCPD cannot release the name of
the driver at this time.
All students should be aware of the
dangers involved in accepting rides
from any individual who is not a registered, licensed taxi driver.
Renegade cabs continue to operate
throughout the city, especially in areas
with high concentrations of bars and
clubs.
Detective Lieutenant Gene Neault
said of the BCPD's concern for this offcampus problem, "It scares the hell
out of us."

By

Tim

Garry

HEIGHTS EDITOR

Students looking for the popular
writing class offered each semester in
the English department entitled Prose

Writing will be surprised to notice the
class no longer exists under the same
name.
This semester, in an attempt to better define the course, it has been renamed CreativeNonfiction.
"I believe the shift to defining the
course as a writingworkshop is appropriate, because that is what it has been
all along," said Connie Griffin, a parttime faculty member in the English department who teaches the class.
Griffin was present in 1981, when
the Prose Writing course was initially
conceived.
"Paul Lewis [a faculty member in
the English department and director of
the Prose Writing Course] has shaped
the direction of the Program, but each
section is largely defined by its facilitator," Griffin said.
The course description for Creative
Nonfiction reads: "Over (he past few
decades, the best nonfiction being writ-

ten has expanded to include not only
such traditional forms as argumentand
exposition but also mixed modes ofcreative nonfiction. Students in this course
choose their own topics and explore the
range of possibilities now available to
the nonfiction writer. Weekly essays
which can be persuasive, analytical.

pear each semester.
Travel and Place and Reviewing
the Culture will debut this fall. Memoir and Autobiography and Argument
will be offered in the spring.
The demand for more advanced
non-fiction workshops has come from
students who want to take the work they

dent learns how he or she works best,
and this can be very valuable information for a writer to have," Griffin said.
"In my courses we write out of an
autobiographical space, a space that
opens up through memory," Griffin
said.
She added, "Now memory may be
fact and it may be fiction, but it is the
truth as we "remember" it, so it is our
truth. It is what shapes who we see our"Writing is one way opening the treasure chest selves to be and how we see the world.
This space, which Toni Morrison reand bringing it out into the light
day."
fers to as an 'archeological site,' is a
Connie Griffin, English department
treasure box that we can carry around
with us and either we know about it
consciously or we don't."
lyrical, reflective and/ or whimsical
doin prose writing further, Lewis said,
According to Griffin, that "treasure
are critiqued in weekly conferences and
Traveland Place will explore the box" affects the decisions we make in
workshops."
connections between autobiography our lives.
"Writing is one way of openingthe
The class is open to both majors and travel writing, identity and place.
and non-majors. Enrollment is limited Reviewing the Culture will focus on treasure chest and bringing it out into
learning how to write criticism, primato 15 people per class.
the light of day. The piece we end up
According to Lewis, rather than ofrily of music, film, food and television. with isn't the treasure chest, but it can
fering 10sections of the Creative NonAccording to Griffin, students walk get mighty close and that is an exhilafiction class, five sections are going to away from writing workshops with rating process for a writer," Griffin said.
"It's this process that I try to enact
be offered per semester.
valuable skills.
To complement these five sections,
"In addition to tapping into what in my writing workshops. It's the best
four new advanced non-fiction workwe feel passionate about, a writing work that Id especially when a stushops have been added. Two will apworkshop teaches discipline,Each student-writer finds the treasure chest."
?
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?
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African Extravaganza

Senate Plans Year's End
By

His comments seemed to dispel
concerns that the amendment was targeted directly at Communications and
Programming, Senate's largest committee.
Mark Sekula, CSOM '99, said,
"Communications and Programming
can still seek help from other senators.
It is excellent foresight to pass this bill
and make sure that no abuses take place
in the future."
The Senate plans to have this
year's service project take place in the
Walsh/ Mods area. Details will be
announced later.
UGBC President Pat McMahon,
A&S '99, and Executive Vice President

Caroline Brancatella
HEIGHTS EDITOR

Several points of new business
introduced at the weekly Senate
meeting. Most of the business will be
debated after Easter break.
The Committee on Communications and Programming reported that
the organization of Fiesta Mundial is
underway and a full publicity campaign
will be launched after break.
The organization of the bus shuttles
to Logan airport was a success, and the
Senate asks everyone to be at St.
Ignatiusat their assigned time.
All Bald Eagle invitations have
been mailed, and the annual award will
be given to Massachusetts Governor
Paul Cellucci on April 8,
The amendment to the Senate Bylaws discussed at the last meeting,
which would prohibit any one committee from holding more than one-fourth
of the entire Senate, was passed by a
26-4 vote.
Communications and Programming Committee Chair Michael
Allegretti, A&S '01, pointed out,
"There is a potential for misuse of a
committee if it gets too large."
were

HEIGHTS PHOTO/ ROBIN BERGHAUS

The Presenting Africa to You (PATU) show featured an African Fashion Show, and performances
by Fatu N'Diaye and the Silimbo Dance Company and Silimbo Dance Co. drummers.
Approximately 60 people attended the event, which took place in the Walsh function room.
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Bills that were introduced included
amendments to clarify budget procedures and define co-sponsorship.
A large bill to change the procedures by which the judiciary is chosen
and operates was introduced, and it is
likely that several points of debate on
thekmatter will take place at the next
meeting.
Senate plans to conclude the academic year with Senate Weekend on
April 24 and 25, which will include a
break-up dinner and celebration for
currentsenators.

There is a mandatory meeting on
Tuesday, April 6 for any student who
wishes to run for next school year's
Senate.
Look for flyers around campus for
the location and time.
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Gerard O'Shea, A&S '99, were on
hand to discuss Senate approval of the
transferring of Cabinet funds.
A unanimous hand vote approved
the transfer of funds into an account
with executive discretionary.
O'Shea told the Senate that they
wanted to set aside the money to ensure that they can book another speaker
before the end of the school year, although he could not disclose who it will
be.
"We don't want to keep spending
money. We want to clean up what's left.

Last year there was a lot ofextra spending at the end of the semester, and Pat
and I just don't want to see that happen," O'Shea said.
The bulk of the meeting consisted
of the introduction of several new bills.
However, they were only the first
reading to the convocation. Therefore,
debate over the issues will take place
largely at the Tuesday, April 6 Senate
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Overflow XOCOMIL Supports Diversity
j

Housing
Al

i

can nursing student

who sent an e-mail
all nursing students inviting them to
participate in CPR classes sponsored by
the Black Nursing Association.
The response read: "I'm not black
and [I'm] not interested in any racial
groups. Until there is a white nursing
association, I would appreciate it if you
kept your prejudices to yourself. There
should not be anything special given to
any race, yet compare the number of racial scholarships to white
ones, then ask
yourself who is
being discriminate d

i

Inresponse
the authors
of both the BC
and University
of Delaware emails, Jones
explained that
diversity is
to

c t t s

Mytr an g
Nguyen, the
Anti -Defamation League's

u w

petrators.

When a perpetrator of any type of
hate crime is found, however. Nguyen
is responsible for enforcing state antidiscrimination laws and Massachusetts

1

BBH!

*

>

:
;

;

"We have to get faculty to stop quibbling
and saying 'it's not
my problem' or 'if I

the same classroom where there is an
instructor."
Aside from separating the perpetrator and the victim, according to Nguyen.
the civil rights injunctions are important because they protect future unidentified victims.
Nguyen explained that serious
criminal penalties given to those who
violate the injunction also serve as an
important deterrent of hate crime.
Donna Russell, general attorney and
team leader of the Office of Civil Rights
in the U.S. Department of Education is
involved in a five-year initiative to help
universities respond to hate crimes. She

communication, citing an example from
her experience at the University of Vermont.

do this. I'll be perceived as a troublemaker and 1' m not going toreceive my tenure.'" Russell said.
Ayesha Hackman,
SOE '99 and executive director of the
AHANA Leadership
Council, addressed
the faculty and administration attending
the discussion. "I am
encouraged that everyone is here," Hackman explained, "but
at the same time, 1
question all of you
who are here who
didn't speak up on our
behalf"
She added, "We
needed someone with
some type of position
to stand up for us
and we didn't get that.
So, I want you all to please take accountability if you're in the struggle to promote diversity at BC."

A Vermont student who fell victim
hate crime indicated to Russell that
he did not receive institutional support
from the University. After meeting with
University officials. Russell realized
there was a lack of communication between the student and faculty.
The University officials. Russell explained, thought they had dealt with the
incident quickly and forcefully. After
providing a forum at a university.
Russell explained, heroffice then compiles the information into a comprehensive document.

Psychology professor Ramsay
Liem, responded by listing approximately 10 faculty members most actively involved in promoting diversity
on campus, and said that XOCOMIL
will continue to enlarge the group.
"I think it's really important to get
faculty to organize something like this
[discussion]," Elissa S pel man, SOE '00,
said
She added, "and at least for the students who were here, to know there is
at least some faculty that are trying to
make changes."
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Russell illustrated the importance of

der to create an environment more committed to promoting issues like diver-

...

annual audit indicated that electronic hate messages
had the largest increase of all hate incidents in the last year.
The Attorney General's high-tech
department, according to Nguyen, has
had trouble identifying the perpetrators
of electronic hate messages. Encryption
and re-routing of the messages, as well
as determining who had access to the
computer where the message originated,
have obstructed her department from
prosecuting electronic hate message per-

i

!i

change."

;

Assistant

Attorney General forMassa-
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faculty, administration,

?

student senate, etc.," Russell explained,
"Then we create forums where people
feel safe speaking out." She added,
"Great ideas have come out of these forums, and we find what is pluggingup

;

are a
to that

According

\u25a0

;

community

"We indicate [in the document] everything from what the president of the
university should do to what the security police should do." Russell said.
She added that encouraging people
to make a public commitment and putting real objectives into writing can
cause positive change to occur.
Russell also proposed changes in the
way faculty think about theirjobs in or-

;

threatening to
them, and the

chus

longs."
She added, "In a school context, [the
injunctions] are used to protect students
from perpetrators who are also students
by prohibiting them from being a certain distance from the student with the

JL

described herexperience with racial discrimination incidents on college campuses,
"We go to the schools and have
meetings with a cross-section of the

Co-sponsored by: A&S Dean's Office, Academic Vice President, Asian American
Studies, Asian Caucus, Black Student Forum, Organization for Latin American Affairs, Psychology Department, SOE, Vice
Student Affairs, Student DcAsian Student Assoc,
UGBC UNITY and UGBC Women's Issues
Jit W 1

against....''

to

t I

to

e-mails
response
threat.

JL

civil rights acts,
"Civil rights injunctions put out by
our office," Nguyen said, "seek to prevent perpetrators of biased-motivated
crimes from perpetrating future violent
threats against that victim and the group
from which the particular vict,.n be-

Al

;

?

CONTINUED FROM
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affected sophomores, the sophomore
housing will affect the incoming freshAye. is due to the largest senior class
man class.
"We have the information in adreturning to campus housing.
Lisa Julian. CSOM '02, had the vance and have curtailed offers a little,"
254th pick out of a total of 275 double John Mahoney, director of Undergraduroom picks in last Wednesday's lottery. ate Admissions, said.
"We were looking for a freshman
She selected a room in Medeiros to live
class of 2,200 students. We are now bein next year.
"By the time we were called, there ing a little more conservative. We are
offering about 250 less acceptances this
were no more rooms in Roncalli, Welch
round," he added.
or Williams/ she said.
However, according to Capalbo, if
She added, "There was an overall
air of frustration in the Cabaret Room more freshmen enroll than can fit in the
available double rooms on Upper and
[last Thursday night)."
Th c
Newton camhousing
puses, triples
will be made.
staff told
those with "There is never closure to it. We
"We have
designated
the two men
our
but
we
are
room,
picked
picks that
certain rooms
"
in all dorms
Medeiros probablygoing to get moved
where capachad been
Lisa Julian, CSOM '02
ity can be exchosen for
panded if
sophomore
housing beneed be,"
Capalbo said.
cause more of a community can be
Capalbo added that if housing caformed in this dorm than in others on
pacity is expanded in this manner, the
Upper Campus.
According to Capalbo, about 1,500 incoming class will be notified as soon
as possible.
members of the sophomore class tradi"We explain pretty well to folks that
tionally live in Walsh on Lower Camthis is a temporary situation," he said.
pus.
"We may not be in a situation where
That leaves at least 600 students in
90 St. Thomas More, Vanderslice, 66 we will be over in housing allotment,"
Commonwealth Aye., Edmonds or one Mahoney said.
of the three dorms on College Road.
Capalbo reminds all members of the
Due to the large number of students class of 2002 who are considering movin the senior class who participated in ing off campus due to the housing they
the on-campus lottery, many rooms in received for next year of the housing
Edmonds were taken by seniors, as well regulations.
"Any student with three years of
as the modular apartments and rooms
in Gabelli, Ignacio, Rubenstein and housing must take their junior year off
campus. If they choose to take their
Voute.
sophomore year off, they will also be
Julian said of her housing experiliving off their junior year," he said.
ence and the assistance she received.
"They didn't really have any answers."
According to Capalbo, there are
plans to expand campus housing.
She added, "There is never closure
However, there are many projects
to it. We picked our room, but we are
that have priority and will receive atprobablygoing to get moved."
Currently, Julian said, "[Housing's] tention before housing.
This won't help Julian.
priority is to move all of the sophomores
in Medeiros and Greycliff onto College
She said, "I don't understand why
they don't let you be a class. We're goRoad."
Just as the senior housing situation ing to be separated all over again.''
CONTINUED FROM
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Author Reads Excerpts in Robsham Students Speak Out
Florida Spanish."
On returning to Cuba in 1984.
Garcia said she felt "time had stood
linguistically still" for her. She had
learned the Spanish her parents spoke,

examine the Afro-Cuban-Chinese
heritage. She traces the impetus for
this book to an experience she had at
ters, was completed in 1997. Like her
age seven in a restaurant in New York,
first novel. Sisters is about the interman energy" due to the "politically aswhere she was served by a Chinese
section of Cuban and American sociwaiter who spoke Spaneties, within the context of
ish.
family strife and differ"[Writing the new
ences of opinion about the
"[Writing the new novel] is a way to understand the
through novel] is a way to underCuban Revolution.
Christina Garcia, author
stand the future through
Garcia read excerpts
the past"
the past," she said.
about two of the sisters
Having earned her
meeting in Miami, one of
master's degree in interwhom had been living in America for
phyxiating" nature of Cuban life.
national politics from Johns Hopkins
several years and one of whom had which was a "time capsule" of the idioms and expressions of the '40s and
"There is a disconcerting feeling University in 1981, Garcia became a
just come from Cuba. These two char'50s, she explained.
of hidden agenda [among the people journalist, interning at The New York
acters brought out the theme of what
because] you have to lie to get by,"
Times and eventually landing a posiWriting was. for her, a way torecshe called being "exiles within an extion at TIME Magazine, where she was
ile," a feeling Garcia said she had in oncile and rise abovethe difficulty of she said. Many of her relatives still
a national correspondent and bureau
livingthere "feel worse off today than
"not quite fitting in in Cuba, and not
Miami.
chief in various cities for a total of 10
quite fitting in in Miami," she added. [they did] in '59," she added.
"I didn't feel at home in the CuGarcia is currently working on reyears. She started her first novel in
A Cuban-American student in the
ban-American community," she said
audience commented that her family search for a third novel, which is go1989.
of her personal experience.
is split between those who came to ing to be based on the influx of ChiGarciaresides in Los Angeles with
In The Aguero Sisters, she attributes this malaise to a pervasive America and [hose who rem.lined in nese indentured slaves to Cuba in the her daughter, writing and teaching
writing courses at various California
sense of "expiring dreams." evidenced Cuba, just as the protagonists in 19th century.
She said she particularly wants to universities.
by the "revenge of the sounds of Garcia's novel are.

CONTINUED FROM Al

Garcia said she visited her native
country in recent years with increasing "disillusionment," describing what
she called an "enormous waste of hu-

future

?

BCPD Auction

By Laure

A speakout was held Tuesday
evening outside of Lower Campus Dining Hall as part of Diversity Week.
Members of the Boston College
community gathered to sing and read
poetry with the hope of raising awareness of the diversity on campus.
The Voices of Imani started off the
short rally by singing "This Little Light
of Mine."
The next a cappella group to sing
was the Dynamics. The Dynamics were
formed last semester by a group of
sophomores. Their performance on
Tuesday was only the second time they
have performed in public.
"We just wanted to have fun
It
was great to hear people clapping and
singing along with the music," Chris
Kirn, A&S '02, said.
Latisha Lipscomb. A&S '00 and
president of the Black Student Forum.
read a poem by Maya Angelou. The
poem, "The Human Family," emphasized the essence of humanity.Angelou
wrote, "In minor ways we di ffer, in ma...

jor we're the same."
The words that

Lacy

By

O'Toole

HEIGHtSI'HOIO lAURINMPRINGLE

Sixth-grade students from the Mother Caroline Academy in Boston visited the
McMullen Museum this week for a lesson on Caravaggio: Saints and Sinners.

resonate

the spirit

of Diversity Week are the last lines of
the poem: "We are more alike my
friends, than we are unalike."
Lipscomb was slightly disappointed with the turnoutat the speakout.
"I wish there were more individuals to celebrate Diversity Week," she
said.
"It shouldn't take anythingnegative
or drastic to bring the community together." Lipscomb said in reference to
the e-mail incident and the racist graffiti that has occurred on campus.
"I wish we could have come together to honor diversity in the face of
optimism," she added.
Candles were passed out as the
Voices of Imani sang another song, and
Chris Goff, CSOM '00, spoke to the
students about diversity at BC.
"The one common denominator
that we share is that we are all BC students." Goff said. "We should cherish
our time here, and we should cherish
each other while we are here."
Although students had difficulty
lighting their candles due to the wind,
Goff was optimistic about the celebration of diversity at BC. "Let the light
from this week resonate throughout BC
all through the year."

Romero Scholarship

HEIGHTS ASST. NEWS EDITOR

When objects are lost and not
found, where do they go? At Boston
College, they are auctioned off by the
BCPD in an annual sale.
Last Saturday, two dollars bought
a Seiko watch. A Sony Sport Walkman
went for $15, and $25 bought a specialized Hard Rock mountain bike.
The auction consists of items that
are abandoned or unclaimed. All proceeds from the auction are donated to
the BC Campus School.
This year there were watches, calculators, clothing items, jewelry, pagers, bicycles, cameras, books, CDs and
framed prints.
The highest-ticketed item was an
Olympus camera that included a case
and accessories. This was sold for $150.
The lowest amount bid for an item
was one dollar.
According to the BCPD, all attempts are made to return the property
throughout the year.

Rakvic

HEIGHTS NEWS EDITOR

Continued

from

The overwhelming message that

Al

Latino culture in all its many forms.
Latin-American music resonated
throughout the Heights Room. There
was a Colombian motif, and the Ballet
Folklorico Juvenil Colombiano, a local
dance troupe specializing in Colombian
dance, entertained the audience.
Adorned with traditional dress, the
troupe performed a number of Colombian dances of religious and social significance, along with some contemporary salsa.
The audience was often on their
feet and clapping.
The Reverend John A. Dinneen, SJ,
a founding member of the Scholarship
committee, honored Andres Tejada,
CSOM '88, with the Hispanic Alumni
Community Service Award.
Tejada now manages the LatinAmerican tax division for Gillette.

came out of Saturday night was the hope
that Romero has given to everyone
present.

His life has influenced many of the
lives which have come after him ?
lives that are lived to carry on his teachings.

"To become the embodiment of his
dream ? that is the greatest way we
can honor him," said Juan Arteaga, A&S
'99, last year's Romero Scholarship corecipient.
BC President William P. Leahy. SJ.
who announced the winners for this
year's scholarship, emphasized the importance of both recognizing Romero's
message and manifesting it in daily life.

"We come toremember and rededicate." Leahy said. "We remember Archbishop Oscar A. Romero's legacy,
and [we] rededicate ourselves to
carrying it out."
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The Heights
The Independent Student Weekly of

Boston

College

Perplexed By a
Leaking Roof
Was it necessary for a student to hit the floor,
sustain serious injuries and be brought to the hospital for this dilemma to come to the University's atthat accumulate on the floor whenever there is a raintention? Will even this accident bring about results?
storm. One must ask: What will it take before BC One day after the incident, studentsreturned to play
chooses to maintain the facilities it has?
basketball in the Plex. And while the floor remained
While more campus building projects are ex- wet from the previous day's rain, now there were
not even buckets placed around all of the puddles.
pected to start sometime in the near future, this delay cannot be used as an excuse as to why present Will only a fatal accident warrant the patching of
structures are not renovated or kept up. The Middle the roof?
This student has grounds for a potential lawsuit
Campus project has been tied up in court since the
mid-'9os; however, it will still be some time before against the University that could cost BC a lot more
ground is broken. Construction of a new and imthan fixing some leaks in the Plex ceiling. For anyproved recreational facility is thus backed up even one who commonly runs, plays tennis or basketball
further.
or works out at the Plex, the chance offalling on the
justify
however,
wet floors after rainstorms is always a potential.
future,
Plans for the
do not
present-day neglect. The fact that someone hurt himUltimately, there is no excuse for not fixing the
self on the wet basketball floor comes as no surprise. Plex roof. While streamlining is an obviousconsidIt's a wonder such an accident did not occur sooner. eration when it comes to preventing excess spendTowels andbuckets are often seen placed around the ing, the safety of BC students and others who use
courts to designate where the ceiling is leaking.
the University's facilities is not an area in which we
Rather than attempting to accommodate for the should compromise.
drips as they fall from the ceiling, why didn't
Problems such as these must unequivocally be
BC take responsibility for its negligence and fix the dealt with as soon as possible, and it is this
ceiling sooner? The problem has now existed for newspaper's hope that the conditions of the Plex roof
several years, and it is continually getting worse.
will be rectified over the Easter break or earlier.
past

week, a whollypreventable disaster oc-

curred at the Plex when a recreational basketball
player slipped and fell on one of the many puddles

Attention
to all those interested in taking

PULSE:

Registration for PULSE is left up to the regular registration process. A
limited number of seats in each section will become open on the first day of
registration for the class of 2001; this is because PULSE is open to a Umited
number of juniors and is not an option for seniors to fulfill the core. As the
core PULSE course is a two semester course, juniors who will be going abroad
for part of the year are not eligible to enroll. The remainder of the available
seats in each section will be opened at die beginning of registration for the
class of 2002 on a first come, first serve basis.

Students should enroll in whatever section(s) are open, revolving the
scheduling of otherclasses around PULSE. We are not able to enroll
students in a particular section of PULSE. Sections fill up quickly, and once
all sections dose, a waiting list will be started at the PULSE office. If a
student drops a PULSE section once the list has started, the computer will
block anyone from then enrolling in that section (stating Dept. Permission
Needed), so that the only way to get into a PULSE course once they have
been filled is from the waiting list. It will not be possible to wait for someone
to drop and then log on and register for the place they had.

The fall semester PULSE course, Person and Social Responsibility, is cross
listed as PLOBB/THOBB. It fulfills six credits each semester, three credits
toward the philosophy core and three toward the theology core; the two
semester course thus fulfills both core requirements completely. In addition
to the scheduled dass meetings, PULSE classes require a weekly discussion.
Below is a list of discussion group times which correspond with each section.
You do not need to register for a discussion group at this time, however you
MUST be sure to leave ONE of the two discussion group times which
correspond to your PULSE dass open in your schedule. Within the first two
weeks of class, your professor will form lists based on students' availability.
COURSE
PLOBBOI/THOBBOI
PLOBBO2/THOBBO2

PLOBBO3/THOBBO2

PLOBBO4/THOBBO4

PLOBBOS/THOBBOS

PLOBBO6/THOBBO6
PLOBBO7/THOBBO7
PLOBBOB/THOBBOB
PLOBBO9/THOBBO9
PLOBBIO/THOBBIO

TEACHER
Curran
Sweeney
Weiss
Rumble
Byrne
Riviere
Boettcher
Mullane
McMenamin
Wallace

TIME
MWFII
TThl2*

DISCGRP.
TllorTl2

T4orTs

TThlo:3o* T30rT4:30
TThlo:3o* T3orTh4:3o
TThlo:3o* Tl2orWll
MWF2
MWF9
TTh9*

TTh9*

TTh3*

Letters to the Editor
PLEXROOFLEAKS CAUSEDISASTER
To the Editor:

Established 1919

This

March 30,1999

WllorWl
WllorWl2
MllorMl2
WIOorWU
T4:30 or Th4:3o

Please direct any inquiries about PULSE or registration for PULSE to the
PULSE Office in McElroy 117 (552-3495).

Every day, science is finding new
evidence that buttresses
the
well-known fact that exercise plays an
integral part in a healthy life. I
must admit that collegeprovides many
distractions that can lead to a
somewhat quiescent life; however,
those who choose to exercise during the
cold winter months must do so in the
"safety" of the Plex.
For those of us who frequent the
basketball court, it is common knowledge that when it rains or snows, the
precipitation percolates through one of
the many holes in the Plex's roof creating a dangerously slippery floor.
These conditions havebecome progressively worse through the past few
year to the point that some of the courts
are unplayable. This reality is
something that we play through,but the
question arises: Why do we settle
for this dangerous situation?
On the night of the 24th of March,
I was greetedby the foreboding sound
of an ambulance as I approached the
Plex.
I slowly walked my way down to
the basketball courts only to encounter
a scene that I will not soon forget.

A young man lay sprawled on his
back, bleeding from a head wound. His
eyes were wide open, saliva oozing
from his mouth. His friend held his
head in his lap, trying to remain calm
as he watched his friend struggle
for a breath. Panic filled his face as he
waited for the paramedics to
help him and tell him his friend would
be all right. As I watched
helplessly, my anger began to build.
This was a needless accident. When
these leaks were first reported, some
pompous, arrogant bureaucrat decided
that it would be more cost efficient to
buy a few towels rather than to fix the
roof.
This school grosses enoughmoney
each year to easily maintain safe conditions in the buildings on campus. I
find myself in a state of disgust knowing that Boston College has chosen to
cut corners on

safety,

Tonight my prayers go out to the
young man who has been placed in the
hospital by this school's blatant negligence. Now, instead of soaking up water with their cheap towels, they are

soaking up his blood.
?

Eric Hager,
A&S '99

A FESTIVAL COORDINATOR THANKSALL
To the Editor:
What do you get when over 200 BC
students come together on a
Saturday morning in the Plex to run
games, provide entertainment and act
as "buddies" to 100 guests with
special needs? The answer: the most
successful and flawless Festival of
Friendship this campus has ever seen.
Festival of Friendship is in its 16th year
and still going strong.
I don't know if the students who
began this program in the early '80s
ever expected it to make it t01999, but
I would have to assume they would be
proud of the turnout we saw on Saturday. The festival is truly a time for Boston College students to become involved with the community surrounding our campus.
As a coordinator for the past three
years, the dedication and commitment
of so many Boston College students
amazes me every year. Friday night,
over 20 volunteers gave
up
their weekend night to decorate the field
house of the Plex in a "Welcome to the
Jungle" theme, and then returned at
early Saturday morning. Not only did
115 students show up to be "buddies"
for the guests, but over 85 volunteers

provided entertainment, staffed carnival games and dressed up as jungleani-

mals. The volunteer nurse, BCPD,
ODSD and the Plex staff helpedthe festival to be a safe and fun event for all.
The committee would Like to thank The
Heights for continuouslysupporting the
Festival throughadvertisement, coverage and volunteerism.
For many guests, this day is the
highlight of the month, as
one mom told me her son wishes BC
could host a festivalevery weekend. On
Saturday, Boston College students
proved that it is not only possible to
be out of bed and productive before 11
a.m., but that active,enthusiastic, dedicated members of the community are
found on this campus. The
smiles and laughter that flooded the
an
Plex
is
that
proof
afternoon of food, fun and friendship
can make a difference in the fives our
guests and volunteers. Seeing the
excitement and spirit of service alive
in the Festival of Friendship volunteers
reminded me why I am proud to be
aßostonCollegestudent.

Kathleen M. Kearney^
SON '00,
a Festival of Friendship Coordinator
?

STUDENTPRAISES STOP THE VIOLENCE WEEK
To the Editor:
As a senior at Boston College, I am
happy that once again the
events for Stop Violence Against
Women Week (3/15-3/19) were
successful. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank all the
women and men who worked so hard
to put the events together and all of
those who attended. However, this is
not my sole reason for writing
this letter.
First, I would like to know why
there were only about 10 faculty
and administrators who showed up for
the events throughout the week.
There were six events this past week,
in addition to the Clothesline
Project and information tables, some
during the day and some during
the night. Faculty and administrators
have expressed to me that they
care about the issue of women's safety
and in their next breath say
that they are too busy to attend or that
they
have
attended
in
previous years. As college students,
some with jobs and some in
various organizations, 1 think we know
what it means to be busy.
Somehow, it seems that a half-hour is
not too much to ask when it
comes to social issues, which, in one
way or another, affect all of us,
The events are similar each year,
but it is my understanding that Gail
Dines updates her lectures on pornography once there is new research
available, and TakeBack The Night, although presented in the same
format, is truly a different experience
every
year.
Faculty
and
administrators are more than just that.

models,
become role
advisors and supporters both in and out
of the classroom. The lack of
attendance at these types of events are
often interpreted as a lack of
interest and from all the faculty and
administrators I have worked with,
I know that is not true.
My second reason for writing this
letter is to address the profanity and
comments that were directed at the
women during the march as partof Take
Back The Night. It was my hope that
people would not so willingly display
their obvious ignorance this year.
Yet, once again, I was wrong to believe that everyone could muster up
They

some compassion, especially on a night

like this. To all those people,
mostly men and some women, from
Ignacio, Rubenstein, 90, Walsh and
Edmonds, who attempted to silence the
women marching that night, you
should be ashamed of yourselves for
perpetuating the problem. You can
tell women where we can go and what
we can do with ourselves but you
will never keep us in silence. Unless
you actually attended the events or have
some research background in this area,
how can you even understand the
full realm of the problem?
I have often heard that unless an
issue affects you or someone
you know, then it is not your issue. I
hope that is not what it will
take for so many of you on this campus before you realize the
importance of women's safety and realize that sexual assault and rape
happens here!
?

Neela Sookdeo,
A&S '99

Letters to the Editor Policy
The Heights welcomes correspondence from readers,

tetters must be submitted viae-mail to heightsed® bcheights. com
or on disk to McElroy 113. Letters not submitted by disk or via email will not be considered for publication.
To be considered for publication, letters must be 750 words or
less and include the author's name, relation to the BC community,
and phone number for verification.
The Editor reserves the right to reject, edit or condense all letters.
The letter's author, not The Heights, is responsible for all statements.

BC FAMILY
To the Editor:
Not long ago, I left my office at 7:30
p.m., and finding some new fallen
snow on my windshield, attempted to
brush it off with an ungloved hand.
Suddenly, the very old weddingring left
to me by my mother went
flying off my finger into the air and
landed with a clink somewhere.
Assuming it could not have gone
too far, I began to search for it.
After a white, in the dark and the cold,
without luck, I asked a young
man to help me. Soon, another stopped,
volunteered to retrieve a broom
from his AY department, and returned
to help. While they continued, I
called my brother, who came to BC with
a friend, a flashlight and a
shovel. Several more joined in; two
young women offered to return early
in the morning before work and another
left and summoned Campus Police,
Officer Joe Marano responded
quickly, directing his high beams to
see better.
The snow banks had been shoveled
and sifted, the sidewalk swept, the watery slush by theroadside searched. Still
nothing. After one and a half hours, I
was just about to give up hope when
YES George Kourkoulis, a biology
major who had stuck it out, said
softly, "Ihave it."
The ring had apparently rolled a
distance from where we expected to find
it. Everyone cheered, 1cried, and we had
a happy ending. But this thank-you is
not simply for George, the other
students, staff or police; it is a
THANKS for the type of people we
have at Boston College who are willing
to
help even at their own
inconvenience. It is because of you that
we can proudly speak of ourselves as a
BC family.
Ronna E. Krozy, EdD, RN
Associate Professor
School of Nursing
...

?

CORRECTION
TO
WOMEN STUDIES
LETTER
To the Editor:

Thanks for printing the
letter from Women's Studies
directors about Mary Daly last
week. One sentence in the letter
was garbled, however, and we think
it makes such an important point
about what still needs to be thought
about by the community that we ask
you to reprint the sentence correctly.
The sentence read: "A complex but
familiar interaction of race, class
and gender factors in the social
justice equation makes university
non-recognition of LGBC a real
touchstone of BC's inadequate
acceptance of the role of

progressive
academy."

thought
?

in

the

Judith Wilt,

English department

ALUMNUS SEES

IMPROVEMENTIN
OJLTURALDIVERSITY
ATBC
To the Editor:

Recently, I attended one of the final performances of the Boston College
Dance Ensemble and was overwhelmed
with the transformation the student
body has exhibited over the past years.
Boston College has often been criticized for being a very homogenous institution, but after seeing the string of
performances last week, this is obviously becoming less and less apparent.
With themes that ranged from deep
urban hip-hop to classical ballet to a
tribute to Martin Luther King, Jr., the
embracing of cultural diversity is
readily apparent.

This performance, coupled with the
intense enthusiasm of the audience,
made for one of my proudest moments
as a Boston College alumni. Having
been the UGBC director of Social
Awareness during my stint at the
Heights, it was reassuring to know that
the groundwork we laid was paying off
in the future. My hats go off to the
Dance Ensemble, the Voices of Imani
and the student body for accurately representing the values
of Boston College.
Marvin K. Chow,
CSOM '95
director, Reebok Interactive
?

MATTSWENSON
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A Superfan's Perspective on the Hockey Season

ROUSSOS DEFENDS
HER OPINION

Should the U.S.
Risk Troops
in Kosovo?

To the Editor:
My father once said: "The abortion
issue is simple.Anyone sane is pro-choice
and a few wackos are anti-choice.'" Unfortunately, Boston College seems to harbor an abundance of these wackos. Dr.
McLaughlin attempted to discredit my
letter by attacking me. For instance, he
wrote about me: "'I find it hard to believe
that in the depths of her soul she really
believes what she has written." 1 do believe what I have written, from the depths
of my soul.
I wonder why Dr. McLaughlin, who
has never met me, thinks he knows more
about the depths of my soul than I do.
How amusing! For the sake of all the
women who suffered botched abortions
or forced motherhood. I believe it from
the depths of my soul. For all women
who. for whatever reason, need an abortion. 1 believe from the depths of my soul
in her right to choose a safe and legal procedure. To me she is a human being, not
an incubator.
Dr. McLaughlin's argument is that an
embryo is a child. What do you picture
when someone says "child?" We do not
picture a bunch of cells inside a womb.
We picture a fully formed little human.
Dr. McLaughlin's view is scientifically
false and conceptually ridiculous.
He writes, "Katherine Roussos expressed dismay that women in a group
called Partnership for Life believe that
children in the embryonic or fetal stage
of human developmentare actual human
beings." What is the correct term for
"children in the embryonic or fetal stage
of human development"? They are called
"embryos" or "fetuses." McLaughlin
knows this. He's just using double-speak
to try to brainwash people. McLaughlin's
strategy is truly laughable.
McLaughlin concludes by writing
that I must face up to the fact that "the
exercise of [the abortion] right necessarily requires ending the life of the unborn
child." "Unborn child" is another instance
of double-speak. If it's unborn, it's not a
child. McLaughlin should learn the words
"embryo" and "fetus" and stop pretending these are children.
If McLaughlin were truly interested
in humanitarian causes (as "pro-life"
would imply), he would be concerned
about the lives of women. He puts potential lives above women's lives. He
would also be concerned about the quality of life for everyone, on this already
overcrowded planet. He would be concerned about the lives of children globally, dying from starvation, malnutrition,
di'-easentvA war.-Notembrym;, fhildren
dying by the thousands as we speak.
For instance, the children in Iraq who
suffer from George Bush who "bombed
them back to the stone age," and Bill
Clinton, who continues to destroy civilian infrastructure and support economic
sanctions that are killing Iraqi civilians.
especially children. Because of U.S
bombing and sanctions:
36% of Iraqi children suffer chronic
malnutrition, which leads to permanent
mental and physical disabilities.
Between 6,000 and 7,000 Iraqi children under five die each month.
There is a 30% dropout rate among
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JASON WILLIAMS

We

have come to the end of another hockey season, another
Hockey East title, and yet another not-so-positive showing
from Boston College fans. I felt compelled to
write this piece after UNH fans dominated BC
fans at this year's Hockey East Championship. This led me to question the passion of
the BC hockey fans.
What better people to ask than the players and coaches themselves? Eagle Coach
Jerry York disagreed with my view and was
actually quite pleased with the fan turnout.
York felt, however, that "first-round playoff
tickets should be offered to the season ticket
holder" as part of the season ticket package.
When asked about the poor turnout at
Conle for our first round matchup with
UMass-Lowell. Coach York was also quick
to point out that he remembered nights in the
first few years of his tenure where only 1,500
fans attended the game. However, this year's
crowds were usually over 6,500.Coach York
added that most of the UNH fans were alumni.

The senior hockey players also had a lot
of opinions on fan turnout. "You could definitely tell we were outnumbered," Matt
Mulhern said, "Last year [at the Hockey East
championship, there] was a little bit of a better showing." Assistant Captain Chris Masters said, "It seemed like the whole state of
New Hampshire was there." He added, "What
the Eagle fans lacked in size, they made up in
the level of noise."
Captain Brendan Buckley shed the most
light on hockey fan attendance by bringing
up other factors that I had not considered

myself.
This year was New Hampshire's first-ever
regular-season title, and they were also looking for their first-ever tournament title.

Buckley said there was a "carry-over of emotions from their big weekend sweep over
Maine two weeks ago to win the title."
Buckley was impressed by the size of our student section.
Senior Cory Bilodeau, who transferred
from RPI at the beginning of last year, had a
chance to see some of the Eastern Collegiate
Athletic Conference schools two years ago.

school children, who become beggars or are sold into prostitution.
Professional women, even those with Ph.Ds from American universities, can no longer find good jobs, and are forced
into sweatshop labor.
In 1991, the U.S. breached the Geneva Convention and
used depleted uranium against Iraq, distributing radioactive
particles thai last millions of years. These particles have
caused severe sickness among U.S. veterans of Desert Storm,
and the Iraqi people. As a direct result, many babies born in
Iraq have horrific and crippling birth defects.
What is happening in Iraq is genocide. As citizens of the
U.S., the country that caused and perpetuates genocideagainst
Iraq, we are responsible for ending it. Stop the sanctions. All
they serve to do is kill innocent people. Anyone who claims
to be "pro-life" should turn their energy from forcing women
to bear potential life to protecting the lives of dying children.
"23.5 million people live in Iraq, not just one. By demonizing Saddam Hussein, the media gives the impression that
the Iraqi people, and their intense suffering under sanctions,
are irrelevant. The U.S. public is seduced into believing that
Hussein is about to blow up the world and must be stopped,
and if a few people are killed in the process that's too bad
of course it's all Hussein's fault anyway. Yes, Hussein is a
brutal dictator. But this does not give us the right to destroy an
entire people. Even if Hussein were to turn to Mother Teresa
overnight, the people of Iraq would continue to suffer and die
from the sanctions. Would we tolerate another country doing
this to us? No. so why do we expect the people of Iraq to
tolerate it?" (quote from "Press the Press to end Sanctions
on Iraq! Distributed by the Campaign for the Iraqi People c/
o Boston Mobilization for Survival, 11 Garden St. Cambridge
MA 02138, 354-0008. All other statistics and information
are from a lecture by Dennis Halliday at Boston University
on February 2,1999. Halliday was a UN member for 34 years,
and recently head of the "Oil for Food Program" in Iraq. He
resigned in disgust, with the conclusion that the only way to
help the Iraqi people is to end the sanctions.)
McLaughlin probably does not care about the children of
Iraq. He doesn't care about embryos really either. All he cares
about is maintaining male dominance by restricting the reproductive freedom of women. I urge women in "partnership
for life" to stop participating in their own degradation. Women
must stand together and work for causes that are truly prolife. Causes concerned with the lives of children, women, men
and animals, rather than forcing women to bring potential life
into existence. Of all the things from the '60s we don't want
to bring back, the coat hanger is definitely one of them.
Katherine Roussos,
A&S '99

The

its strategically placed monitors, thus
providing a protective blanket over the
heads of students and shelteringus from
apparent dangers that seem so real. We
should offer our thanks to these mindful individuals, for they have decided
to carry the burden of concern on their
ample shoulders, to prevent the weight
from falling into our innocent hands.
Only when conflicting opinions are
quelled can there be a substantial and
isolated tranquility. And we have
achieved just that.
Isolated and uncannily tranquil, we
plod about our daily lives as though the
only matters worthy of our concerns are
those that arise internallyor from those
in direct proximity to us. 1 can not, with
clean conscience, say that this aversion
is wrong, for independent thought remains one of the more frightening
things an individual can experience.
However, there -tunes a lime when it
becomes necessary to remove ourselves
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These opinions can not be learned
within a classroom. Rather, they are the
products of our learned ideology, and
we should put them to use. The goal of
all students should be to stay progressive and to be able to respond to foreign stimuli with able and insightful
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from the spheres of our own ideology,
and to ponder issues more substantial,
If this endeavor is not embarked upon,
clearly we have wasted our time and
money at Boston College.
When we assume the perspective of
an Albanian or Serb, do trivial matters
of cultural debris broadcast incessantly
on MTV seem worthy of our considerations? The nature of our beliefs is not
the issue.
Whether
one believes that NATO should cease
their air attacks immediately, or that
they should continue with even greater
force is immaterial. What is imperative
is that we do form our own educated
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BC ISOLATES ITSELFFROM INTERNATIONAL CONFLICT
To the Editor:
I would like to take a moment to
congratulate Boston College in its recent efforts to invoke worldly concern
amongst its student body. NATO's attacks on Serbian defense sites stands
as a watershed moment in the rich history of not just the United States, but
the future direction of mankind. As support for these attacks continues to waver, we at Boston College so wisely
choose to isolate ourselves from events
that do not seem to directly impact our
daily routine.
So alas, it is routine into which we
have fallen, slipping into the cold comforts of aversion, while international
events loom menacingly on the horizon for those who are willing to turn
their heads and look.
In keeping true to the very nature
of this institution, the Boston College
Lower Dining Hall Facility continues
to run its endless coverage of MTV on

Bilodeau said, "It's hard to compare those
schools to here, because Conte is about twice
the size of most of those buildings."
So this all begs the question: Will we ever
be a powerhouse hockey school such as
Michigan, North Dakota or Michigan St.,
where the team is expected to win every year,
and the weekend hockey game is the number-one event on campus?
Maybe there are just too many things to
dohere in Boston to distract our students and
alumni, or maybe we will never be a hockeycrazed type of school. However, this does not
mean that we cannot recruit the best players
and win the big games.
Keep this in mind: Coach York has already
had the number-one recruiting class in the
country twice in his five years at the Heights.
He has also gotten the number-one recruit in
the nation twice by snaggingMarty Reasoner
from Michigan and adding Bobby Allen to
the roster last year. Regardless, the Eagles
have put together another fabulous season,
and all the fans who do go out and support
the team appreciate what has been a spectacular two years.

action. We must remove the blanket
from our collective heads to see things
as they truly are. When this is accomplished, we will be able to leave Boston College saying that we did not let
the Lower Dining Facility dull our
minds, and that we achieved the noteworthy attribute of worldlyknowledge
that is so Universally admired.
?
Derek Smith,
A&S 01
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Not Sioux fast: Eagles fly to Anaheim

college

By

HEIGHTS ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

sports
Michael Teevan

I

Final Four, oilier prominent coaches

_

It's called March Madness for what
transpires on the floor. The maddening
part, however, happens off of the floor. It
speaks of the lack of loyalty, the lure of
the quick buck and the need to satisfy the
inflated egos of big-time college sports.
As the college basketball season
comes to a close, the coaching carousel begins to revolve full circle. The University
of Utah was eliminated in the secondround
of the NCAA Tournament. It was a tough
loss for the Utes. They were one of the favorites, a number-two seed, until they fell
victim to Miami of Ohio.
Within days, their coach, the portly
perfectionist Rick Majerus, was rumored
to be a candidate for every jobexcept president. Notre Dame came calling, and
Majerus listened. Then San Diego State,
with its 4-22 record this year and no basketball tradition to speak of, tried to step
into the spotlight. The Aztecs could come
up with some cash, so Majerus flirted with
them for a while.
Eventually, the coach decided to stay
put. He made the same choice last year
after he interviewed at Texas.
How is Majerus supposed to sell the
University of Utah to players when he's
had one foot out the door on numerous
occasions? His case is indicative of the
growing trend of free-agent coaches for
hire. Schools take coaches away from one
another as often as the Red Sox lose their
players.
Boston College knows a thing or two
about breeding coaches. Long before Jim
O'Brien took Scoonie Perm and Ohio Stale
io (he

and left the Heights. Tom Davis, the
newly retired coach of lowa, once oversaw the Eagles. So did Maryland's Gary
came

Williams. O'Brien, Davis and Williams all
paid visits to the Sweet 16 this year. Meanwhile, we all know what happened to die
6-21 Eagles.
Skinner proved at Rhode Island that
he can recruit players and get the most out
of their talent. TheRams' Elite Eight team
of a year ago was Skinner's group to the
core. At BC, he simply hasn't had the
chance to build a program yet. But he will.
The only problem is that if he does
lead ihe Eagles back to prominence, some
other school will take notice, throw a big
contract at him and beg him to sign.
Skinner knew what he was leaving at
URI he simply saw the potential to construct something special here at BC. If
Skinner is in this for the long haul, as he
seems to be, then the Eagles' program is
in good hands. If he does stay here, then
his level of loyally is higher than many of
his colleagues.
BC is blessed with good coaches and,
just as important, loyal coaches, in some
of its main sports. Big East Coach of the
Year Cathy Inglese has not yet put the finishing touches on the painting of a perennial power, but the day is coming when
she will look at her work with awe. Hockey
coaches Jerry York and Tom O'Malley
bleed maroon and gold. Tom O'Brien often reiterates the value of playing with
pride in a manner suiting BC football.
If being successful is a product of the
people you have in place,then BC sports
are in fine shape. The same cannot be said
for many other colleges.
?

If Scott Clemmensen is dreaming, ihen
no one wake him up. The sophomore has been a brick wall between the
pipes. And you know what? There's no one
more deserving of the success.
please

?

Doug Flulie reached agreement with
CBS last week to develop a movie about
his life. No word yet on whether Chris
O'Donnell will take the role.
It will take one talented hairstylist to
replicate Flutie's hockey hair.
***

Brian Gionta was nominated for
Player of the Year this week. I was amused
to learn that Hobey Baker was a 57" Italian, according to the sign in the Vanderslice
window.
***

In 1985, three basketball teams from
the Big East made the Final Four. The lowest seed of the four, Villanova, took home
the title.
In 1999, that theme will ring true
again, when the lowest seed among the
field wins the Frozen Four.
?

Michael

Teevan is the

spons editor ol

The Heights.

Mark Vernazza

After knocking off top-ranked North Dakota, Jeff Farkas and the Eagles will now face
Hockey East rival New Hampshire on Thursday at 4 p.m. in Anaheim. California.

MADISON. WL?The West Regional
of the NCAA tournament proved to be
just a pit-stop on the way to the Frozen
Four in Anaheim. California for Boston
College, and they rode sophomore
goallenderScott Clemmensen all the way
West.
After squeaking hy Northern Michigan 2-1 in the first round, the Eagles manhandled the number one North Dakota
Fighting Sioux 3-1. receiving goals from
Chris Masters. Jeff Galliano .mil Brian
Gionta for their eighth-straightwin. The
Eagles have become the third Hockey
East team to earn a ticket to Anaheim,
along with New Hampshire and Maine.
The Eagles will face Maine in Anaheim
on Thursday in the Final Four.
"We've been on quite a roll in
March." said York. "This is another example of a lot of good players working
together as a team, and Scott
Clemmensen played tremendous."
Clemmensen made 31 saves. 15 in
the third period, and was named the West
Regional Most Valuable Player.
Clemmensen,as York pointed out. failed
to crack all Hockey East teams or garner
any honorable mentions, but played sensationally in the two games in Madison,
earning both a spot on the All-Tournament team and MVP honors in shutting
down the nation's top-rated offense and
top-ranked team.
The Eagles, who boast a roster with
12 players over 200 pounds tas compared
to North Dakota's three), capitalized on
team size in limiting the Siou.x (32-6-2)
?
compared to the team's
to justone goal
season average of five and a half.
"This is the first loss we've had all
season where we didn't play poor(ly]."
said North Dakota Head Coach Dean
Blais. "Give [BC] credit. They kept everything to the outside and got some great
three-on-two-and two-on-one odd-man
rushes."
u
The Eagles' trip to the Frozen Four
marks the first time since 1992 when one
conference has had three out of the final
four teams in the NCAA tournament.
"I guess that's why they put us out
here." said junior Jeff Farkas. who assisted on the game-winning goal. "They
wanted losee vv Inch conference could get
the most teams in. It was a great weekend for Hockey East."
Despite shutting down the nation's
highest-scoring team by pushing them
away from the net. BC needed
Clemmensen to keep the Sioux off the
scoreboard.

"People say thai BC would he a real
good team if they could swap goallenders
with Maine or New Hampshire,"' York
said. "But I think that sort of pushes
[Clemmensen]."
Clemmensen shrugged off the criticism he had encountered. "One of the
things I pride myself on is getting better
and getting confidence," said the
netminderfrom Urbandale, lowa. "I think
that in the first half of the season, I was
kind of struggling in kind of a sophomore
jinx, but 1 don't care now. I packed my
shorts for a reason. I was confident thai
our team would go to Anaheim,'"
After a sparkling first period by
Clemmensen, BC got on the board first
when Masters continued the Eagle success on the powerplay. Masters scooped
up a Lephart shot and beat Sioux
goallender Karl Geohring with a high

wrist shot

at

10:26minutes into the sec-

ond.

later. Clemmensen robbed Adam
Cladcr in the slot for the second time of
the night and withstood a Sioux flurry on
a power play when Giuliano was whistled
for holding at 6:15 minutes.
Perhaps the best Eagle chance came
when a bad bounce off the boards popped
out in front of the North Dakota net ami
Jeff Farkas faced an empty nel. Bui
Farkas could not convert, and his shot slid
wide,

North Dakota struck back when Lee
Goren snuck behind the BC defense and
Brad Williamson hit with a long pass at
the BC blue line. Goren swooped to (lie
net and bested Clemmensen with a picturesque laser over the goaltender's left
shoulder.
BC responded less than five minutes
later at the 17:45-minute mark. Of all
York's players with a bevy of playoff
experience, it was freshman Giuliano
who was ihe hero for the Eagles. Farkas
picked up a lob pass from freshman
Brooks Orpik and shuttled it to Giuliano
who walked in alone. Giuliano's shot was
a bullet over Geohring's right shoulder
that sent the keeper's wuer bottle Hying,
"Theeoaches had been saying ail
night to shool high, because this goalie
goes down early, and that's what 1 did."
Giuliano said.
However, neither the Sioux nor BC
were done. Clemmensen made brilliant
saves on David Hogsleen and Jeff Panzer
at ihe 10:05 and 1:55-minute mark of the
third period to preserve the slim Eagle
lead. The speed and talent of the North
Dakota offense was starting to show.
However, with Goehring out of the
net ito get an extra attacker. Gionta iced
the game with a goal with just 11 seconds to go.

Annigeri proving himself among the best
By

Ernie Kappotis

HEIGHTS STAFF

"Growing up. hitting with my

brother has definitely helped me
get to where I am today." Annigeri

The Boston College men's tennis team has come a long way over
the last few years. Much of that
progress is due to the outstanding
play of junior co-captain Anand

Annigeri.

When the Manchester, Connecticut, native came to BC in the
fall of 1996, he was immediately
greeted with expectations greatly
exceeding those typically asked of
freshman student-athletes. "I

said. "I love the sport, the competition and the training. Physically,
it is important to slay in good
health. But mainly, 1 love the com-

petition."

"Anand leads through example
and through his good-natured personality," BC men's tennis coach
Nigel Bentley remarked. "He's a
hard worker both on the court and
off the court in his academics. He
is very friendly and keeps practices

region ranking. Although he has
his mind set on several individual
goals, the junior is mostly committed to his Eagles team. "We have
good team chemistry." Annigeri
said. "All of the players gel along
well. We hang out a lot off the
court, and I think that strengthens
us on the court."
Despite all of his accomplishments, Annigeri is the first to admit that the road has not always
been smooth. "Last year the team
had a lot of injuries, and it was
tough to focus," Annigeri said. He

fun."
For much of his BC career,
Annigeri has been a superb
said.
He not only played against volleyer with a dangerous forehand
some of the toughest competition ground stroke. This year, Bentley
in the country during his first colhas been thoroughly impressed
with the steady advancements in
legiate season, but he in fact excelled by compiling a 15-16 singles Annigeri's service game. "Through
record and a 15-17 combined good work ethic and a positive atdoubles mark. Now in his third titude, Anand's serve has really imyear at BC, the seasoned veteran proved," the coach praised.
Annigeri's success has
boasts a singles record of 19-8-1.
It is actually no surprise that strengthened what could be his
Annigeri was able to fight nose-togreatest asset: his attitude.
nose with some of the nation's best "Anand's confidence is sky-high
college tennis players as an 18- right now. Close matches come
down to a couple ofpoints here and
-year-old freshman.
Annigeri has been playing tenthere. Anand now feels as though
nis since he was eight-years old. he deserves to win those close

identifies both the contributions of
this year's new freshmen and the
complete team effort as reasons for

Over the past 12 to 13 years, several watchful and guiding eyes

came here." he said. "BC litis been
great and tennis has been great."

played number one in singles and
number one in doubles," Annigeri

have surely crossed Annigeri's tennis path. However, he attributes
much of his success to his younger
brother who is in high school.

matches. As a team, we've come a
long way. A lot of that is Anand.'.'
Through his persistent dedica-

tion and continuing success,
Annigeri believes that he can soon
earn the recognition of.an eastern

the team's progress. "Coach
Bentley has been really enthusiastic, and the program is on its way
up. This is the first winning season since I've been here," he said,
his smile stretching across his face.
Annigeri is enrolled in the
Carroll School of Management as
a finance major. Like most studentathletes here at BC, Annigeri is
forced to balance his time wisely.
"If we have a day off, I usually try
to catch up on schoolwork," he
said. Regarding his three years he
has spent here, Anand had no complaints. "I'm definitely glad that I
If sensational student-athletes
like Anand Annigeri keep coming
along, the BC men's tennis team
will prosper in the years to come.

HEIGHIS PI lOTO. ROBIN BERGHAUS

Anand Annigeri has swung the tennis

team back to

prominence.
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BC Women's Lacrosse Schedule and Results

BASEBALL SCHEDULE AND RESULTS
(6-9-0, 0-2-0 BIG EAST)

1
2

Valparaiso
Dayton

W, 23-11

St. Bonaventure

L, 11-8
W, 23-0

W, 9-8

2
3

Milwaukee Inst. Tech.

3

Valparaiso

W, 20-4

4

Valparaiso

L, 16-8

5
6

Boston Red Sox (exh.) L, 4-3

17
19

Stonehill

Saginaw Valley State

20
21

Date

BC Men's Lacrosse Schedule and Results

March

©Arizona State
©Arizona State (2)
©Arizona State

at

10
14
17
21
24
28

Bucknell
at Vale
at Vermont
at Marist
Holy Cross
at Providence

L, 6-5

L, 21-2; L, 27-2
L, 21-6

26
28

RUTGERS (2)
@SETON HALL (2)

L, 10-2; L, 4-1
Noon

30

Rhode Island

3 p.m.

L, 3-2
L, 2-0
L, 2-1
L, 10-2

February 27 Southern Illinois
February 28 Connecticut

March 20
March 26

Boston University (DH)
Virginia Tech

March 26
March 26
March 27

Liberty

March 30

at Holy Cross (DH)

George Mason
Virginia Tech

W, 2-1; L, 8-5
L, 2-0

RESERVE

?

TRAINING

L, 20-8
George Mason
William & Mary Tournament
13-6
L,
Notre Dame
L, 17-6
@ Brown
@ UConn
W, 15-14 (OT)
L, 14-8
Harvard
@ Holy Cross
3:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m
Rutgers
1:00 p.m.
@
Pennsylvania
Dartmouth
4:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
@ Vale
Boston University 3:30 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
@ Syracuse
@ Cornell
1:00 p.m.
Univ. of New Hamp. 3:30 p.m
12:00 p.m.
Villanova

4
6
8
13
20
22
24
27
28
1
7
13
17
18
21
25

@

@

BC Men's Hockey Individual Statistics
(25-11-4 Overall, 15-7-2 Hockey East)

Brian Gionta, F, So
Jeff Farkas, F, Jr
Blake Bellefeuille, F, Jr
Mike Mottau, D, Jr
Chris Masters, F, Sr
Bobby Allen. D. So
Mike Lephart, C, So
Andy Powers. F, Sr
Jeff Giuliano, F. Fr
Kevin Caulfield, F, Jr
Brendan Buckley, D, Sr
Tony Hutchins, F, Jr
Nick Pierandri, F, Sr
Matt Mulhern, F, Sr
Marty Hughes, D, So

For more information,
visit BC's official athletic site at:
www.bceagles.com

L, 1-0
2:30

OFFICERS'

at

sports

L, 3-2
W, 3-1

\u25a01\u25a0

4:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.

The Heights'' sports
articles can be found
on-line at:
www.bcheights. com/

L, 3-2

April
April
April
April
April
April
April

3p.m.

After the Eagle's Nest
closes, the fun just begins.
At least it does at 4:15
p.m. each Monday. That's
when The Heights'' sports
staff holds its weekly
meetings. You can
contact us at:
sports@bcheights. com.

BC SOFTBALL SCHEDULE AND RESULTS
(2-9-0, 0-1-0 BIG EAST)
February 26 Fresno State

2 p.m.
7 p.m.
1 p.m.

MAY
Manhattan
2 p.m.
May 15-16 ECAC/NCAA Tournament

1
*

February 27 Nebraska

March
March
March
March
March
March
March
March
March

16-4
w, 16-7
L, 2-1
L, 15-14
3 p.m.
L,

APRIL

W, 15-2
Cancelled

February 26 South Carolina

MARCH
Towson St.
Sacred Heart
Harvard
Hartford
at UMass-Amherst

6
20
24
27
30

Result/Time

Opponent

\u25a0

G

A

Pts

PPG

57

12

1.58
1.38
1.15
1.00
0.93
0.80
0.76
0.62
0.47
0.43
0.35
0.36
0.33
0.30

10

0.25

40
33
40

9

40

4

37
40

8

36

4

40

3

40

4

32
24
22
37
22
23
14
12
15
8
13
9
10
8

40

2

8

39

2

Ales Dolinar, F. Fr

37
35

1

Cory Bilodeau, D, Jr

7

Mark McLennan, F. So
Dan Sullivan, D, So

0

Rob Scuderi, D, So
Brooks Orpik, D. Fr

CORPS

GP

36

25

40
40

31

40

3

40

18

24
15
11

13

1

55
46
40
37
32
25
25
19
16
14
13
13

TO

0.26:

8

9"

3

5

8

1

12

0
0

1
0

0.24 '
0.23
0.29
0.06
0.00

S~

"

"

1
0

'%

Goaltenders
GP
Scott Clemmensen, So 39
Andy McLaughlin, Sr 1
3
Mike Correia, Sr

Record

Sv% GAA

24-11-4
1-0-0

.882
.900

0-0-0

.864

2.97
2.02
2.85

SEE THE WORLD & SAVE MONEY
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SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.

Hk

If you didn'tsign up forROTC as a fresh- By the time you have graduated from
man or sophomore, you can still catch college, you'll have the credentials of
up to your classmatesby attending
an Army officer. You'll also have
Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a
theself-confidence and discipline
paid six-week summer course in |_\M it takes to succeed in college
leadership training,

1

1

1

'''-'?

P

Is

________

___<__.

****s
***

l_l

and beyond.

MtMYROTC
THE SMARTESTCOLLEGE
COURSEYOU CAN TAKE.
For more information, call
Lieutenant J.P. Guerard at
(617)373-2372.

With Hostelling International you'll enjoy friendly, affordable accommodation at nearly
4,500 hostels in over 70 countries. Get the HI card for just $25. It's valid for a whole year and
you'll join 4 million members who save every time they travel too!
You can also book hostels around the world with IBN,
WSt HI s computerizedreservation service

\u25a0 \u25a011l ivi'fknati.qWM

\u25a0 \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0

VIIW " KK

To find out more, visit our website, call 202-783-6161 or drop into your local student travel agency.

Join on-line today: www.hiayh.org
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NCAA

Tournament Box Scores

Boston College 2, Northern Michigan 1
3/27/99 at Dane County Coliseum in Madison, Wisconsin

BC SPORTS SHORTS
By Casey

Hockey

Team
Boston College
Northern Michigan

O'Connell

Scoring By Period

Shots By Period
Penalties
6 12 6 24
7-14
119 7 27
7-14
Records: Boston College (26-11-4 overall, 15-7-2 Hockey East);
Northern Michigan (22-15-5 overall, 14-11-5 CCHA)

Power Plays

02 0 2
100 1

HEIGHTS STAFF

2-6
0-6

Scoring Summary

Baseball drops double-dipat rutgers

First Period
NMU-1 Fred Mattersdorfer (Chad Theuer, Bryan Phillips) 5x5, 5:38
Second Period
BC-1 JeffFarkas (Blake Bellefeuille, Brian Gionta) 5x4, 5:01
BC-2 Brian Gionta (Bellefeuille, Mike Mottau) GWG, 5x4, 18:23

The Boston College baseball team dropped both games of a doubleheader to defending Big East Champion Rutgers
on Saturday in Piscataway, New Jersey, losing 10-2 and 4-1. Rutgers pitcher Brian Delehaney fired a complete game
two- hitter in the first matchup, with right fielder Mike Quirk and shortstop Mike Hubbard recording BC's only hits. In
the second game, BC managed nine hits but only one run off of Rutgers' Eric Brown, who pitched eight-plus strong
innings. BC's lone tally came on a solo home run by pitcher Stephen Langone. BC dropped to 6-8 overall.

Third Period

Softball blanked by hokies

No Scoring

The Softball team had no hits off of Virginia Tech's Clarissa Crowell on Sunday afternoon, losing 2-0 in the semifinal of the Sports Plus Classic in Richmond. Virginia. It was the first of three contests. The Eagles then lost 3-2 to
Liberty. That afternoon, BC beat George Mason, 3-1. They closed out the Virginia road swing by losing aI -0 decision,
again at the hands of the Hokies.

Goaltending Summary
Saves By Period
10 9 7 26
6 10 6 22

Goaltender

Boston College Scott Clemmensen (60:00)
-

Northern Michigan Dan Ragusett (59:00)
-

Garay continues standout season
Freshman wrestler and football player Antonio Garay won the East Coast Wrestling Conference Championship in
the heavyweight division, becoming the first-ever BC athlete to win that title. He also earned the ECWA Most Outstanding Wrestler Award. Garay's wins raised his record to 19-0 overall, and 7-0 in conference competition.
Garay defeated last year's champion and number-one seed, Marc DeFrancesco of Rider University, about two minutes into the final match. The win automatically qualified him for the NCAA championships. Last fall, Garay was a
defensive lineman for the BC football team and was one of only a few true freshmen to see action in 1998.

Boston College 3, North Dakota 1
3/28/99 at Dane County Coliseum in Madison, Wisconsin
Shots By Period
; Power Plays
Penalties
02 13
6 13 10 29
4-8 \u25a0\u25a0-..'..
.1-6
010 1
7 10 15 32
10-31
1-4
Records: Boston College (27-11-4 Overall, 15-7-2 Hockey East);
North Dakota (32-6-2 Overall, 24-2-2 WCHA)

Team
Boston College
North Dakota

Scoring By Period

Mottau wins the brown award
Men's ice hockey defenseman Mike Mottau was selected as one of the winners of the 1999 Walter Brown Award,
given each year to the best American-born college hockey player in New England.The award, presented by the Gridiron
Club of Boston, was shared by Mottau and Providence's Mike Omicoli. Mottau is the 16th BC player to earn the honor,
but is the first since Dave Emma in 1991. Head Coach Jerry York is a former recipient, taking home the trophy in 1967.
Mottau and forward Brian Gionta were also named to the All-Hockey East Team.

Scoring Summary
First Period
No Scoring
Second Period

BC-1 Chris Masters (Mike Lephart) 5x4,10:26
UND-1 Lee Goren (Brad Williamson) 5x4, 13:47
BC-2 Jeff Giuliano (Jeff Farkas, Brooks Orpik) GWG, 5x5, 17:45

1999 FOOTBALLSCHEDULE
A

Sep.

BAYLOR
at Navy

18
Sep. 25
Ocr.. ."!
Sep.

Oct.

Nov.

Nov.

26

BC-3 Brian Gionta (Blake Bellefeuille) Empty Net Goal, 19:49

at Temple"
PITTSBURGH'

9

Oct. 16
Oct. 23
Oct. 30
Nov. 13
20

Third Period

at Rutgers'

NORTHEASTERN

Goaltending Summary

MIAMI*
at Syracuse*

Saves By Period
7 9 15 31
6 11 9 26

Goaltender

Boston College Scott Clemmensen (60:00)

WEST VIRGINIA*

-

at Notre Dame
(Fri.)at Va. Tech*

North Dakota

-

Karl Goehring (59:54)

'Denotes BIG EAST games

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
19

9

SESSION

SUMMER

9
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Softball: April 6

vs.
Rhode Island @ 3

p.m.

x

?

Men Lacrosse: April
10 vs. Bucknell @ 2
_

1

Small, interactive day
and evening classes

A year's worth of
credit in biology,

;
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P
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____!

_____

I
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:

Baseball: March 30
vs. Rhode Island @ 3
p.m.; April 1 doubleheader vs. Villanova
@ 12 p.m.; April 3
doubleheader vs.
Georgetown @ 12
p.m.

9___i_' _fH___V ®__H

:

Upcoming
Boston College
Home Games:
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p.m.
Women's Lacrosse:
March

31

Dartmouth

@

vs.

3 p.m.

One- to eight-week
~

?

.

,

-

Field Studies
San Francisco?Social Policy Studies
National Parks ?Environmental Issues'
?Chicago ?Urban Studies
Cahokia Settlement?Archaeology
New Mexico ?Ethnography
?

Men's Tennis: April
11 vs. St. John's @ 12
p.m.

COUrSeS aVailaDle

?

?

?

Study Abroad
'

?

Aries, France

Bangkok, Thailand
Cusco, Peru
London, England
'Prague, Czech Republic
South Africa
Verona. Italy

?

?

?

?

Women's
Tennis:
April 14 vs. Boston
University @ 2 p.m.

?

For your FREE Summer Session catalog, Field Studies brochure,
or Summer Study Abroad brochure, call l-800-FINDS NU or 847-491-5250
e-mail: summer@nwu.edu
www.nwu.edu/summernu/
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Most college students have a hard time affording even a used can
That's why Daewoo is pleased to introduce our special college
financing program where it's easy to buy a great, new car Our plan
offers low monthly payments and special interest-only financing
for the first one or two years. Which means you'll be able to still
afford gas. Our plan also offers seniors and recent graduates a
great opportunity to show off their independence by applying
for financing without mom and dad's help. Remember this offer
is only available to college students, so be sure to take advantage
of ft. Start by checking out the charts below to see how good
we look versus those other cars you've been looking at.Then
by checking out how good we'll look in your driveway.
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Leganza CDX 4-door Sedan

Honda
Accord LX

Toyota
Camry LE

$18.910

$20.205

$20.218

3-Year Scheduled Maintenance Covered

Yes

No

No

Leather Seating Surfaces

Yes

No

$UOO

In-Dash CD Player

Yes

No

$190

Automatic Temperature Control

Yes

Manual

Manual

Traction Control System

Yes

No

No

Power Tilt& Slide Moonroof

Yes

No

Price'

Nubira vs. Civic/Corolla

w/Remote Keyless

Yes

No

_

Front Fog Lights

Yes

No

$399

Alloy Wheels

Yes

"?

Entry

©

Comparably-Equipped Price"

$

18,910

$20,205

V

Daewoo
Nubira CDX

Honda
Civic LX

Price'

$14.610

$16,045

Manufacturer's Equipment

Br \u25a0

Toyota

Corolla LE

_

3-W Scheduled Maintenance Covered

Yes

No

In-dash CD Player

Yes_

AM/FM Stereo w/Cassette

Yes

Anti-Lock Braking System
Front Fog Lights

"

$399

|

_

__,

"

Manufacturer's Suggested Retail

Manufacturer's Equipment

Car Alarm

__r

Nubira" CDX 4-door Sedan

Daewoo
..ganiaCPX

Manufacturer's Suggested Retail

______

V

\u25a0___\u25a0

leganza vs. Accord/Camry

_______

f__P_rfdm

__JP

I

i_f__f__

'

'

No

_No

$100

No Cassette

Yes

Yes

No

$550

Yes

No

No

Car Alarm w/Remote Keyless Entry

Yes

No

$399

Air Conditioning

..

v

Yes

v

v

PowerWindows

Yes

Yes

~

.._.

Comparably-Equipped Price*

~

Yes

Yes
Yes
~

$14,610

$16,045

|

*______

,i
K________e___-

_____

t_

Great College Financing.

I

r

_^
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$17,137

$23,671

1999Daewoo Motor America, Inc. Daewoo, Leganza, Nubiraand lanos are trademarks of Daewoo Motor America. Inc. All other trademarks appearingabove belong to their respectfve owners and areused solely for comparative purposes,
Limited 3 years or 36,000 mile warranty. Program details available at our Daewoo slores.
Daewoo Motor America, Inc. will guarantee lor up to 60 monthsfrom date o! purchase the trade-in value ot a 1999Daewoo vehicle, equal to the best selling vehicle in America in that segment when you purchase another new Daewoo vehicle, based on residual trade-in value published by the National AutomobileDealers Association (?JADA) Used Car Trade-in Value Guide,
or other industry-wdeaccepted reference source in the event the NAOA Used Car Trade-in Value Guide is no longer published. Guarantee inapplicableto purchase ot any vehicle other than a new Daewoo vehicle from an authonzed Daewoo Motor America, inc. company-owned retailer Consumer must retain cng na.ly purchased Daewoo vehicle for at least one year
Offer applies onlyto college students at an accredited 4-yearcxtllece/unrversfty. See stores for details. Otter good 3/15/99 to 6/30/99. Restrictions on mileage and condition of trade-in vehicle mayappfy. Otter is non-transferable.
' No mileagerestrictions. Driver must be 18 years of age or older with a valid driver's license and proof of insurance. Not all drivers win qualifyfor the test dive. See store to see it you quaSfy. Store may have limited amount of cars available for our three day test drive. Residency restnctions appry. Limited time offer. See Daewoo store for details.
Competitive insurance quotes and comparisonavailable through 3rd party source.
Emergency roadside assistance only. See stores for details. Not available in Hawaii or Alaska.
' 1999 model year MSRP includes destination and exclude taxes, title, license and options; prices reflect models with automatic transmission,
Includes options. Product comparisons are based on published manufacturers data as of Feb. 1999. Source:Kelley Blue Bookwebsite Feb, 1999,
' Preferred Equipment Group 2 adds $1,665,
' Available to qualified individuals enrolled inor been accepted lor matriculation at an accredited 4-year college/university through a participating consumerfinancing Institution. Qualified co-sign may be required. Some restrictions will apply.
' Seniors with income and credit history. Other restrictions may apply. See store for details.
3 Seniors within 6 months of graduation or recent graduates within the last 2 years, both with a verifiable job or Job offer. Other resections may apply.
' Monthly payment of interest only during Interest-Only Period {2-years for juniorsand 1 -yearfor seniors) followed by regular monthly payments of principal and Interest for the balance of the contract term. Down payment, tax and license fees ducal Inception
' For instance, $66 per month for Lanos S-3DR for up to 24 monthsfor juniors and up to 12 monthsfor seniors at 9.75% APR through interest only financing available with a qualified co-signer and 10% down payment, then $207 per month for 48 months at 9 75% APR. Base Lanos S price of $8,999 is 1999 MSRP, including $250 destination
charge as of 9/98. Excluding taxes, tag, and title. Subject to availability.
The college financing program and trade-in value guarantee described herein are not valid with any other offers from Daewoo Motor America, Inc.
"

"

"

"'

"
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A First from Daewoo.
If you are a:

I

1

Low Cost of Ownership.
I

You may qualify for :

Co-Sign

1I

Senior special Low interest,
long term financing

Senior

2

program, you won't pay anything extra for the first 3 years* That's
right. Zilch. Even brake pads and wiper blades are included. And to
make it even easier we have hundreds of friendly service centers
throughout the country for your convenience. Daewoo takes care
of so man Y thin § s - about all You have to do IS Just add § as '

No

College graduates 3 low interest,
long term financing
Low interest, long term financing

1 year deferred (interest only 4) payment
followed by equal installments up to 4 years5

Junior

Yes

m

Low interest, long term financing

W

2 year deferred (interest only4) payment
followed by equal installments up to 4 years5

,

Sophomore

Low interest, long term financing

Yes

Freshman

Low interest, long term financing

Yes

_\u25a0

vi

V

V

\u25a0__'___*

7__l

\u25a0__

__I

__!

wH
"___

_

*

___"?__.

_____\u25a0

\M

_H

'

__r

ME

___________

__L.hi.ithi,)_iit_i

_____

__T

_.

.

Daewoo

nn/nn

,

__________

j^U^^^m^£^^H^^^^U^H

Chevy'

Metro LSi 4DR

$11,700

$1 1,427

3-Year Scheduled Maintenance Covered

Yes

No

AM/FM Stereo w/Cassette

Yes

Pkg.+

Price'

,

mvljSlSwTuffiir*TiWm

Unos SE 4DR

Manufacturer's Suggested Retail

V

4-speed

3-speed

Yes

No

Power Door Locks

Yes

$220

Car Alarm w/Remote Keyless Entry

Yes

No

Air Conditioning

$700

Pkg.+

Power Steering

Yes

Pkg-

Price"

$'2.400

|

V I
I ____\ 11 f i^__l
_r

Power Windows

Comparably-Equipped

J^^

\u25a0

/Manufacturer. Equipment

Automatic Transmission

dUC'I II V3.IU6*

I

__rz___fT____R94^V-T_^_T-ff__l

__r
__r

Lanos SE 4-door Sedan

Lanos vs. Chevy Metro

U&IClrl 166G

______31__S_5T»ll-_>_i_!_ETl_r_Ts__is^ir_^__siT^^_^?_B

_\u25a0

__r

_^

You're also getting a great investment if you buy a Daewoo
,
,
c
n
before b/30/yy. Because when you re ready to trade-in your
used Daewoo for a new Daewoo, we'll match the trade-in
va| ue to th e best selling car in its class.** It's a guaranteed way
to get the most value out of your car And it's only available
from Daewoo. And only for college students.
To learn more about Daewoo, stop by a Daewoo Store or
talk to a Daewoo Campus Advisor And find out how easy
it is to finish your four years on four wheels.

Yes

_____

\u25a0I

cars w '" cost y° u a ' ot °f money every year on maintenance.
Not Daewoo. With our amazing regular scheduled maintenance

_f^______

___l||f___

111 111 1

A

_\

V

/_^^\_r^^

YW

W

+

$13,312

|

WWW.daeWOOUS.COITI

Or

I-877-GO-DAEWOO

Daewoo of Natick
521 Worcester Rd. Rt. 9
(508) 653-9200
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Women's

Men's lacrosse
lacrosse loses heartbreaker
splits a
to Hartford
pair
By

but it's still early in
the season." Adair said.
Senior midfielder Tyler Jewell led
all scorers on the afternoon. The
Sudbury native netted four goals for the
Eagles in his best performance of what
is still a young season.
The Eagles had several scoring opportunities in the late stages of the
game, but couldn't take advantage of
them. Sophomore J.B. Garth, one of the
top point men for BC. contributed three
scores (one goal, two assists) for the
was a tough loss,

Adam Shub

HEIGHTS STAFF

Brancatella

The Boston College men's lacrosse
suffered their third loss of the season on Saturday lo the University of
It was a tale of two games for Hartford hy a score of 15-14. Although
the women's lacrosse team last the season is only four games old, this
week. Last Wednesday, the team was a difficult loss for the Eagles, who
heal Holy Cross. 8-7. but followed led Hartford up until the closing moup with a loss against Rutgers. 21- ments of the game.
Hartford opened the game with a
-7. on Friday.
goal moments after the first face-off.
Travelling to play intrastate rivals Holy Cross, the team celebrated The Eagles, however, responded with a Eagles.
"It was a frustrating day because we
a victory thanks to sophomore Emily goal of their own to tic the game at 1-1.
Sophomore attackman Michael Adair really felt like the game was in our
Ryan's winning goal. Goalie Melissa Cole had I 1 save» in a game that scored his sixth goal of the season, set hands. We played three solid quarters,
but need to learn how to close the door
up by junior attackman Dan Hayden.
saw several players make contribuNeither team could mount a subon teams," Garth said.
tions to the scoreboard. Junior SuBC's record currently stands at 1stantial lead in the first half. The two
san Pitt scored two goals and added
3. Their lofty goal of qualifying for the
teams exchanged goals throughout, but
assists
to
her
day's
activity.
two
the Eagles took the edge, going into the ECAC tournament may be fading in die
Sophomore Emily Santos also conbackground of the bubble that covers
halftime break at 7-6.
?
tributed two goals and sophomore
BC put itself in the position to win Alumni Stadium
the same bubble
Heather Egan had one. The freshthe game in the second half and bring that forces the Eagles to host games at
man class made a showing with attheiroverall mark on the season to .500 what has proven to be the "unfriendly
(2-2). Unfortunatelyfor the Eagles, who
tacker Lauren Miller's two assists.
confines" of Bentley College.
The game was tied at 7-7 with a enjoyed leads of 11-7 and 12-8. they
In action earlier last week, the relittle over four minutes remaining on couldn't shut the door on Hartford. The sult was the same for the Eagles. BC
the clock when Ryan scored the winHawks clawed their way back into the lost at Harvard by a score of 12-6.The
ning goal. She was able to break the game and notched the game winner Eagles close out their March schedule
against a talented Universty ol' Massawith five minutes left in the contest.
deadlock of over 10 minutes withchusetts squad next Wednesday at
"We came out and played well toout a score by either team and alwere able to build a lead. It
Amherst.
lowed Boston College to come away gether and
with the win.
Travelling to the neutral territory
of the University of Pennsylvania
Saturday, March 27
last Saturday, the BC women were
pounded 21-7 by number 14
Rutgers. Sophomore Honor
Eagle ScoringLeaders
Crowther remained a bright spot for
the team as she had two goals and
#19 Welles Crowther: 3 goals
#29 Michael Adair: 2 goals
two assists. At
Cole was able
HEIGHTS EDITOR

team

HARTFORD 15, BC 14

goal.

-r

c

?

#15 Mike Sullivan: 2 goals

Garbage takes home football tournament title
Garbage defeated the BC 49ers on Saturday March 20 to take home the winter football
tournament

title.

The Intramural Office would like to thank Andy Padilla, Kevin Teaken, Mark Merlini,
Chris Dionot, Heather Anderson, Charlie Papazian and Tim Baier for making the football
tournament a success. We would also like to send a special thank you to Derek Popp, who
single-handedly ran the final day of the event when no one else was available to work.
Without Derek's efforts, the tournament never would have been possible.

Spring Softball tournaments
Registration for the spring softball tournaments will take place from April 6 through
April 8 at the Intramural Office. Registration will be conducted between the hours of 4:30
p.m. to 9:30 p.m., and entries will be taken on a first come, first served basis. Once again we
will offer a men's tournament, April 15 through 18, and a co-rec tournament, April 22 through
25. There is a $30 cash registration fee, and each tournament is limited to 16 teams.

?

#22 J.B. Garth: 1 g, 2 ast.

?

#43 Scott Lee: 4 assists

Ii

?

?

Questions?
If you have questions about anything pertaining to the Intramural Sports Program
please call or visit our office. We are located on the second floor of the Plex, office number
24. Our office hours are Monday through Thursday, from 4:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. To reach us
by phone, call (617) 552-4783

?#44 Tyler Jewell: 3 goals, 1 ast.
#25 Dan Hayden: 1 goal, 2 ast.
#47 Pat McCavanaugh: 2 g, 1 ast
Ii

,

Eagles
seven
were simply overwhelmed by the
Scarlet Knights.
Women's lacrosse is scheduled
to play Dartmouth at home at 3 p.m.
Wednesday. They will get a few days
rest over Easter weekend before
? Vale on April 7.
travelling to face

Boozers take home women's title
The Boozers jumped out to an early 7-2 lead and then never lookedback on their way
to a 49-31 victory over the Individuals. The win secured a perfect 13-0 season for the champs.

?

?

shots, but the

to stop

Fun Police win men's intramural basketball
The Fun Police capped an undefeated 15-0 season on Wednesday, March 24 with a 70-63 win over the defending champions, Rose Dawson. Alex Alvarez paced a well-rounded
attack, connecting on six three pointers. Hot shooting Pedro Cirino, the hard-hitting Eagle
safety on the football team, kept Rose Dawson in the game, as he connected on nine longdistance bombs. However, the well-balanced Fun Police attack was able to keep a lead
throughout the second half.
In the semifinals, played on Monday, March 22, Rose Dawson beat Garbage, 47-45,
on a dramatic, last-second jump shot by captain Mike Sutphin, a kicker on the football team.
The Fun Police converted three straight Funk Soul Brothers turnovers into layups to offset a
six-point deficit. Solid defense and late free throw shooting secured a 47-42 victory.
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jMr Tired of being turned down?
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If You Think You Can't Get A Credit Card, Think Again.
Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits
up to $10,000 within days!
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No Parent Signer, No Security Deposit.
Credit? no Job? Ho Income? Guaranteed Approval.
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Mail this order form today!
I want Credit Cards
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Doctor prepares BC runners Fans turn to the college game,
not NBA, for their hoops fix
for Boston Marathon
By Jim Rowan
HEIGHTS EDITOR

themselves from injury right before the
Dunne the taper, runners should
focus on stretching and massaging

r;i__.

The Super Bowl of the running
world is gradually sneaking up on the
city of Boston. On Monday, April 19.
the 103rd Boston Marathon will commence at noon. Are you ready?
Dr. Pierre A. d'Hemecourt has been
giving advice to Boston Marathon enthusiasts this past year. Last Tuesday
night, he
visited
Boston

muscles, decreasing
care of their feet

mileage, taking

and maintaining aero-

bic capacity.
Another issue of concern for runners should he footwear. Dr.
d'Hemecourl suggests that runners
should have about 70 miles on their
shoes before race day. Breaking in new

and then sticking strictly to water for
the remainder of the race. Once ihe race
hits full stride, he stresses that remaining hydrated is key to maintainingone's
performance, as well as perhaps
munchingonsome carbohydrate-intensive snack to maintain energy.
Dr. d'Hemecourt also made suggestions from his own past experiences.
He advised runners to eat a good meal
before the race and to drink lots of water. He
also reminded
them to

College
to give a
final bit
of advice
to
the

bring
some

money.
identification
an d
medical

runners

before
the big
day.
He
lectured
on three
main
topics
that run-

supplements if
they re-

quire

ner s
should
be aware
of in the
last few
weeks
before
the marathon .
First, the
doctor
a
d dressed
the issue of training.
The biggest problem for runners is
training too much, too soon and too
fast, Dr. d'Hemecourt said. He also alluded to the fact that runners will face
problems in their training if they do not
remain consistent and incorporate rest
days and cross-training into their regiment.

He also recommends that runners
should taper two or three weeks before
race day to give their bodies time to
recover from the training and protect

them.
To those
of you
that are
wi in ping
out and
not run-

ning in
th c
marathon (in-

cluding
myself),

i.s very important in maintaining
foot health for the duration of the race.
After training and footwear, the final and possibly most important issue
is food. The doctor recommends that
runners eat a meal high in carbohydrates well before the race and then
maybe have a litilc snack closer to the
start time.
The biggest caveat involvingnutrition is to slay hydrated. Dr.
d" Hemecouit suggests drinkinga sports
drink up to 90 minutes before the race
shoes

you can
still participate
by cheering for the runners on Commonwealth Avenue. The best place to
be will be on "Heartbreak Hill," as the
runners move into the final stage of the
race after going downhill for approximately 16 miles.
1f you have any questions about the
race, check out the official website at
www.hosummanilhon.nrx. Good luck
to all who are planning to brave the 26.2
miles! On Patriot's Day, BC students
surely will line the course to cheer the

runners on.

By

Matt Sefick

HEIGHTS STAFF

In college basketball, the month of
March is considered the climax of the
season. Sixty-four teams compete for
a common goal the national championship. Every player and coach has
their eyes set on cutting down the nets
after winning the finals of the prestigious NCAA tournament. Only one
team will go home fulfilled and overcome with joy at their tremendous accomplishment. Men and women of all
ages around the nation sit in front of
the television glued to the screen rooting tur their favorite teams.
The time is called March Madness,
and it lives up to its name each year.
Now fans must ask, what is going on
in the National Basketball Association
during this time? The usual response,
especially this year, seems to be "Who
knows?"
or perhaps better said.
"Who cares?"
With the shortened season due to
the NBA lockout, the loss of basketball legend (and potential Charlotte
Hornets owner) Michael Jordan, the
demise of the historic Chicago Bulls
and the changing uniforms of many
star players, the professional ranks are
suffering a great deal this year. I have
not yet spoken with any fans who seem
unaffected by the NBA work stoppage.
Rather, they have expressed anger and
disappointment with the organization.
However, the lockout is only one
factor that arose this year. The debate
of whether NCAA basketball or NBA
basketball is better has been going on
before the start of this season. Unfortunately for the NBA, this year's catastrophe changed many opinions that
had been in favor of the pros to negativeones.
There are advantages and disadvantages to both the NCAA and the
NBA. I spoke to a couple of people
about these positive and negative as?

?

COURTESY OF

WWW.CNNSI COM

Many disenchanted NBA fans have turned to the college ranks,
including Mike Krzyzewski's amazing Duke team.
and got some good feedback.
"NCAA basketball is more localized;' said Matt Dickson. CSOM '01.
"Kids our age, who we even may
know, are playing on television." It is
always an exciting idea to see someone, or ourselves, on the TV screen,
whether for a mere two seconds passing by the camera or. in this case, for a
whole game. 1 have a friend from high
school who is playing basketball at
Marist College. I've seen him on television a number of times, but f always
find myself with my mouth wide open
thinking about that fact.
Dinos Spyris, A&S '01. commented, "The college players seem
more hungry than NBA players
the\ play with more heart."" This is a
common argument
that NBA players are in it for the cash and not for the
love of the sport. They are paid
pects

?

?

infathomable sums of money and seem
to forget the main reason for starting
to play the sport when very young ~.
it was fun and they loved it.
There are, of course, arguments in
favor of the NBA. "The NBA is such
a competitive market and contains the
best athletes in the world," Spyris said.
This is very true. Despite the money
involved, the games are still always
competitive, as are the players; it isjust
the motives behind this competitiveness that we question. "Those fNBA]
players are very high on themselves,"
stated Teresa Immediata, A&S '01.
"It's hard to look past that aspect."
I must agree and admit that I am
an avid fan of collegebasketball as op-

posed

to professional

play, especially

time of the year. In the words of
Dick Vitale, "It's March Madness,
baby what could be better?!"
at this

...

Boston College Dining Services

Easter Recess -1999
April 1 April 5
-

McELROY
Carney's

3/31 Wednesday
at 7:30 pm

4/1 Thursday

\u25a0

4/4 Sunday

11:00 am-2:00 pm Lunch
4:30 pm 6:30 pm Dinner

4/5 Monday
at 7:30 am

-

3/30 Tuesday
al midnight

CLOSED

4/5 Monday
at 8:00 pm

Faculty Dining Room

3/31 Wednesday
at 1:45 pm

CLOSED

4/6 Tuesday
at 11:30 am

Eagle's Nest

3/31 Wednesday
at 2:30 pm

CLOSED

4/6 Tuesday
at 11:00 am

Dunkin'Donuts/Friendly's

3/31 Wednesday
at 2:00 pm

CLOSED

4/6 Tuesday
at 7:30 am

3/31 Wenesday
at 3:30 pm

CLOSED

4/6 Tuesday
at 7:30 am

Late Night

SPRING SALE
SAUE ON SELECTED ITEMS

LYONS HALL

Main Dining Room

?

CHAMPION AND OTHER CLOTHING LINES
SELECTED STYLES. 50% OFF
?

?

REEBOK ALL STYLES.

Main Dining Room

20% OFF

WHALERKNIT SWEATERS ALL STYLES.-. JO% OFF
?

STUART HALL

30% OFF

GIFT SELECTED STYLES
****

at 7:00 pm

4/1 Thursday Only
10:30 am Breakfast

7:15 am

-

11:00 am

-

4/5 Monday
at 7:30 am

2:30 pm Lunch

2:30 pm 3:30 pm Snacks
-

Late Night Service

3/30 Tuesday
at midnight

CLOSED

4/5 Monday
at 8:00 pm

Dunkin'Donuts/Friendly's

3/30 Tuesday
at 3:00 pm

CLOSED

4/5 Monday
at 7:30 am

3/31 Wednesday
at7:3opm

4/1 Thursday Only
7:30 am 11:00 pm Breakfast
11:30 am-3:00 pm Lunch
4:30 pm 6:30 pm Dinner

4/5 Monday

3/30 Tuesday
midnight

CLOSED

4/5 Monday
at 3:00 pm

3/31 Wednesday

CLOSED

4/6 Tuesday
at 11:00 am

LOWER CAMPUS
tt

************
******
****
******
*******

3/31 Wednesday

DINING HALL

Main Dining Room

-

at7:3oam

-

Addic's

WALSH HALL-

PLAYERS'CLUBn
(Faculty

&

Staff Only)

at 2:00 pm
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BC takes 2-1 victory After his
NHL days,
against Northern
Sweeney
Michigan
By Mark Vernazza
HEIGHTS ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

An old hockey adage says that
goaltending and special teams win
games in the postseason. Boston College got both in the first round of the
NCAA tournament against Northern
Michigan.
Scott Clemmensen turned in a sterling 26-save performance as Jeff Farkas
and Brian Gionta scored second-period
goals on a power play to give the Eagles
a 2-1 win in front of just 2,414 spectators at the Dane County Coliseum in

COURTESYOF WWW.CNNSI.COM

Coming to a television near you:
the Doug Flutie story
He completed the Hail Mary. He won the Heisman Trophy. He revitalized the
Buffalo Bills. And he puts his name on a fine breakfast cereal that you can purchase
at the BC Bookstore. Now, CBS will produce a movie about the remarkable life of
Doug Flutie. Look for it to hit the small screen this Christmas season.

Madison. Wisconsin.
"It was one of those games that featured great goaltending." said Coach
Jerry York. "I think that's the best Scott
has playedall season. If we keep going
in this tournament, we are going to need
great goaltending and good special
teams."
BC's malignedgoaltender that kept
them in the game. When Northern
Michigan jumpedahead, 1-0, the situation could have been much worse were
it not for Clemmensen.
The sophomore made 10 saves,
many of the spectacular variety, much
to the surprise of Northern Michigan
Head Coach Rick Comely.
"He played a lot better that I
thought he would, to be honest," said
Comely. "Looking at the film of the
New Hampshire game when they came
back, he looked vulnerable. But he
made the saves."
The Eagles came out flat in the first
period. The Wildcats from Northern
Michigan were swarming, and BC was
helping them with a gift basket of defensive zone turnovers and neutral-zone
bobbles. Even on three power-play opportunities, BC seemed confused.
Northern Michigan goton the board
at the 5:38 mark, when ChadTheur was
allowed to pick up the puck at the BC
blue line, circle the net and throw a wrist
shot on Clemmensen from the top on
the right face-off circle. Clemmensen
put a pad on Theur's lob. but Fred

Mattersdorfer slid the rebound under
Clemmensen for LINM's only score of
the night,
"We looked a little tentative from
the bench," said York. "1 think sometimes its good to get a little play under
your belt. That might be why three of
the four bye teams didn't make the Final Four last season. You can't be tentative."
Having weathered the siorm in the
first period. BC turned the tables in the
second. After Clemmensen almost
single-handedly staved off a Wildcat
power-play, Tyson Holly was whistled
for slashing at the 4:45-minute mark,
giving the Eagles a chance to lie the
game.
Jeff Farkas accepted the invitation
with his 32nd goal of the season at 5:01
minutes. Gionta fed the puck to Blake
Bellefeuille in the corner who feathered
a perfect pass to Farkas, who was cutting across the mouth of the goal. Farkas
threw a nasty shoulder fake on UNM
goalie Dan Ragusett before collecting
his own rebound and using his scoring
touch to heat Ragusett low.
The Eagles continued to carry the
play in the second period, and at 17:33
minutes, Tyler Barabonoff went off for
cross-checking in a call that Comely
thought should have been matching
minors.
"I thought that at that point in the
game, the referee had the opportunity
to call both players on that play. What
our guy did was illegal,but 1 believe he
was incited," he said.
The Eagles, however, took advantage of the penalty. Mike Mottau fed
Bellefeuille in the slot. Bellefeuille then
squeezed a pass through traffic to
Gionta on the doorstep. The Hobey
Baker finalist poked the puck past
Ragusett for the game-winnerat 18:23.
Both teams traded blows in the third
period. UNM fired seven shots on net,
but Clemmensen was up to the task.
The defensive corps for the Eagles tightened down, playing suberh defense.
especially during the final five minutes.

The Heights' Hobey Baker Award Preview

Gionta named one of 10 Hobey Baker Finalists
By Casey

O'Connell

HHIGHTS STAFF

When walking through the concourse at Conte Forum, many people

tic achievement, sportsmanship and
compliance with NCAA rules. The
10 finalists were selected from a pool
of numerous candidates by a vote of
all Division-I coaches. BC's three
candidates were Gionta, linemate
Jeff Farkas and defenseman Mike
Mottau.
The favorite for this year's award
is Krog, who leads the nation in assists, total points and points per
game. Already this year Krog was
unanimously named the Hockey East
Player of the Year by the league's
coaches. Krog also excels in the
scholastic achievement and sportsmanship categories, being nominated
for the Humanitarian Award (presented to hockey's finest citizen) and
being ranked in the top 10 percent
of his class. UNH has also hit the airwaves with an ad campaign highlighting his credentials.
Others with an outside chance to
win include Blake and Swanson.
Many Hockey East fans are not familiar with these players, but their
achievements are very noteworthy.
Blake has tallied 57 points this year
to lead the top-ranked North Dakota
Fighting Sioux. Blake is the star of
his club, which has lost only five
games all year, and holders of the top
spot for the majority of the season.
Swanson's Colorado College Tigers
finished the regular season with a 28-11-1 record and ranked number six
in the country.
The Hobey Baker trophy that already resides in BC's trophy case
comes courtesy of Emma, the 1991
winner. Even though he did notreach

will stop to admire Doug Flutie's
Heisman Trophy without even glancing to the piece of hardware to its left.
The honor is the college hockey
world's edition of the Heisman ?
the Hobey Baker Award, given annually to the player of the year. Boston College's David Emma took the
Hobey home in 1991.
This year, a field of 10 finalists,
including BC's Brian Gionta and fellow Hockey East standouts Jason
Krog of New Hampshire and Steve
Kariya of Maine, are all hoping to
join elite company when the 1999
winner is announced at the Final
Four in Anaheim this Friday.
Gionta, the only sophomore
nominated this year in a field that includes twojuniors and seven seniors,
would be a very worthyrecipient, but
most likely will have to wait until
next year or the year after to receive
the honor. The tough competition
that Gionta faces includes Krog, who
leads the nation in scoring, along
widr North Dakota's Jason Blake and
Brian Swanson of Colorado College,
third and fourth in scoring, respectively. But Gionta's nomination
alone is still quite an honor. Last season, BC's Marty Reasoner, who led
the nation in scoring, was a curious
omission from the pool of 10 finalists.
The award is not simply handed
to the player who scores the most
points in the season, but is given to professional hockey
greatness.
the player who best exhibits four difEmma is still BC's all-time leading
ferent criterion. Taken into account
scorer, a very impressive feat considare strength of character on and off
ering it was achieved over the likes
the ice and contribution to the integof established NHL players Joe
rity of the team while displaying out- Mullen, Kevin Stevens and Steve
standing skills in all aspects of the Heinze, all of whom also
played for
game. Also considered are scholasBC. Emma's accomplishments in-
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Is there more hardware in Brian Gionta's future? The Hobey
Baker Finalist will find out on Friday.

elude winning three Hockey East
championships in four years and tallying a whopping 81 points in his
senior season.
Most Hobey recipients have continued their careers in the NHL.
However, surprisingly few have become NHL superstars. The most successful Hobey alumnus by far has
been Steve's older brother Paul
Kariya of the Mighty Ducks of Anaheim, the 1993 winner from the University of Maine. Kariya has been almost as dominant in the NHL as he
was at Maine, establishing himself
as one of the premier forwards in the
game.
But many Hobey winners become only average professionals.
Tony Hrkac. the 1987 winner from
North Dakota, finally broke into the
NHL this season with Pittsburgh after a decade of bouncing bei ween the
minors and the pros. Scott Pellerin,
the 1992 winner now with St. Louis,
and 1995 winner Brian Holzingerof
the Buffalo Sabres both have fairly
established pro careers, but neither
will ever become a household name.
More recent winners, such as New
Jersey's Brendan Morrison and
Colorado's Chris Drury, both hold
the potential to become very good
players but have yet to establish
themselves. Emma and Brian Bonin,
the recipient in 1996. never played
at the highest level.
The Hobey Baker award has been
presented each year since 1981 by
the Decathalon Athletic Club of
Bloomington, Minnesota in honor of
Hobart Baker, a football and hockey
star at Princeton. Baker's career,
which lasted from 1911-1914. was
tragically cut short when he was
killed in a plane crash while testing
a repaired plane during World War I.
In his day. Baker was regarded as the
best amateur hockey player ever developed in North America.

returns to

BC
By

Artie Dolan

HEIGHTS SI AIT

He wore number 11 at the
Heights and captained his team to
the NCAA tournament. He scored
73 points in his final season for
the men's ice hockey team and
earned All-New England honors
before going to the pros.
And now. he's back.
No, it's not Marty Reasoner.
It's Tim Sweeney.
Sweeney played for Boston
College from 1985 to 1989, is
eighth on the list of all-time leading scorers, and is now calling
hockey games for the BC Radio
Network. After spending eight
years in the National Hockey
League. Sweeney decided to end
his pro career and come back to
his hometown and alma mater.
"He's one of the best players
ever to come through Boston College," Head Coach Jerry York
said.
York was instrumental in
bringing Sweeney back to BC.
After noticing that Sweeney was
retiring, York called and asked
him if he was interested in the
color commentator's job.
"I was a communication major at BC. so I figured 'why not?'"

Sweeney explained.
Sweeney did something that
pro athletes usually aren't known
for: He put his family ahead of his
career. He decided to spend more
time with his wife. Christina, and
children. Timmy and Emily.
"I think the main reason that I
retired was that I was sick of the
travel." Sweeney said. "I have two
little kids now. and I was going to
have to pick up and move somewhere else this year. It started to
wear and tear on me."
At BC, Sweeney was a member of the 1986-87 team, which,
under the guidance of legendary
Head Coach Len Ceglarski, won
a Hockey East record 26 games
and produced the most prolific offense in league history, piling up
203 goals in one season.
In his final year in the NHL
with the New York Rangers,
Sweeney played with teammates
from that record-setting squad,
Kevin Stevens and Brian Leetch.
"It was great because I hadn't
played with those guys in a long,
long time. We had a lot of fun together and we had a great team
the year Brian [Leetch] was at
BC," Sweeney said.
Along with his BC mates,
Sweeney played with the Great
One himself, Wayne Gretzky.
"It was a lot of fun, because
he is obviously the greatest player
ever to play the game and probably the greatest player I'll ever
see. Just watching him every day
in practice and how he was committed to the game is what I like
to remember," Sweeney said of

Gretzky.
In covering this year's Eagle
team al I season long, Sweeney has
reacquainted himself with the college game, and he sees some of
the talent here that pro scouts are
looking for.
"It's really tough to see how
players are going to react when
they get to the next level, but you
can obviously see the talent in
guys like Mike Mottau, Jeff
Farkas and Brian Gionta. I think
there a lot ofguys on the team this
year that have the talent to go to
the next level," Sweeney said of
this year's team.
The Eagles appreciate this
valuable link to the past. "Just
having him around our team
helps. He talks to a lot of players
and travels with us on occasion. I
think it's been great to have Tim
around," York said.
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Off-campus housing
By

hill. Looking down on
Sutherland Road, Chansky's and Fast
Eddie's, students in these apartments
can feel a tinge of isolation. They're set
apart from the rows of apartments that
line Commonwealth Avenue.
Kristen Reilly, CSOM '00, came
home to 1711 this past October. She had
heard that mid-afternoon was a prime
time for burglars to strike, when parking lots were not inundated with cars.
It was 3:05 p.m., and the parking lot
was all but empty.
The back door leading up to her
apartment was opened, though Reilly
didn't give it much thought. Her roommates often left the door ajar. She
voiced a greeting as she entered her
a gentle

Jeff White

HEIGHTS STAFF

Paul Berens, A&S '00, arrived
home from spring break to a secure
apartment. The windows were all closed
and latched tightly, the doors all bolted.
But something didn't fit for Berens as
he made his way into the apartment.
Something was definitely wrong.
He noticed that his computer was
gone. That's not really strange, he
thought, one of the guys upstairs probably borrowed it; they alwaysborrowed
stuff But what about his CDs? They
were gone too. And his laundry? It was
strewn, in varying heaps, across the
floor of his room, minus the once-filled

- real steal?

through a window. Coats, two laptops,
a stereo and jewelry were all stolen.
Pollock's apartment was hit again
over Christmas break, along with three
other apartments in her 1705 building.
The thief was interrupted, though, by

Pollock's
who had
leave for vacation. All Pollock's
mate found was a bag full of valuables
left in the hallway.
Brushes with robbery have come
even closer than these this year. On
March 8 of this year, at approximately
9 p.m., two adolescents in blackhooded sweatshirts approached "Sam,"
CSOM '00.
Sam, who did not want his real
name used in this story, walked away
roommate,

yet to
room-

laundry bag.

Then it hit him:
he had been robbed.
His laptop, CDs,
PlayStation

?

they

all stolen, presumably thrown into
the missing laundry
bag. His roommates
also reported missing computers and
valuables.
"They got a lot
of our big-ticket
items," said Berens,
who called Boston
Police to report the
break-in. All the detectives could do was
have Berens and his
were

roommates compile
a list of all that had

been taken, in the
hopes that something might turn up
in local pawn shops.
So far,

noinihgTias.'

"I'm sure the
people who robbed
us knew we were students," Berens said,
two weeks after the
discovery.

The incident that
deprived Berens and his roommates of
their "big- ticket items" was not an isolated one. In fact, the number of Bos-

off-campus residents who
similar incidents this yearis, ar-

ton College
report

guably, staggering.
Has off-campus living turned into
a risk too few BC students will want to
take in the future?
Crime does not seem to increase
year to year at such a rate as to catch
authorities sleeping. Off-campus housing is nomore dangerous this year than
in years past. Still, the robberies which
have scourged Commonwealth Avenue
apartments this year cause one to wonder. Are students specifically targets for
local thieves? Is there anything the
University can do?

An Off-Campus Plague
1711 and

1705 Comm. Aye.

sit atop

apartment, yet no one answered it.
Reilly found her room foraged,

her

from the two suspects, who proceeded
to follow him. One pulled a knife on
Sam, asking him if he "had a problem."
The other suspect flashed what appeared to be a gun. After a few minutes, they turned and left Sam alone.
It was these same highschool-aged
kids who hit Sam's roommate over the
head with a gun the night before, making off with the roommate's North Face
parka. On both nights,the students were
within earshot of the 1705 apartments.
Is a pattern to be found among these
incidents? Are thieves targeting students specifically? Detectives maintain
that it is ultimately a matter of oppor-

dresser drawers on the ground,her jewelry box empty. She thought she heard
something, but wasn't sure. She called
911 toreport the break-in and promptly
left the building.The burglarwas in her
roommate's room the whole time.
"It took the police 45 minutes to
respond to my call," Reilly said angrily.
"While I was waiting out in front of the
building,a man came out the front door
with a bag over his shoulder. He saw
me and jumpedback inside. I knew it
was the guy who was in my apartment."
Reilly's apartment lost two laptops,
along with a few boxes of jewelry.Potunity.
lice were not able to catch the burglar.
Kathleen Pollock, SOE '00, was The Student Factor
robbed in a similar fashion on a midOctober afternoon this year. The per"Burglars push apartment buzzers
petrator clamored up her back porch,
until someone lets them in. Then they
sliced open the screen, and entered go knocking on doors and whoever

doesn't answer, they go in and rob
them," said Garrett Mitchel. the District-14 detective handling several cases
along the 1700 block of Commonwealth Avenue.
"The [burglars]probably know that
there are a lot of college kids in the area,
but don't assume that they are targeting them," he added. "They are just
looking for what's available."
Walk down any street, from
Chiswick to Cummings, and one sees
what's available. Windows, not more
than five feet off the ground, frame 24-inch televisions, computers and CD collections. Only a screen conies between
such booty and a burglar.
College studenis have expensive

Boston College guarantees only
three years of housing for most of
its students. Therefore, many are
forced to live off campus their junior year. Along with all the fun that
comes with living off campus
comes a greater need for safety
awareness. Here are a few tips that
are good to keep in mind.

University do to provide for the safety
of the students it requires to live off
campus?
Sadly, the answer is not much. According to Director of University housing. Dr. Robert Capalbo, 1,500 BC students live off-campus this year. All 1500
are outside University jurisdiction.
Because off-campus residents are
living in Brookline, Brighton and even
Newton, the Boston College Police Department (BCPD) does not
same authority it has within

1. Before moving in, check to
make sure that the locks have been
re-keyed. It is impossible to know
if the previous tenants have retained their keys.
2. Make sure that the door has a
single- or double-cylinder deadbolt lock, placed where there is no
breakable glass within 40 inches
ofthe interior locking device. Even
the most amateur burglars can easily defeat a simple key-in-knob
type of lock.
3. Your landlord should install a

have the
the con-

fines of BC's campus.
Off-campus jurisdiction resides in
off-campus authorities, depending
where a situation happens. Robberies
along the 1700 block of Commonwealth Avenue
arc handled by
Brighton police.
BCPD could
patrol these
neighborhoods,
but they would
be doing so essentially as civilians, with no
real authority.
But if BCPD
has to act to ensure student
safety, it will,
says Chief Robert Morse. "Do
we have any authority? No.
Will we take action? You bet
your life."
For now,
it's up to offcampus authorities to secure the
local neighborhoods.
The
Brighton police,
for example, patrol a section of
Commonwealth
Avenue nightly.
HEIGHTS PHOTO MI.GANMAHAITFY
Their underthings, and burglars know this. It's not
cover watch stre.ches from the 1700
apartments to Harvard Avenue.
that they target students specifically
they just find the best opportunities
It seems clear that the University
among student apartments.
needs to do something to ensure offBut there is a distinct, formidable campus safety, but exactly what, is hard
advantage which students possess offto determine. The myriad of jurisdiccampus: numbers. Simply put, there are tion laws that underpin the handling of
off-campus crimes have to take precemore students than there are thieves in
the surrounding neighborhoods. "Studence.
dents can do their best to watch out for
This provides little solace for Polone another," said Will Smith, the landlock and others like her who have been
lord for a group of Cummings Road victims of robberies this year. Though
apartments.
most would attest to the benefits of offPollock's aparlment takes such precampus living, recent events leave many
cautions. "We'll call before coming questioning the risks.
home, so that [roommates] can watch
"Everyone's scared," she says.
for us," she said.
"You just don't feel that safe. Sometimes you're scared to walk into your
own home."
A Matter of Jurisdiction

peephole.

4. Remember to close your windows while you sleep. There is a
tendency for people to sleep with
their windows open, but when living in an urban environment one
cannot afford this luxury.
5. Make sure there is proper lighting around your building at night.
Also make sure that the parkingareas and walkways leading to the
apartment are well lit. Alert your
landlord if you have found any
problems.

6. Do not place your entire name
on your mailbox. This gives
would-be criminals an advantage
to know who and how many
people you are living with.
7. Do not hide keys near your
apartment door. A would-be criminal can easily check the small area
around your front door.
8. Do not put your name or address on your keys.
9. In the case of unexpected service .and repair persons, verify their
identities and purposes with their
employers before you open the
door. If a decision is made to allow them to enter the apartment,
arrangements should be made to
have either a friend or neighbor
there or have someone monitor the
tenant with periodic phone calls.
Make these precautions obvious.
10. Be especially careful of laundry rooms, parking lots or any
other isolated area. Tenants should
insist that these areas be well lit.
Try to use these areas with a trusted
friend or friends.
11. Write down the serial numbers
of and etch your name into all major electronics (i.e., TVs, VCRs,
and computers).
12. Keep jewelry well hidden. A
jewelry box is a nice way for a
burglar to know where jewelry is,
and it is a handy carrying case.

?

All of these safety tips were taken
from MaxL. Bromley and Leonard
Territo's College Crime Prevention
and Personal Safety Awareness.
Charles C Thomas Publishers,
Springfield, Illinois: 1990. They
were contributed by Erin Petersen.

The robberies which have occurred
in and around apartments off campus
this year beg the question: What can the

Features

Refusing to quit in Quito
Boston College student Lauren
Monson, A&S '00, discusses her experience living in Ecuador this semester
while the country is going througheconomic turmoil.

were striking

When I first decided to study in Ecuador, I don't think any of my friends
or family knew where Ecuador was, or

previous corrupt government officials,

The return of "Over the
Counter Culture,"
C3

had a lot more to deal with. The country is basically bankrupt due to some
and the monetary unit (the sucre) has
been inflatingvery rapidly. When I arrived at Quito in the beginningof January, the exchange rate was 6,500 sucres
per one U.S. dollar, Il rose to a high of
13.000 sucres, but the most recent rate
is approximately 10,000 sucres per dollar. About 2,500 sucres buys you a
bottle of water.
The inflation began to go rampant
about three weeks ago. as the President
of Ecuador decided to close all the
banks for five days to prevent everyone
from taking all their money out or
changing it to dollars. Because the sucre
is so unstable, everyone changes their
paychecks to U.S. dollars right after
they get them, and most people have
savings accounts in dollars as well.

See ECUADOR, C

4

even why Iwould want to go there. The
fall of 1998 was filled with uncertainty,
anxiety and reservation for me. Leaving all that I knew and venturing to another country is not always an easy task.
My greatest fear lay in the language
barrier. 1 feared not being able to communicate with my host family, or other
Ecuadorians, in a social way. 1 was
afraid that I had no idea what I was getting into.
One Monday morning, about two
weeks ago, I dragged myself out of bed,
dreading my hour bus ride to school.
As I was about to run out the door, my
host sister called me to come look at
the television. On the news, there were
pictures of yellow taxis blocking every
major street in the city. The taxi drivers

due lo the increased gas
prices.
Despite the economic discrepancies
that already exist, Ecuador lately has

Review

BC bOp! jazzes up a storm,
C7

Marketplace

Video gamesfrom yesteryear,
cn__
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The Eagle's Nest: an introspective look

;

.

i

i

Inthe stomach of McElroy rests an
aberration rivaled only, in peculiarity,
by the new wrought-iron estate gates
installed between Vanderslice and Uie
Mods (St. Thomas More Road side).
Many of you look perplexed. "What?"
you say. "The Eagle's Nest? The original home of the chicken Caesar rollup?" Yes, I am talking about the Eagle's
Nest that popular, social, cool-as-acucumber cafeteria above where you
buy all birthday presents for four years
and below the circus. This haven of
sketchy meats, which opens its doors
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m., has kept me up
many a night pondering its peculiarities. It is this collection of thoughts,observations and questions that I present
to you today.
The Eagle's Nest provides two majorrunways for the people-watcher. One
stems from the primary McElroy stairs
that access the lobby (we will call this
runway one), while the other flows from
the mailroom (runway two). The most
advantageous seats in McElroyprovide
a long and unadulterated view of both
runways. Using this logic, it is no surprise that the tables in the middle of the
cafeteria, and in between runways one
and two, tend to fill up the quickest. The
only exception to this rule is that nonfreshman males tend to sit toward the
origins of runway two because of the
higher concentration of freshmen females coming from Upper.
While beneficial for people-watchers, the double runway system promotes
an uneasy feeling for students walking
through the Eagle's Nest. The runway
system does not include a clear and easy
connector route. Runway two ends at
the Chaplaincy doors, while runway
one dissolves into the less desirable
entrance to the mailroom. In between
the two runways is a virtual wall of
tables. This hinders the quick walkthrough. If one does not foresee a strategic path, theresults can be an embarrassing loss of momentum.
The proper technique for walking
through the Eagle's Nest is to never look
at anyone. Upon entering, your head
must go up and your eyes must transfix

i

F

;

i

?

on the opposite

door. For good measure,

head nod of recognition can be sent
in a variety of directions (make sure it
is random and not like a sprinkler) to
show any people-watchers that you do
know people at BC and that you are too
cool to stop and talk. Don't worry about
whether or not you actually know
people
just make sure there is a
crowd so each person believes you are
acknowledgingsomeone else. Also, for
the true students of the quick walkthrough, the most painless path from
runway one to runway two is along the
Chaplaincy side wall, between the
McDonald's booths and the traditional
a

?

tables,

Speaking of which ?
the
McDonald's booths: At what garage
sale did we get them from? This year
marked the arrival of the yellow table
and brown seat booths. The atmosphere
they provide fills me with nostalgia for
the time I got kicked out of the Ronald
McDonald Playhouse in Milford, Connecticut for pushing a kid off a ride on
Grimace. The booths are placed on the

periphery of the cafeteria because only
one side of each booth is accessible (this
does not appear to stop BCDS from
turning the booths the wrong way and
blockingthe entrance with a metal bar).
The question that necessitates an
answer when considering this topic is
where BC bought the booths. They
could not have been bought directly
from a manufacturer because they are
really quite ugly. The only possible answer is that McDonald's had a liquidating sale from one of their first franchises. BC saw a good deal and jumped
on it.
The most interestingaspect of these
booths is the people who sit at them.
The booths are usually the last to fill
during the midday rush, but when the
cafeteria is empty, more people gravitate towards their occupancy. My only
hypothesis is that they appeal to more
studious individuals. They are the
Eaglets Nest's equivalent to the library
cubicle. They provide a closed feeling,
which is not conducive to socializing,
but helpful when studying.
While speaking of the McDonald's
seating, there is another type of booth
in the Eagle's Nest that remains hidden
to the uncritical eye. When facing the

1

I

Bill Dunn

windows and standing no more than 20
feet away, take a quick 90-degree turn
to your right. Do you see the hidden
Eagle Nest's booths? If not. try again.
In the fake wood paneling of the wall,
there are two ticket booth windows.
Pretty interesting, huh? I bet you have
never noticed them before. As far as 1
know, they serve no purpose. Neither
does my telling you of their existence,
My suggestion is to convert them into
a Good Humor ice cream vendor. It
would be like the snack shacks at pools
during the summer. They could sell ice
cream and frozen Snickers and those
three-coloredrocket pops that everyone
loves.
Also completely useless for you to
notice in the Eagle's Nest is the dead
plant/ tree right outside the Chaplaincy
doors. I have only recently noticed it
and would wager it is only temporary.
However, it could be one more move
by the atheist club on campus to make
the Chaplaincy even harder to find.
The last aspect of the Eagle's Nest
that can't escape attention is the new
televisions that have intruded upon our
social cafeteria. Rumor has it they play
soap operas during some hours of the
day. I find that ridiculous. It is com-

Deciding where to sit and who to
watch has never been so difficult

pletely against the people-watching
mentality this school was built upon.
Every time I have seen the televisions
working,they have been tuned to chan-

nel 57, which is about as interesting as
watching The Natural for the 80th time
this month. I am against the entire TV
movement into cafeterias, but they seem
especially out of place in the Eagle's
Nest.
Enter the Eagle's Nest and you are
embarking into a very peculiar world.
A careful eye can pick up many interesting aspects that evolve daily. Guys
are always watching girls. Ladies are
always watching guys. Everyone
watches each other, but how many really see what is happening around
them? Some of the most observant
people may even recognize a peculiar
trend to this last paragraph. Nothing in
this world should be plainly explained.
Everything should be a mystery. Start
with this first letter in each sentence of
this paragraph. Try to see what you
aren't seeing.

Great Internship for Fall of 1999!!
Be a Peer Advisor at the Boston
College Career Center
Great way to learn about hoiv the Career Center can help you with
your own future career plans!
?

?

Provide assistance to undergraduate students

Lead resume writing workshops and interview workshops
?

Critique resumes and cover letters
?

?

Conduct practice interviews

Orient students to the services of the Career Center

Get application at the Career Center

Applications due April 16
Call 2-3430 for Information
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BestBes for theWek

Egg decorating:
a "dying" tradition

For Crying Out Loud
Dear Kate:
We are parents of a junior at
Boston College and have been very
pleased at the education our
daughter has received these past
three years BC's Jesuit tradition
has set a tone of seriousness of purpose and moral values which we

take what she has been taught and
learn independently.The best advice
that you can give her is that you trust
and support her decisions. The real
lesson here is for you: your daughter is 21 now, let go!

?

Check out your options

y

before it s too late

Dear Kate:
All ofmy roommates are slobs.
I must admit that I am not the
cleanest of guys, but when push
comes to shove, I will clean. My
roommates will wait and wait until I clean things. They play this
game where they see who can hold
out the longest Eventually, I end
up cleaning everything.
Anyway, our toilet is broken.
Since I live off-campus, there is
more effort necessary to get the
problem fixed. My roommates
don't even think about calling a
plumber. Instead, they wait for me
to find out on my own.
Help me get it through their
skulls that being clean and sanitary is beneficial to us all!
Roommate troubles

applaud.
Alas, our daughter has informed us that in her senior year

she intends to reside in the notorious "MODS"! From the stories we
have heard from both recent BC
alumni and current undergrads
about the 24-hour per day social
activities in these "Mods," we are
very concerned, to say the least. We
are worried that our daughter's
senior year will turn out to be completely devoid of educational benefit! And, after all, the senior year
is 25 percent ofthe undergraduate

What: Frank Santos
Where: Comedy Connection,
Faneuil Hall
When: Every Thursday at 8:30

college experience.

Santos is.the infamous "X-Rated
Hypnotist." You have to see it to be; :
Ueveit!
'\u25a0\u25a0':";\u25a0 '\u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0'\u25a0y.'\u25a0
\u25a0\u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0

<>?W-:

\u25a0:\u25a0.

What advice should we give
our daughter? What should we do
about this disturbing development?
?Concerned Parents of BC
Class of'oo Student

;,.:

What: Vanilla Ice
Where: The Middle East Club, 472
Mass. Aye., Cambridge, MA
When: Sunday, April 4 at 8:30 p.m.
"Ice, Ice, Baby" returns with a new
look for a new attempt at making it
mainstream one more time,
ordered tickets are $13.50, and
nice at the door is $15. Call
) 354-8238 for more informa-
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What: Medicine Head
Where: Thursday, April 1
When: Lansdowrie Street Music
Hall (formerly Mama Kin)
If music is the best medicine, then
Lansdowne will be serving as a
not yet a well-known act, they're a
band that is sure not to disappoint.

What: Slayer
Where: Lupo's-Heartbreak Hotel
WTien: Friday, April 2
, Slayer is still around, and the proof
is at Lupp's. So grab your best
hand-bangin* clothing and stop on
show mat
to rock
' Uic
?'
~,
~

\u25a0
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Easter :
;WTiere: Everywhere

When: Sunday, April 4, all day.
If you*reChrisfian,ypuknow what
this day means. If not, ask someone who's Christian. Admission is
free. There's noone to call for more
information.
What: The Holocaust and the Arts.
WTiere: O'Neill Library
When: April 5 through April 30;
; Monday-Friday; 8 a_m", to 5 p.m.;
Saturday, 9 a.m. to 5p.m.; Sunda^,'\u25a0
noon to 7 p.m.
This exhibit is free. Call the library
for more information.

When I was young, the winters
cold enough to skate on neighbors' ponds, and there was only one
kind of Easter egg dye. I miss the skating, but the choices for egg decoration
in today's age are amazing. A couple
friends and I sampled a few of these
products which, combined with my past
experience, will help you narrow down
the choices.
We picked up Bigßunny and Colors Galore as our egg decorating kits.
Bigßunny had all of the traditional supplies: tablets of dye for egg submersion,
stickers, egg stands and the ever-important invisible crayon, which is made of
wax and prevents some spots from absorbing the dye. It also came with six
small triangular sponges and some dye
for sponge painting.
The Colors Galore kit was a more
modem idea that came with bags and
dye droplets that promised a tie-dye
look. I was a little skeptical of this kit,
because I once tried a tie-dye kit that
made everyegg brown, but I felt a little
reckless and took the $1.99 risk.

derstood the method. Of course, I was
the guinea pig and sacrificed my first
egg for the cause. The sponges that
came with the more traditional
Bigßunny kit allowed for more meticulous coloring. A different shape could
be made by each side of the sponge.
My eggs turned out pretty well despite the fact I have no artistic ability
and my eggs usually smudge into
brown. 1 only had one instance where
frustration led me to write profanity on
an egg. That urge was eventually suppressed by the idea of coloring eggs that
were nothard-boiled as a practical joke.
My friend Erin's eggs ended up
with glitter all over them but looked
festive anyway. She attempted the certain failure of dipping half the egg into
one color and then dipping the other
half in another. The result was a yellow
egg with a green nipple. She didn't
mind too much, though, and resorted
to covering it with more glitter.
My other friend Gabe is a professed
egg-decorating expert because she was
an only child and her parents drilled into

Bill Dunn

were

hospital Thursday night Although

insure
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The Colors Galore kit ended up
workingout great. Theego .s had a pretty
interesting look to them once we un-
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FROM AS LOW AS $261
BRITRAIL PASSES ISSUED ON THE
SPOT FROM AS LOW AS $70
FREE TIMETABLE AND MAP
WITH PURCHASE
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Fine Indian Cuisine
Exotic Vegetable, Chicken,
Lamb, and Seafood
Specialities

K^.

LUNCH BUFFET
$5.95
7 days a week
11:30 am 3 pm
-

Council on International Educational Exchange
273 Newbury Street
Boston, MA 02116
Phone: 617-266-1926
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James Gallagher
Go to any bus stop at about 4 p.m. and you are bound to see a large group of
people waiting for the bus. When either of the buses finally arrive, there is always someone who is left standing behind. Yet, there is a way to rectify this
situation.
First of all, it seems to me that we need more than just one bus route down
one could be known
Comm. Aye. I suggest that we implement two bus routes
as the Cleveland Circle route and the other would remain the Comm. Aye. route,
Aye.
travelling farther down Comm.
Secondly, I suggest that Boston College eliminate the Newton Campus
bus. This bus is not necessary. Commonwealth Avenue, west of the main campus, has a very nice and wide median running all the way to Centre Street, which.
for those of you who have never been there, is the road that Newton Campus is
on. Since this nice median is not being used for anything except to separate
traffic, I suggest that BC install a Monorail over that median out to Newton
Campus.
A monorail is the perfect solution. It is quiet and creates very little pollution,
unlike the very noisy old buses that drive the route each day. The monorail could
also circle the BC campus, creating an easy way for students living on Lower
Campus to get up to their classes.
The monorail would also be aesthetically pleasing, which means that residents of the City of Newton could not possibly complain about it being an unattractive eye-sore. In addition, BC could use the argument that both Disney World
and the University of West Virginia have monorails.
A monorail would also probably be more cost-efficient and could run at
both earlier and later times than the present bus system without causing a disturbance to the community. This would allow Newton students to take 8 a.m. classes
and stay out past 2 a.m. on the weekends. By implementing the monorail system, BC would have the extra buses to create the second route for students living
down Comm. Aye. and the other surrounding streets.
So, the next time the Board of Trustees holds their meeting in Burns Library,
maybe we, the student body, should stand outside and sing the eternal words
Simpsons,
__
>»._».__.
... ._.._._.«
__.-.
... __.______---l
from
v __. _..-.
The __~
f
"Monorail
monorail
monorail!"
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DINNER
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Open 7 Days A Week
(617) 787-1600
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Dear Roommate,
It's clear that you are being taken
advantage of. Unfortunately, you
won't be able to change their behavior without sounding like a housewife. So what should you do? Call
the plumber. Split the bill. Then arrange for new roommates. No one
should be disrespected like that.
Plus, it doesn't sound like you
enjoylivingwith these rude and obnoxious people.Until then, let them
know that they suck. Without yellingor givinga lecture, tell them that
you will no longer be cleaning up
after them. Clean up after yourself,
then sit back on the couch and relax. They'll figure it out eventually;
they just won't care.

Dear Parents:
Are you for real? Ease up on your
leash there, Mom and Dad!
Yes, senior year is a quarter of
your daughter's academic experience. It is also a time when your
daughter must find a job and a place
to live on her own. Or are you going
to restrict that, too?
True, the Mods are a place where
notorious parties occur, but you must
trust your daughter. I'm sure she has
been partying successfully for three
years now, and a new location is not
going to affect her toomuch. You had
18 years to instill your values, but
college is the time when she must

li_-_,--.._,
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"special some bunny."

Check out the discussion board on

.
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Have something to say?

?

Over the Counter Culture
'

her a mechanistic process of producing
eggs. Every egg she made looked great,
which made it even more funny that she
was the only one to crack one. She is a
big fan of the invisible crayon
a process I was shielded from as a child.
My only regret about our egg-decorating outing was that I couldn't make
Jell-0 eggs. At home we have the egg
molds that you pour Jell-0 into. I personally find it as much fun as decorating eggs. The only problem with this
process is that there is never enough
Jell-0 to fill all of the eggs. Also, my
eggs always tend to rip when I open the
egg mold. Despite the minor frustrations, they are more fun to eat and to
throw than hard-boiled eggs, which also
make them a fun alternative.
Easter is less than a week away, and
time is running out to color your eggs.
With all the possibilities available today, you will certainly be able to find
one that suits your preferences. Don't
be afraid to try something new, but
make sure you have a traditional kit to
fall back upon in case you end up completely frustrated. So, go paint eggs and
give them, as one kit suggested, to a

?

351 Washington Street, Brighton, MA02135
PARKING IN REAR
Dinner Special
10% OFF
Please present this coupon when ordering. Valid on dinner only.
Not to be combined with any other specials.

INTERNAL TRANSFER
INFORMATION SESSIONS

for transfer to

THE COLLEGE of ARTS and SCIENCES

Wednesday, April 7 2:08 p.m.
-

**?

Thursday, April 15 -3:88 p.m.
»«

Monday, April 26-12:88 p.m,
***

Att MEETINGS WILL BE HELD IN GASSON IBS
***

SIGN UP FOA INFORMATION SESSIONS IN GRSSON 189.
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Student learns in Ecuador
Continued

from

CI

Everyone was changing their money to
dollars, and then the banks ran out of
American money.
The president also froze all dollar
accounts for a year so that noone could
take their money out. This affected a

lot of people in a drastic way. My university, for example, takes tuition in
U.S. dollars. My family had savings
accounts in dollars for me to use. Many
businesses have their accounts in dollars and are asked to pay rent in dollars. After this declaration, none of these
dollar transactions are possible.

Police Blotter
March 22, 1999

Campus. The operator of the vehicle
is a known sex offender to the

3:57 p.m. ? The hall director of
Ignacio confiscated a half keg. a
quarter keg and a CO, bottle. Both
kegs were kicked (empty) and stored
in a room by an officer.

Brookline Police,

March 20. 1999
1:09 a.m. ? Officer observed a naked male at the rear of vie Mods. The
male individual was issued a trespass
warning and escorted from Boston

3:44 a.m. An officer responded to
Claver Hall to assist a student with
an injury to the head from a prior assault and battery that occurred offcampus. The student was transported
to St. Elizabeth's by ambulance.
?

March 19,1999
1:13 p.m.

Officer checked out a
to be
a computer tech representative waiting to pick up a BC student's com?

suspicious person who claimed

College property.
?

1:16 a.m.
The Brookline Police
informed BC that a suspicious male
from Brookline gave a ride to three
female BC students, in a renegade
cab, from Lansdowne St. to Lower

puter.
?

Compiled by Colin B. Galloway,
Heights Staff

ALCOHOLSCREENINGDAY
By Anne Cunningham

As the end of the academic year
quickly approaches, everyone has
memories of the past year. Have you
found these memories fogged with
alcohol? April 8 is the day to reevaluate your drinking patterns.
Health Services, CounselingServices
and the Peer Education Network are
sponsoring National Alcohol Screening Day. There will be screening stations set up in the McElroy lobby,
Cushing Clinic and Fulton 254.
Many people believe that alcohol is an important pan of the collegeexperience. Whether you decide
to drink or not, it is your choice,
though you should know what you
are risking besides health problems.
Studies are being released at alarm-

ing rates indicating that strong links
exist between alcohol abuse and date
rape, physical assault, fatal accidents,
suicide and/ or contracting sexually
transmitted diseases (including HIV/
AIDS). Unfortunately, many people
do not recognize that they have a
problem with alcohol until after one
of these "links" has occurred.
Stop by any of these locations
and evaluate your drinking patterns.
This is a good chance fr every kind
of drinker torealize a potentialproblem before a health problem or crisis
occurs.
?

Anne Cunninghamis the health
education coordinator for BC
Health Servives.

With the increasing inflation, many
have changed their prices to dollars. However, nobody has dollars, and
everyone is still getting paid in sucres.
At this same time, gas prices were raised
drastically (by as much as three times),
and so was the IVA. which is the general sales tax,
Ecuador and Peru are the only two
countries in South America that still
have a very strong indigenous culture,
despite subjugation and persecution
throughout the years. The biggest realization to me was the acceptance of the
vast social differences and poverty. The
people here have lived with it for so
long that it is a part of life. Even in the
city, you can see native individuals in
their traditional clothing, making a living in whatever way they can.
As I walk to the bus stop every
morning,there is a guard at every house
and men hand-washing the cars. There
are guards to watch cars in the parking
lot; there are young boys and men shining shoes all over the city; there are
people selling candy, gum, water and
sodas on every corner. There are kids
offering to wash windows, sell newspapers, roses and snacks, and mend
your clothes on the street.
The strike lasted from Monday
through Wednesday of that week. This
was after missing Wednesday and
Thursday of the week before due to
other strikes. During this time, there
was no public transportation whatsoever. Because allot" the buses and taxis
were participating in the "paros," many
people were stranded in their homes for
a week. Any person who had a van or a
pick-up truck had been taken to the
street in an effort to make some money.
Charging 2,000 sucres per person,
people piled into the back of these pickup trucks and makeshift buses in order
to get to work. The only other mode of
transportation during this time was by
motorcycle, moped, bike or on foot. It
was amazing to see so many people
walking or biking in the deserted
stores

streets.

On Thursday, I finally made it back
to school, and after finishing an epochlike e-mail to my friends, detailing the
present happenings and how everything
was back to normal, we were pulledout
of class and told to get back to Quito
because the roads were closing again.
It was very surreal
I felt like I was in
a country at war. Within 10 minutes, the
?

Progressive Revelations

whole campus had cleared out and everyone was racing back to Quito before
theroads were blocked with trees, burning tires, buses, taxis and rioting people.
Surprisingly, there is not a lot of
animosity toward Americans here. Of
course, we are always targets for robbery as dollar-carrying tourists, but I do
not feel more threatened than I would
in any bigcity. I am surprised that I have
not been robbed yet, though a few of
my friends have been several times. The
sad thing is that most of the thieves are
only trying to survive. I had one friend
held at gunpoint for only 1,000 sucres,
and my other friend was attacked for
her jacket alone.
Every day, more people are affected
by the grave economic crisis in Ecuador. On this past Monday, a major bank
in Ecuador went bankrupt, causing
thousands of people to lose their life
savings. This bank had the largest number of accounts in Ecuador, but they
were mostly small quantities. Thus,
many working-class people had their
accounts invested in this bank.
For example, my friend Karrin's
family was affected tremendously. Her
father lost his job about a week after
she arrived in Quito and has been unable to find a job since. They are presently living in a small apartment with
seven people. There are three bedrooms
and one bathroom, of which Karrin has
her own room, a requirement of the BC
program. Additionally, her father had
his entire life savings in the bank that
went under. Her family is now forced
to live off the money they receive from
BC.
Day to day, the situation changes
drastically here. In this week alone, we
had the close of Banco Progresso, the
attempted succession of the city of
Guayaquil from the country of Ecuador and another gas strike. Indeed, my
experiences here as an American student have taught me many things. I
know that my eyes have been opened,
not only to a new culture and language,
but also to a new way of viewing the
world and the inter-relations of economics and politics of other countries. My
time here thus far has been invaluable
and an incredible learning experience.
I am sure that the next two months to
come will be yet another adventure.
?

saga
the weekly
Gagliardi
by Greg

Word has it that Easter break is

Hold on, it's official: Easter break is,
indeed, coming soon. However, by
the time you read this, Easter break
might be over. It will probably take
you a while to pick up this issue of
The Heights. It usually does. You're
funny like that.
One thing that is not funny is
Powerade. I already spent too much
time on the subject last week, so I
won't subject you to that kind of pain
again. But the truth is I can no longer
drink Powerade. The desire has been
completely removed, kind of like getting your wisdom teeth pulled but not
nearly as expensive. So, anyone who
is considering combining Powerade
flavors should be further warned: Do
not do it. Use your time to do something more valuable, like counting
the number of birthday cards in the
Bookstore you don't understand or
lookingfor shortcuts to get from one
side of McElroy to the other.
So, now that I've already spent too

much time on this Powerade subject,
let's move on. Keep in mind that by
the expression "Let's move on," I do
notmean, "Let's travel somewhere."
There is no time to travel right now.
In fact, there's a lot going on this
week and the one to follow, but I
don't feel like writing about any of
it. I am therefore just going to ignore
it and, as I stated before, moveon

to

ing by this point, I congratulate you.
I actually stoppedreading this somewhere between the fourth and fifth
word in the column,so you're at least
100 steps ahead of me.

The last time someone was 100 steps
away from me, I was on Lower Campus and a person I didn't even know
was walking to Kostka. This upset
me, so Ialso walked toKostka. When
I realized I had no reason to be there,
I walked back to Lower. By that time,
at least noone could tell me I wasn't
taking things in stride.
If I

were to

tence you just read was very nearly
relevant. So, whether you're going
home for Easter or staying at BC,
drop me an e-mail about what's relevant on campus so I'll be better prepared for the next time. What you
write will be combined in the next
"Progressive Revelations," which will
feature even more relevancy than an
episode of Family Matters. My e-mail
gagliarg@bc.edu
is
or
features@bcheights.com. This might
seem like it's giving you an option,
but in actuality both of those e-mail
accounts are the exact same thing.

So, if you don't want to see a "Pro-

gressive Revelations" that leaves you
hangingand features nothing, send an
e-mail before it's too late. You, too,
can have a revelation.

Hello.
Okay, now what? Ifyou're still read-

But I digress.

this article.
.

Intramural Softball Registration

discuss something rel-

evant, it would be written in this sentenceright here. That's right, the sen-

In fact, you just
had one a minute ago when you asked
yourself, "What in the heck is this?"

...

Karrin Hoesing, A&S '00, also
contributed

com-

ing soon.

;
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Great Internship for Fall of 1999!!

these hours

rMec

Men's
?

?

?

?

?

Limited to 16

16Teams

Elimination///mWetlirnination

Single
$30 Cash Ent|sw j

jMjCash Entry Fee

Be a Peer Advisor at the Boston
College Career Center
Great way to learn about how the Career Center can help jjou with
your ownfuture career plans!
?

?

Lead resume writing workshops and interview workshops

MiDiiDMi??
Games:

Provide assistance to undergraduate students

\u26 6

Critique resumes and cover letters
?Conduct practice interviews

Games: April 22-25

?

Orient students to the services of the Career Center

Get application at the Career Center

Applications due April 16
Call 2-3430 for Information
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A deeper look into the housing lottery drama
Fletcher Evans

FOR THE HEIGHTS

varsity sport that is not allowed to have

Mods.
Rumor #3: // is possible to buy a
Mod from a group who secured one.
Housing will let groups trade if they

A$ everyone well knows, another
rabid Modular selection process has
come and gone. From it has emerged want to.
Reality: That's a negative, ghostthe elite few who secured a little piece
of the ghetto for their own and haven't writer! Housing apparently will not alshut up about it yet (let's call them low such swaps, although they were
"winners"). Unfortunately, far more
rumored to have allowed it with the
shuffled out of Vanderslice on Monday, class of *99. Die-hard Mod enthusiast
March 15, grumblingand pouting after Ryan Agostino, A&S '00, and his roomtheir Pink Elephant dreams were mates have a standing offer of $6,000
will
tfitt out of
trampled upon. Yeah, you guessed it-|i| |.for
they're the "losers".
Hey, don't get too bummed out. yo|i \ a MocLsince before I even came here.
future dwellers of the Hillsides or (gasjj/
shudder/ "now I'm DEFINITELY trans?" yourTasfyear ajfßC," Agostino said!'
Behavior problems
ferring!") Edmonds. The selection process for the Mods is simply the luck of yourfreshman and sophomore year can
or is itl
exclude you from getting a Mod.
the draw
Reality: If you're that certain freshAlthough noneof the gods of housman who fatefully decided to read "that
ing were proven to have cheated this
year, there seemed to be some ways of article on the Mods" before going into
beating the system. Actually, Fred, the your RA's room with a mouthful of beer
Lower chef who read offthe names, was and then spray it everywhere via your
caught putting in his own selection card, nostrils, think twice. Although funny
but we'll look past it because he cooks
a phatty BBQ chicken sandwich.
But seriously, folks, let's see what
worked this year and what didn't in regards to wrangling a Mod. Pay attention, lower-class twerps: what you learn
here might actually be useful one day.
Rumor #1: Turn in your card at
midday and you stand a better chance
°f getting a Mod.
Reality: Yer darn tootin' it can make
a difference! This is no myth. Just ask
TommyBligh. CSOM '00, who secured
the sixth overall pick. "Picks two, three
and six all turned in their cards around
two o'clock," Bligh said. The logic in
this is a little fuzzy at best, but hey,
whatever works! What made better
sense was the process of The King of
Winners, a.k.a. Brian Thomas, A&S
'00. "We've been studying [the selection process] since freshman year and
noticed that the cards on the perimeter
don't go anywhere," he said. Thomas
and his crew boldly dared to wait until
the very last minute before putting in
their card. Their close scrutinization
paid off, and they got the very first pick.
To conclude, it can swing both ways.
Rumor #2: Football players can\_not get Mods.
Reality: Air, 'tis true! At least one
("football group was in the running for
one. and they had to settle elsewhere.
The football team seems to be the only
...

for anyone except the R A.it could come
back to haunt you. Word on the street
is that there was one group who had a
high enough number but had forgot
their manners one too many times.

By

Nicole DeMasi, A&S '00, said, "The
Mods are our fist choice, but we just
want a six-man so that we can all stay

Laurie Martindale
heights

staff

Over ihe past few weeks, students
who took part in the annual housing
Oops!
lottery found themselves either celRumor #5: Housing Officials seebrating or sulking. This year, the pool
cretly take guys' cards out of the colof students trying to obtain on-campus
lection, thus giving the girls an advanhousing seemed larger ihan ever, gj
tage.
On Monday, March 15, 1%t
Reality: Holy conspiracy theory, Vanderslice Cabaret room was packed
Batman! This is by far one of the more with juniors eagerly awaiting the sixprovocative rumors circulating about
man drawing. When asked about the
the Mods. Just remember that anything process of getting a group together,
MikeCafarella, A&S '00.replied,"We
\u25a0\u25a0can happen come housing lime, and BC
is 57 percent female. Hey. ihe truth is had a definite group of four, but had a
out ihere.
hard time finding two more. Since most
So now you know what the buzz is people live off-campus this year, it was
amongst the junior class with regards
harder to get in touch."
to the Mods. Some of these rumors are
Mike Tynan. A&S '00, agreed. "Benow the certifiable truth, while others
tween people living off-campus and
remain quite debatable. Remember, as going abroad, the process becomes
long as the Mods stand, there will almuch more complicated than freshman
ways be the winners, the losers, and year," he said.
Most juniors had high hopes of getmost importantly, the masses that get
blitzed there every weekend regardless ting a Mod. but some would have been
, of where they live.
happy just getting a pick that day. As

]

By

together."
As Scan Fitzgerald, A&S '00,
pointed out, 'The great tension of the
housing lottery sorejarfimes

if

t JU_jfldooLM go||K

~*Mmutes before the drawing,Patrick
JBrady,
CSOWTOaccuratefy described
the mood of the Cabaret Room by saying, "This is the most tense point of the
year."

As the drawing took place, people
squealed and cheered when their names
were called, then immediatelyran outside with their friends to celebrate.
Cailleen Louth, A&S '00, was beaming with excitement after receiving the
17th pick. "We had a forced triple on
Newton freshman year and College
Road sophomore year. It was definitely
our turn to get a good pick. I am really
happy because it seems like a lot of fun
people got Mod picks."
While the junior(class of 2000) lot-

tery was full of tension and excitement,
the sophomore lottery proved to be a
little less thrilling due to the small number of the members of the class of 2001
who live on campus junior year. Rosemary Mack, A&S '01, said, "The proa lot less stressful this year than
freshman.year. I didn't even know that
the lottery was today!The first 14 picks
for eight-mans were from categories
one and two, so there will be a lot of
juniors
we know in Vanderslice
next year."

Unfortunately, not all sophomores
managed to get through the process so
easily. Beth Reilly, A&S '01, entered
the six-man lottery and was one of the
unfortunate few who did not get a pick.
"Housing closed

over the weekend, so
had to find two random people at
the last minute so that we could iry for
two four-mans."
The freshman lottery seemed to he
just as suspenseful as the junior lottery.
Many freshmen experienced trouble
while getting a group together, Allen
Dippell, CSOM '02, said, "We had a
very hard time coming up with a group
of eight. [However,] the RA board was
very helpful in finding extra people."
Megan Newrones, A&S '02. said.
"The situation looked bleak when we
lost two people from our eight-man not
long before the lottery. We were lucky
to find two people the day before registration. I feel very lucky that we got an
eight-man in Vanderslice, since a loi of
my friends are on College Road. I was
really happy that everything ended up
falling into place."
Not everyone in the freshman class
we

was lucky enough to get an eight-man.
In fact, this year there were 270 picks
for doubles on College Road. Some

sophomores will have to live in
Medeiros next year because of the unusually large number of students Ii ving

'
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on-campus.
Jon Lewis, A&S '02. is jusi one of
many freshmen who will live on College Road next year. Lewis struggled
with the decision of living on College
Road or moving off-campus. He said.
"My friends and 1considered living offcampus, but a lot of our parents didn't
like that idea. It also seemed like we
didn't know enough people well
enough yet, and we would be separated
from the rest of our class if we moved
off-campus. It seems that all of College
will be sophomores next year, so
it should be okay."

The lender that
helps you bring order
to ail your law school
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Finding the right financing for law school
doesn't have to be a trial. Not when you
rely on Key Education Resources.' We
provide a full range of law school financing
products and services, making it easy to
help you earn your degree. Call our
Education Resource Line* today. We're
certain you'll return a favorable verdict.
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ALUMNI REALTY
2 BEDS on Sutherland Road next to Chansky's, BC complex, eat-in kitchen, wall to wall
$1,400
carpeting, heat and hot water included, laundry, 3 minute T ride to campus, fits 4
-

LUXURY 2 BED off Comm. Aye. duplex, laundry in unit, parking, skylights, living room,
$1,600
d/d, fully equipped kitchen, alarm system, deck, carpeted, walk to shuttle, fits 4
-

3 BEDS off Comm. Aye. BC community, extra large living room, laundry, heat and hot water
included in the rent, porch, off street parking available, eat-in kitchen hardwood floors, only a
$1,600
few left, fits 5 students
-

3 BEDS on Comm. Aye. top floor condo, laundry in building, free street parking, heat and hot
water included, wall to wall carpeting, back porch, eat-in kitchen, great location, fits 5
students
$1,600
-

2/3 BEDS in Cleveland Circle luxury condo in elevator building, pool and Jacuzzi, laundry
facilities on site, dishwasher, disposal, microwave, on the shuttle and T, heat and hot water included, fits 4 students
$2,000
-

4 BEDS on-Foster Street walk to campus, also on T, hardwood floors, eat-in kitchen, back
$2,200
porch, parking, laundry, female students preferred, fits 4 to 5 students
-

LUXURY 4 BED off Comm. Aye. 1 of 4 units in BC House, duplex with skylights in bedrooms, dishwasher and disposal, laundry in unit, 2 car parking, 2 baths, central air and heat,
alarm system, wall to wall carpeting, eat-in kitchen, deck, fits 6 students
$2,400
-

4 BEDS in Cleveland Circle large condo, perfect location, on T and shuttle, hardwood floors,
living room, eat-in kitchen, next to Cityside, laundry, heat and hot water included, fits 6
students
$2,600
-

4 BEDS near Maddie's walk to campus, renovated Ist floor of 2 family BC House, modern
kitchen and bath, laundry in basement, driveway parking, porch, dishwasher and disposal, fits 5
students
$2,600
-

4/5 BED House off Comm. Aye. 2 levels, 2 bathrooms, laundry in unit, front and back
porches, hardwood floors, eat-in kitchen, huge living rooms, 2 block walk to shuttle, fits 4 to 6
students
$2,800
-

5/6 BED Townhouse on Comm. Aye. duplex, 5 minute T ride to campus, modern kitchen and
2 bathrooms, parking included, hardwood floors, dishwasher and disposal, laundry in unit,
huge living room, fireplace, fits 5 to 8 students
$3,200
-

CALL NOW TO SECURE YOUR HOUSING FOR NEXT YEAR,
LISTINGS ARE GOING FAST!!!

(617) 323-3373
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Hollywood's teenage obsession ..."As if!"

was over

Swenson

cast,

HEIGHTS REVIEW EDITOR

Hollywoodhas found anew target audience,
and they are not even in college yet. That's right
as any avid film-goer has realized, movie theaters have been infused by an astronomical

?

the high
school crowd and starring teenage actors.
The '90s trend probably can trace its roots
back to the recent revival of the horror genre.
Horror movies have a long history of placing
their heroines in senior year ofhigh school, with
a climatic scene occurring on prom night. Successful examples from the '70s include Prom
Night, Halloween and Carrie.
However, the '80s were not as kind to slasher
films, and the genre had alt but died out before
Kevin Williamson penned Wes Craven'sScream
in 1996. The movie did extraordinarily,well,
mainly due to younger
noticed, and immediately began making movies for the pre-pubeseent crowd.
In creating this field, stars needed to be
people that teenagers could identify with. Jennifer Love Hewitt, whom audiences recognize
from Party of Five, has been filling that role.
Hewitt has drawn crowds to theaters after her
break in / Know What You Did Last Summer.
Even more so than Scream, Summer truly
played to teenagers, as noneof the principal cast
amount of films geared directly at

the age of 25. Of the

the popular girl. Again, renamed 10 Things I Hate About You. The cast
center of the cast was
is full of young rising stars like Julia Stiles {The
Hewitt, and the success of the
'60s), Joseph Gordon-Levitt {Thirdßock From
the Sun) and Larisa Oleynik (Nickelodeon's The
film further proved her boxoffice appeal. While the overSecret World ofAlex Mack).
-20 crowd did not rush to see
There are many similarities between 10
the movie, theaters around the Things and She's All That, though 10 Things is
country were full of teenagers more of an outrightcomedy than She's All Thai.
on summer vacation.
Both have guys chasing girls for bets and fallThe film's success only ing in love with the girls in the process, but each
means the arrival more of these
find somewhat fresh ways to present the matekind of movies. Already this rial. Both focus on the father's relationship with
year, two high-profile movies the heroine (albeit in different ways), and we
have been directly aimed at all know that the endings are the same.
Despite the similarities, W Things I Hate
younger crowds. The first was
the enjoyable She's All That, About You finds its own separate niche and
starring Prinze, Jr., who courts proves to be just as entertainingas She's Ail That.
a girl for a bet but ends up falleven if it is less original.
ing in love with her.
While it is nice to see that both work in their
The more recent movie _was own separate ways, the prospect of even more
teenage,hDfrfjjnc? Mgs seems scary because the
ther teenage veKiprrpf phrtgeroits Liaisons, Cruel Intentions,
quality is bound to drop off. How many differwith Ryan Phillippe (54) and ent ways can you tell the same story without it
becoming stale?
Gellar. While the subject matler was more mature than the
This question has never stopped Hollywood
typical teen flick, and the film from over killing subjects before, so it seems
was given an R rating, it was
likely that even more teenage films are on their
way. No longer are younger crowds being igstill marketed for youth.
Coming soon to theaters is nored. So prepare for the onslaught because
yet another Shakespearean adaptation set in high there is no way to avoid Jennifer Love Hewitt
school, this time from The Tamingof the Shrew,
in today'ssociety.
to get

Hewitt, Sara Michelle

at

Gellar (Buffy the Vampire
Slayer) and Freddie Prinze, Jr.

have emerged as stars in other
successful teen-genre films.
The success of Scream and
Summer spawned sequels for
both and motivated other studios to try and replicate the
same formula. Thus entered
Disturbing Behavior, which
brought Karie Holmes to the big
screen, and The Faculty, which
featured high school teachers
that were really aliens.
It is not all that surprising
that horror films are once again
catering to teenagers, as did
their predecessors in ihe '70s. A
~'nhuc| bigger surpiffte' has'been*
the move to create romantic
comedies with high school as a
backdrop,
Beginning with William
Shakespeare's Romeo + Juliet,
starring Leonardo DiCaprio and
Claire Danes, teenage romances

have become the new trend,
though most have been much more light-hearted
than Romeo and Juliet.

Last summer brought us Can't Hardly Wait,
the story of a love-struck senior onone last quest

BC bOp! jazzes up Robsham
By Dana lannacone and JB Ryan
Heights Staff
Twentyyears ago, the Jazz left New
Orleans and moved to Utah. On Saturday night, BC bOp! brought jazz back
east and brought down the house. The
rhythm section supported the band as
perfectly as any John Stockton pass.
And the brass and saxophones came up
big all night long, unlike Karl Malone
in the finals.
Directed by Sebastian Bonaiuto,
BC bOp! outdid itself with wonderful
renditions of such favorites as "A
Tisket, a Tasket" and "Sing, Sing,
Sing." The most outstanding performances of the eveningcame from the
brass section. Clean and precise, they
carried each tune to a new level of excellence.
Senior baritone sax player Brian
Banker, CSOM '99 and freshman tenor
sax Max Frause, A&S '02 both gave
superior solo performances. Also noteworthy was the welcomed addition of
vibes player Jonah Petri, A&S '02. He
added texture to the jazz harmonies of
BC bOp! Creating an additional undercurrent of melody was piano player
Adam Bimbaum, A&S '01, who made
the ivories sing throughout the entire
evening.
Birnbaum is the star player of the
group. It is unfair that anyone has the
ability to play as well as he does,
In addition, one of the night's delights was David Hadly, A&S '01. Every lime he stood up, the audience
knew they were in for something good.
His trombone playing can best be dc-

the

,

By Matt

She's All That

JO Things I Hate About You

Disturbing Behavior

Improv with Fleabag
Ted Hesson
For The Heights

BC bOp! showed off their jazz skills at

scribed as sweet.
There is perfect, then there is more
perfect. Trumpeter Matt Slralton.
CSOM '00, finds the most perfect
notes during his solos. Saxophonists
Frause and Senien Hicks. A&S '02, are
both able to put together great runs.
Matt Kelly, CSOM '02. is most likely
the best backbeat at BC. When he's
supposed to be in the background
keeping time, he's great. And when
he's supposed to take the center stage,
like during the opening of "Sing. Sing,
Sing," Kelly takes the spotlight and
runs with it.
Jazz is most often associated with
the color blue. However, BCbOpluses
a full palette to paint in the diverse
moods of the musical landscape.They
play classic jazz, swing, even some
rock
and they play each genre with
?

HtIGIUSPHOTOS JONAIII\MiAIlON

Robsham Theater Saturday night to an appreciative audience.

skill. The musicianship of BC bOp! is
extraordinary. Each section ofthe band
masterfully hits the audience with a
rush of pure sonic energy. Every song
is filled with sweet, soft dissonance or
sharp, rich chords.
This year at the concert, BC bOp!
was joined by the instrumental quintet,
Boston Brass. Together the two groups
performed a medley of music from the
'70sband. Blood, Sweat and Tears.Professional and polished, the Boston
Brass ignited the audience with their
passionate and energized sound. Performing an encore of Glen Miller's "In
the Mood." Boston Brass brought down
the house with a swingin' beat.
The most touching moment of the
night, however, was the band's farewell
tribute to production manager Cathi
Foumier. After eight and a half years.

she is leaving the BC bands program
for a new project
her daughter. Her
presence and contribution will be
greatly missed by all. As she was serenaded by the BCbOp! vocalists, there
was not a dry eye in the audience.
But it's not enough to be good. To
put on a high quality show, the audience has to like you. Collectively. BC
bOp! has a wonderfully amiable personality. Every part of the show was
positive and uplifting. During some
concerts, a band will appear to be untouchable. BC bOp! was more like a
?

directed the subject and nature of their
improvisation.Fleabag, although a little
loose and lost at times, was energetic
In lour shows this weekend at and emotive overall. In "Sheep Go To
O'Connell House, My Mother's China," they produced a two-person forFleabag invited the audience to join in eign film that was translated into English for the audience (the Chinese
the fun. Boston College's improvcomedy group performed March 26-27 with translation for "Baaaaa" is similar to the
shows at 7:30 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. both English ''Baaaaa"). Other skits involved
nights.
a STD clinic, a bat mitzvah and Martha
With the Cat's Pajamas providing Stewart and her (theoretical) girlfriend.
up-lempo interludes, Fleabag interacted
Departing seniors Moira Boyle.
openly and fluidly in a show that inA&S '99, Quinn Burke, A&S '99 and
spired spurts of comic creativity in the Matt Tortora, A&S '99 led the group and
audience. As the audience squatted helped stabilize their performance.
around the O'Connell House floor, Funny and interesting, Fleabag sprinted
Fleabug invited them into the show, enthrough the show until the final half
hour, when the room seemed to tire.
couraging personal contributions.
When asked to give the group a
The concluding rock opera, The Kanon-geographic location for a skit, rate Kid performed to the music of LJ2,
someone said, "inside a pay phone. Not forced the group to limit themselves to
inside a phone booth, inside a pay the pace of the music, abandoning the
phone." One of the first skits asked the free creativity that makes them so fun
audience to throw objects onstage.
to watch.
Amid the shoes and hats were deAn underestimated contribution to
flask,
liquor
probably
odorant and a
the show was The Cat's Pajamas. Probelonging
couple
caught
viding
both
to the
short transitions such as the Sumaking out on the balcony later in the per Mario Bros, theme and Phish's
show.
"Weekapong Groove," they maintained
Throughout the night, audience the mood in O'Connell House for both
participants joinedFleabag in skits and the audience and performers.

party.

Ifyou were unlucky enough to miss
the show, BC bOp! will be performing
again at The First Annual Boston College Arts Festival in O'Neill Plaza on
April 29. Make sure to catch their
swingin' act.

HEK-HTS PHOTO/LAUREN M. PRINGLE

My Mother's Fleabag took over O'Connell House on Friday and Saturday night.
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13not unlucky for Jason Falkner has backbone
Blur

By

Tom McGuinness
HEIGHTS STAFF

***l/ 2
Blur
13

(Virgin/EMI Records)

Rather than the experimental studio mess, what makes this album survive are the good, real songs. The songs
at the beginning and end of the album
are great. "Tender," the first single on
the album, is one of the album's finest.
Lead singer Damon Albarn is accompanied by a gospel choir on the track.
A few years back, in their single "Suddenly," the Bogmen declared that the
'90s was a decade of love. Since then.
Sublime has announced that "Lovin* is
what I got" and U2 has reminded us that
"Ain't love the sweetest thing." Blur
keeps up the tradition with "Tender."
One of the song's hooks is "Love's the
greatest thing that we have." Amen,
Damon.
'Trimm Trabb" is questionably the
best song on 13. It is a hard-rocking
song with a great chorus and an awesome guitar sound. With a swagger,
Albarn gives a sly delivery that is instantly appealing to the listener. "No
Distance Left to Run" is a slow bluesy
track with a chord progression that just
melts the heart. The vocal sincerity,
bluesy guitar and mellow drumbeat
make this track one of 13*s best.
Though it is one of the album's
strangest songs, the closer, "Optigan 1,"
is quite good. An organ driven instrumental, "Optigan 1" has a very relaxing feel that succeeds in closing the album. If you take away the bizarre guitar sounds, "Coffee & TV" is the track
that most resembles the Blur of die past.
With its driving acoustic guitar and
catchy falsetto chorus, it is sure to

Odd. Different. Surprising. These
the words that come to
mind when describing the latest release from Blur, 13, their fourth album.
For those fans that are familiar with
the band's extremely catchy pop
sound, 13 will be a very surprising and
perhaps a difficult listen. There is no
"Girls and Boys," certainly no "Country House" and not even a "Song 2"
on this album. In fact, much of the
album's offerings make you wonde/,
"What happened to this band?"
Don't let this all scare you away.
There's some good stuff on 13 you
just have to brace yourself and give it
a few listens.
For those unfamiliar with Blur,
here's a little bit of background on the
band. Hailing from England, Blur has
produced some of the catchiest pop
rock from the other side of the pond. please.
Though they have been in a constant
Then things get bizarre. The bulk
battle with Oasis for the title of of the middle of the album is far from
Britain's biggest band, America never listener-friendly. "1992" is downright
really cared too much about them uncreepy. The Donald Duck-sounding
til their 1997 hit "Song 2." In case delivery of the title hook of
that doesn't ring a bell, think "Woooo"8.L.U.R.E.M.1." sounds pretty cool,
'4f.\u25a0',./
hoooor
but is nonetheless bizarre. The repetiThere really is not an easy way to tion of the lyrics-"! lost my gifl to the
describe 13. It certainly sounds like Rolling Stories" in the equally strange
Blur gave some Spiritualized CDs a "Trailerpark" also leaves the listener
listen before recording this album. scratching his head. It is experimental,
While much of the material is unmisbut Blur really shouldn't stray from
takably Blur, the album (particularly what makes them succeed - good, qualthe middle section) is overwhelmed by ity songs.
bizarre distorted noises and incoherBlur deserves credit for being bold
ence. Unfortunately, such experimenand experimental with 13. They have
tation does not suit Blur particularly matured greatly as a band and have
well. Since Blur is a band known for come a long way from the hokey pop
its listener friendliness, 13 is a bit songs that they produced in the past.
harder to grasp than a Spiritualized While 13is plaguedby incoherence and
album or other headphone listening peculiarity, it is the real songs of the
like Radiohead's OK Computer.
album that carry it.
are a few of

?
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Jason Falkner
Can You Still Feel?
(Elektra Records)

Isn't it strange when artists leave
obscure indie-rock bands and launch
themselves inlo the limelight through
a very thoughtful and powerful solo career? Well, this hasn't really happened
all that often. As a matter of fact, perhaps Jason Falkner is the only one. He
was one of the major undergroundkings
of indie rock only a few years ago with
his band, the Jellyfish, amongst others.
Recently, he has shifted his career to a
straight rock basis and has just released
his second
solo album to
a flood of
critical praise.
This

album brings about the consistency and
artistic integrity that Falkner has based
much of his previous work in the industry around. It is not a departure of
sorts, more than it is a dynamic return.
Buy this album if you enjoy acoustictinged rock with a soul.
?

***

Various Artists
Best ofPlanet Groove
(Fully Loaded/ Virgin Records
America)

certainly comes
as no surprise,

Can You Still Feel? Nevertheless, this

Montell Jordan's
"Let's Ride,"
featuring Master
PandSilkk.The
few unfamiliar
artists and banal

Our team of physicians at Caritas

j

shadowed by the
amount of good

or
not
"groove is in
the heart,"

and

conies

directly from

the soul
R&B soul,
that is,
Whatever you may think about
this slow, mellow music,
there can be little dispute
over the fact that il helps relax you with a handful of familiar chart-topping singles and a slew
of veteran R&B best-selling artists.
such as Boyz-11-Men and Mariah Carey.
This 15-track album features a good
mix of familiar favorites and not-soappealing artists. R&B is usually good
enough to unwind to in any form,
though, so this album can't be a total
loss.
Some songs on Best of Planet
Groove have a slow, overused, first-take
feeling to them. On another album this
might be a bad thing, but here it transmits a sense of improvisatory immediacy to the listener. The opening cut,
'I Get Lonely" by Janet Jackson, is one
of the album's best. It's an openhearted, slow-mix anthem, accompanied by "Ms. Janet's" unmistakable
voice.
Another standout with a bit of a
faster pace is "Breakdown" from
Mariah Carey, featuring Krayzie Bone
& Wish Bone. The album then goes
back in time with Bryan McKnight's
"Anytime,"and Boyz-11-Men's remake
of"A Song for Mama." More mellow
cuts off this compilation feature
?

they might seem. "Butta Love," a slow
jam from Next, won't be getting "too

close" to that number one spot, but it's
still a good addition here.
SWV's back with their take of
"Rain," which makes the audience
rather weak in theknees than in therain.
Sparkle's slow tempo mix, "Be Careful," adequately puts the warning label
on this song. The addition of R. Kelly
helps a bit. but it needs a lot more than
an angel to save this one.
One sign of a
decent compilation album is a
good blend of
songs the audience already likes.
Best of Planet
Groove definitely
has these, but if
you already have
some of the aforementioned
singles, don't
bother with this
album. It's good to relax to, but not if
you're already tired of hearing these artists from a while ago. If you are someone who believes that R&B comes in
the best packages any day. then this album is for you. Otherwise, go for something that's a bit more fully loaded.
?

to

(Reprise Records)

Fans of '80s music will be pleased
hear that £>.v's
soundtrack features a new
single by Bon Jovi, which
certainly does not disappoint. Unfortunately,there
are 14 other tracks on
EDtv: The Soundtrack,
featuring various artists
such as James Brown,
Barry White and the
Barenaked Ladies, and
only a precious few of

?

°

cardiology to internal medicine, you'll

you're backed by the specialists and resources of the area's premier health facility. For more information on all our doctors and services,

Medical Group nearest you. Most major insurance plans are accepted.

Caritas Medical Group at Brighton
280 Washington Street, 617-782-5316

Caritas Health Services at Brighton Marine
77 Warren Street, 617-562-5250

Caritas 08/GYN Group at Brookline
1180 Beacon Street. 617-739-1662

Caritas Medical Group at Newton Centre
1400 Centre Street, Suite 205. 617-244-1191

Caritas 08/GYN Group at Brighton
I I Nevins Street, Suite 406. 617-562-7006

Women's Health Pavilion at St. Elizabeth's
736 Cambridge Street, 617-562-7007

Caritas Medical Group at Newton
29 Crafts Sueet, Suite 400, 617-964-7530

Caritas Medical Group at West Roxbury
2020 Centre Sueet, 617-327-0700

*

(London Records)

Ladies

and

gentlemen, let it he

said that mam nun
ies can create a
good soundtrack
despite ihe actual
horrible quality ol
the movie. Well,
this particular piece
of work certainly
shies away from
that theory. Jawbreaker ? what can
be said other than that it is a movie that
reeks of a lack of talent from the
soundtrack up.
Choosing to start off featuring two
songs from the talentless indie-rock
crooning of Imperial Teen, the
soundtrack trips up and never recovers,
except in isolated incidences. Relying
almost 100 percent on female-fronted
indie bands, this soundtrack is onesided and boring to the point o( being
ridiculous. Simply put, the band list
reads off like a rejection list from the
Lilith Fain
To add further insult to injury, there
are no sound bites from the movie, no
dialogue and no movie-related songs either. For the amount of times thai this
soundtrack connects with the movie this
mightas well be a compilaiion of fernpop. In addition, the lyrics are content
to be god-awful gibberish as opposed
to anythingthat even remotely refers to
the movie.
Even though Letters to Cleo manages to come up with a song that can
be considered passable, there is not
much to work with from there. However, right after Letters to Cleo. ihe band
Ednaswamp kills any momentum with
a drab and insulting cover o\ the
Police's "Next to You." that can head
for the trash bin right next to Pull
Daddy's, "Every Breath You Take."
As a matter of fact, the only song
on the entire album that can be considered quality material is the Scorpions

See JAWBREAKER, C

Ratings Key
*****
****
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CARITAS CHRISTI HEALTH CARE SYSTEM
Affiliated with St. Elizabeth 's Medical Center

Matt Swenson

Various Artists
Jawbreaker: Music From the Motion
Picture

to

receive the highest quality of care from a unified group of professionals. And, because we're affiliated with St. Elizabeth's Medical Center,

Caritas

dies" highly
touted "Call and Answer" does not doserve the publicity it has been getting.
It is rather poor, just as a majority of
the group's songs are.
It takes eight tracks of the
soundtrack to reach a song that is even
listenable. That comes in the form ol'
"Turnin' Pages," which is performed by
Peter Wolf. In reality, ihe song is nothing special, but it rescues the listener
from unbearable songs like "Careful
What You Wish For" by Meredith
Brooks, which immediately precedes
Wolfs effort.
Cornershop delivers a decent song
with "Sleep on the Left Side." which is
probably the second-best song on ihe
album, but that is a sad statement.
Following the back-to-back reasonable efforts of Wolf and Cornershop.
EDtv's soundtrack goes from bad to
worse. Surprisingly, among the worst
of the worst is James Brown, who
dishes out a terrible version "That's
Life." The last track on ihe album,
"Streetwalkin' Ed," is an equally displeasing musical score provided by
Randy Edelman.
If you are unluck\ enough in find
yourself in possession of EDtv: The
Soundtrack, save yourself 50 valuable
minutes by turning off the CD after Bon
Jovi's strong openingtrack. You will be
doing yourself a favor.

Janie Ho

Various Artists
EDtv: The Soundtrack

Medical Group is unique. Just like your health needs. We give students, faculty, and staff access to some

of the area's finest doctors-all with different areas of specialties. From obstetrics and gynecology

Barenaked La-

how tiresome

_

please call 1-800-488-5959; or for an appointment, call the

only serves 10
reinforce how
poor the rest
of the allnuu is
as the tracks
gradually decrease in quality.
Th c

cuts are over-

"
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those tracks are worth a second listen.
The album begins on a high note
with Bon Jovi's "Real Life." which recaptures the group's past magic that
made them the stars they are today.
Placing "Real Life" at the opening of
the album could perhaps trick Ihe listener into thinkingthey are in for a good
listen, bul it

talent, despite

Don't let the name
scare you. If the idea of
listening to retro '60s
music, or watching DeeLite dance around in
lime green stretch pants
doesn't appeal to you,
you won't have a problem with this new album. Best of Planet
Groove, from Black Entertainment Television,
says little about whether

praise

since Falkner
is coming off
of a dynamic
debut album.
Author Unknown, that
skirted on the
threshold between mellow
pop
and
power chord
rock. As expect c d .
Falkner is the
perfect definition of consistency and
Can You Still Feel? picks up right where
the last album left off without missing
a beat.
Upbeat at limes ("Honey"), mildly
sultry at others ("Revelation") and still
dynamicat others ("Vacation"), this album leaves no stone unturned in the
genre of rock and roll. It just goes to
show that an artist may bleach their hair
blond, but it doesn't necessarily mean
that they have become an aggressive
punk rocker.
Falkner's delicate treble resonates
throughout all and perfectly displays
the introspective nature of the lyrics that
he has_created. Shifting dramatically
from profound and tender to raw and
uninhibited, as seen in the song "I Already Know," Falkner can also flip back
with a nod and smile to the Beatles, in
songs such as "Eloquence." However,
even with this clear Beatles influence,
the man that has clearly helpedto shape
Falkner is the one and only Elvis
Costello, as seen by the song, "See You
Again," which is more of a rehashing
of a Costello song than it is a new piece
of work.
The only momentary lapses in this
piece of work are a slight lag slipping
through the cracks towards the end of

Jonathan Raelin

Xscape, Mary J. Blige, Lil' Kirn's "I
Can Love You," Mya and, of course, the
ever-so-popular rhythmic powerhouse
Erykah Badu.
Best of Planet Groove takes familiar artists, gives their music a hard shake
and helps the listeners experience them
anew, particularly on the eighth track,

4

***
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Stones stand the
test of time

Matt Swenson's top 25

Stars of
the
Century

Angus livens House of Blues
By

By

ting up. The other highlight was "Stan
Me Up," in which he really worked the
crowd into a frenzy, hamm.ering out the
opening chords and keeping it going
through the whole song.
Jagger was the great performer of
the evening. Most have never seen a
singer move around stage and play to

Ted Graboski

HEIGHTS STAFF

The Rolling Stones may just live
old. They may be getting up there in years, but Mick, Keith
and the rest of the boys provedthey can
still rock an arena with the best of 'em.
They recently performed two sold-out
the crowd as much as he did. His clothes
shows at the Fleet Center on March 22 may have overshadowed his singing?
and March 23.
as he changed outfits after almost evAfter an average performance by ery song
but Jagger proved he still
the Goo Goo Dolls, the Stones took has what it takes. He sounded great on
center stage and never looked back.
"Honky Tonk Woman" and "Brown
Highlightingthe evening were great Sugar.' 1
renditions of "Honky Tonk Woman,"
Jagger also sounded greal on "It's
"Start Me Up" and "Brown Sugar." To Only Rock & Roll." He proved that it
close, the Stones pulled off a great veris simply one of those songs that is
sion of "Sympathy for the Devil" that meant to be played live. Rounding out
simply went on all night. Mick Jagger the rest of the night were "Paint it
was going wild and the crowd particiBlack" and "Route 66." Many may have
pation was high, with everyone joining been hoping to hear "She's So Cold,"'
in on the "000-ooohs."
but as Jagger says, "you can't always
Keith Richards was his usual wild get what you want."
self, strutting around stage and simply
The rest of the band was solid as
epitomizing the word "cool." He well. Charlie Watts was his usual self
a
little
perseemed
out of it after he
at the drums, Ronnie Wood compleformed two songs on lead vocal, howmented Richards at guitar and Daryl
ever. When addressing the crowd he
Jones was impressive at bass.
something
"Hey,
said
to the effect of
The slage was one ofthe best things
place,
Boston,
two shows at one
man,
about the show, as it reached from side
oh, too much for me, man." Everyone
to side and rose at the edges, allowing
Jagger to get very close to the crowd.
had to chuckle at that comment.
Richards also looked great, with The Stones also walked out to a small
some cool earring-type dreads in his
stage in the middle of the Fleet Center
hair. To say the least, Richards was very and performed a few songs making it
good on guitar all night. He got the conquite an experience for the fans in the
cert going, as he was the first to strut
middle.
out on stage, ripping out the chords to
The Rolling Stones rocked Boston
"Jumpin' Jack Flash." He held his guilike they have many times before, and
tar high and stalked the stage all night.
many younger fans can now say that
Even at his age, he certainly is not letthey saw Keith Richards in person.
?

By Matt Swenson
Heights Review Editor

How appropriate is it that Jack
Nicholson's big break came in the 1969
classic. Easy Rider'? The film's title
implies exactly what he is. Nicholson
doesn't care what people think of him;
he doesn't have to. He is the movie star
of movie stars and has three Oscars in
his back pocket to prove that he has
become one of today's biggest actors.
Nicholson earned an Oscar nomination for his supporting role opposite
Dennis Hopper and Peter Fonda in Easy
Rider, which set the stage for an unbelievably successful career of playing
anti-heroes and villains. His naturally
sardonic attitude forbade him from
playing an outright good guy, and it
would be hard to imagine Nicholson
taking the role of an "everyman" character, since he is anything but an
everyman. For better or worse, there is
only one Jack.
Following Easy Rider, Nicholson
turned in another memorable performance in Five Easy Pieces a year later.
However, it was in the mid-'7os when
he really took off. First came Roman

Avoid Griggs
0ri8tz5

Polansk_'sneo-noirC/!WrtfoH7un 1974,

which brought him a best actor nomination, an award he took home the next
year courtesy of One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest.
Nicholson gave arguably the best
performance of all time in Milos
Foreman's adaptation of the famous
novel. Cuckoo's Nest won Oscars in all
five major categories (picture, director,
actor, actress and screenplay). Only two
other movies can make the same claim:
The Silence of the Lambs and It Happened One Night.
Nicholson entered the horror genre
courtesy of Stanley Kubrick's take on
The Shining. Perhaps the best horror
film ever made, The Shining broughtan
otherwise shallow field a new dimension. No one will ever think of the line
"Here's Johnny" the same way again.
In 1981, Nicholson teamed up with
Warren Beatty in Reds, and he won his
second Oscar in 1983, this time in a
supporting role in Terms of Endear-
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jackets and
reminiscing;
introspectively on epic
love stages
such as "The
back row of
the drive-inin
old
my
Coupe," then
this
one
might be for
you.
The
scope of Griggs' music only reaches the
borders of his imaginary dejected
southern town and maybe Joe's
junkyard (see sorig number seven).
The speediest .way to take inventory of Griggs' main theme is "Miss
You The Most," which is a sad account
of his high school loves. He explores
the same theme in "Skippin' School
When I Was a Senior," "My Brother's
ID and Some Cheap Beer"and "You."
Obviously Griggs' perogatives are

an M.S.

erudite, which is admirable and touching, but sad. Song four, the title song.
"You Won't Ever Be Lonely," is a decent tune if you disregard the mirthless
drone of the steel guitar offering the
main bass line. What makes this song
appropriate is his new marriage, and the
lyrics are fairly touching.
The next and final song of note is
"I Dpn*t_Knciw.a Th.ing,".lwhicli..is an
interesting specimen in which Griggs
has some sort ofproblem with his lover
and seeks the sage guidance of Joe, ihe
auto mechanic. Llpon inquisition, Joe
eloquently replies, "I can fix
your carburetor, I
can rebuild your
alternator, I've
got a warehouse
full of parts, But
I don't know a
thing about a
broken heart."
Indeed this
stunning rhetoric
shows why Joe is
the
clever
middleman in
Griggs 7 life.
While You
Won't Ever Be Lonely may be far removed from the top-40 music we are
accustomed to at Boston College, I'm
sure it serves as a good foot-tapper for
disaffected men in their late 30s clinging on to their glory days.
However, for the most part, Griggs'
album is shallow and generic. This isn't
a particularly good album even for diehard country fans.
?

Mateo Rando

Acollectionof New Jersey's finest
musicians, known to their fans as Angus, performed selections from their
new album, Outstanding in the Field,
at ihe House of Blues last Monday in
front of a close to sold-out crowd of 130
fans at the group's CD release party.
Angus is an independent, grassroots
band based in Clinton, New Jersey, and
it was founded by singer and guitarist
Matt Angus. Joining Angus on stage
were vocalist/ keyboardist Kimberly
Williams, lead guitarist Scott
McDonald, bassist John Davies and
drummer, "the voice of Yankee baseball," Mcl Elwood Allen.
Angus played two 75-minute sets,
displaying their musical ability.It is difficult to characterize their sound, but the
influences of the Allman Brothers, Eric
Clapton and their mentors, The Band,
were evident. The Band members Garth
Hudson and Levon Helm, who once
backed up Bob Dylan, have both played
with Angus in the past. Angus is not as
tribal as Rusted Root, but has the same
type of flavor as Guster. Also, co-lead
singer Williams gives the band a 10,000
Maniacs-feel with her vocal abilities.
On stage they appeared to be enjoying
their music, especially duringthe jamming portions of the songs.
"I don't know who we sound like,
because we all have different influences," Matt Angus said. "I have heard
people compare us as a cross between
a Dave Matthews and a 10,000 Maniacs. I think it is probably kind of accurate."
Angus' first set featured the new
song "You Want," their happy love song
"That Night," a poignant love song
"Little Love," "Come Back Again" and
two songs, "Where Are We Now?" and
"Still with Me," from their debut, selftitled album. They also played an electrifying cover of Neil Young and Crazy
Horse's "Down by the River."
McDonald's Clapton-like guitar solo
during the Young tune amazed the
crowd and was one of the highlights of
the first set.
During the second set, the crowd
began to dwindle since it was a Monday night, but they did leave devoted
Angus fans more room in the small
venue to groove (and even breakdance)
to the music. Angusplayed older songs
like "Wolf in Sheep's Disguise" and
closed with "Kiss the Sun."
The crowd responded well to covers of the Crosby, Stills and Nash song
"Love the One You're With," the 10,000
Maniacs' "These are Days" and"The
Weight" by The Band. On the whole,
the two sets showcased the band's musical and lyrical talents and there is no
doubt that their popularity will continue
to grow.
Angus is optimistic that their future
will be bright, but they will never forget the fans that got them where they
are today.
"We have a big grassroots effort. A
lot of bands think they should just play
and people should come see them play,"
Angus said. "We take a completely different approach. We appreciate any
single person who walks in that door,
and it's the way it should be. You play
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After successful roles in movies like
Prizzi's Honor and The Witches of
Eastwick, Nicholson turned heads once
again as the Joker in Batman.
Nicholson proved he could "handle
the truth" in 1992opposite Tom Cruise
and Demi Moore in A Few Good Men.
He won his third Oscar playing a
mean-spirited old man in As Good as it
Gets.
That film reestablished Nicholson's
preeminence in the field. When he's on,
there is no one better than Nicholson,
and he's rarely off. His three Oscars
prove that, as does the list of his great
films. No one will forget the man simply known as Jack.
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Father James Joyce,
a New York-basedJesuit, will speak on therole
of Catholic schools in die Code of Conduct
Campaign / Campaign To End Sweatshop

Labor
April 7th, 7:30 PM, St. Mary's Hall

Come hear the speaker who drew over 700
people at Notre Dame!
contact Angela at 5-7577 w/ questions

sponsoredby the Peace and JusticeCoalition
O

Angus, a grassroots band fashioned in the same vein as DMB
strutted their stuff at the House of Blues on Monday.
and you hope people like you and if
they like you, you better be appreciative and we really are."
The group's label, Black Potatoe
Records, has begun to market Angus to
hundreds of college and mainstream
radio stations. However, Angus doesn't
want to become a one-hit wonder band.
"We want to work from the ground
up. The last thing I would want to see
this band do is get one hit on the radio,
have a solid six-month tour and then
never play again for the rest of our
lives," Angus said. "This seems to be
the trend for new bands these days. I
would rather see this band sell 40 or 50
thousand [copies] of this CD independently and build a stronger fan base to
go on from there."
The band has been writing music,
recording in the studio and touringnonstop for the past 17 months, and they

plan to tour this fall and would love to
play at Boston College. Angus recently
visited 50 college campuses distributing their four-song EP, Fallout, which

has been well received by college students.
"We just want to make sure that we
keep the people who support us happy
and we can continue to make the music
we like to make," Angus said. For more
information on the band, visit
www.angusmusic.com or check out
their new album in your local Borders
bookstore.

No meeting this week,
but the empire will
strike back starting
Tuesday, April 6 in the
Eagle's Nest at 5 p.m.

APARTMENTS APARTMENTS
NO FEE
EXCELLENT SOUTH STREET
LOCATION...
FREE SHUTTLE BUS...
ONE STOP ON THE GREEN LINE...
WALKING DISTANCE TO BC (7 MIN.)
AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 1999

TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENTS.
FROM $1550 TO $1850
INCLUDES HEAT
AND HOT WATER
LARGE EAT-IN CABINET KITCHENS
WITH DISHWASHERS,REFRIGERATORS,
AND STOVES. MOST KITCHENS HAVE
MICROWAVES. OWN PRIVATE PARKING
AVAILABLE AT REAR OF BUILDING.
CABLE READY BUILDING.
BUILDING NEWLY WIRED FOR
HIGH SPEED INTERNET.
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A listing ofApril's concerts

Artist: Lauryn Hill and Outkast
When: Thursday, April 1 at 8 p.m.
Where: The Wang Center
Prices: All tickets $50
Tickets are available by calling TeleCharge at (800) 447-7400 and at the
Wang Center box office,
Artist: Love and Rockets
When: Saturday, April 3 at 7 p.m.
Where: Avalon
Prices: All tickets $18
Tickets available at Newbury Comics
or by calling (617) 423-NEXT.
Artist: Vanilla Ice
When: Easter Sunday (April 4)
Where: The Middle cast
Prices: All tickets $13.50
Tickets available throughTicketmaster.

Prices: All tickets are $10
Tickets are available at the McElroy box
office.
Artist: Eminem
The Slim Shady
Tour with special guests the Beatnuts
When: Wednesday, April 14 at 9 p.m,
Where: The Palladium (Worcester)
Prices: All tickets $17
Tickets available at Newbury Comics
or by calling (617) 423-NEXT.
?

Artist: The Gravel Pit
When: Friday, April 17
Where: T.T. the Bears
Prices: All tickets are $8
Tickets are available atT.T.'s orthrough
Ticketmaster

Massachusetts)

Artist: Eve 6
When: Tuesday,April 20 at 9 p.m.
Where: Avalon
Prices: All tickets $12
Tickets available at Newbury Comics
or by calling (617) 423-NEXT.

Prices: All tickets $21.50
Tickets available throughTicketmaster.

Artist: Pat McGee Band with special

Artist: Ani DiFranco
When: Friday, April 9 at 8 p.m.
Where: Mullins Center (Amherst,

guest Fighting Gravity

Artist: Marilyn Manson with special
guests Imperial Teen
When: Friday, April 9 at 7 p.m.
Where: Worcester Centrum Centre
Prices: All tickets $29.50
Tickets available through Ticketmaster.
Artist: moe.
When: Friday, April 9 at 7 p.m.
Where: Avalon
Prices: All tickets $15
Tickets available at Newbury Comics
or by calling (617) 423-NEXT.

When: Wednesday, April 28 at 8 p.m.
Where: The Paradise
Prices: All tickets $10
Tickets available at Newbury Comics
or by calling (617) 423-NEXT.
Artist: Jiggle the Handle with special
Fell Swoop
When: Thursday, April 29 at 8 p.m.
Where: The Paradise
Prices: All tickets $10
Tickets available at Newbury Comics
or by calling (617) 423-NEXT.
guests One

Doug's First Movie won't be his last
By Jonathan Raelin and Greg Gagliardi
Special for The Heights

Where: Conte Forum

Note: Tickets for shows through
Ticketmaster are available at all
Ticketmaster outlets by calling (617)
931 -2000, or at ww\\. ticketmaster.com.

Murphys are back
C

8

CONTINUED FROM

wonderful, "Rock You Like a Hurricane." Unfortunately, even this excel-

lent piece of cheese rock is tainted by
being out of place on an album of
indie-rock nonsense. The Scorpions
must have fallen on really hard times
to lower themselves to this.
Horrible in every way, this
soundtrack might help to explain why
audiences stayed away from this
movie. Consider it an elongated death
cry of a movie that was a throwaway
from square one. If you buy this album of your own volition, you better
start

seeking professional help quick.
?

Jonathan Raelin

****

Dropkick Murphys
The Gang 's All Here
(Hellcat Records)

Have you

ever sat

in your

thinking that it would be fly

room
to get a

could look "cool"?
Or how you just love that new "punk"
record from the Offspring? If the answer to either of these questions is
"yes," then you really shouldn't concern yourself with this record.
With that cleared up, let me move
on. This is the latest LP from Boston's
neat piercing so you

favorite 01 boys, the Dropkick
Murphys.
This release marks the full-length
debut of new singer Al Barr, and there
are 16 tracks, 14 of which are new.
While the music retains the same feel
of previous Dropkick releases, the vocals are less poppy and have a more
streetwise feel. This is no surprise to
people familiar with 01/ street punk,
since Barr is the ex singer for the legendary band the Bruisers.
While the Dropkicks draw their influences from bands like Stiff Little
Fingers and The Clash, they also have
a big Irish folk presence in their music, complete with bagpipes, fiddles
and a cover of the Irish song "The
Fighting 69th."
The opening track, "Roll Call," is
the perfect openingfor this LP; it has a
"scally cap choir" chanting with a drum
roll in the background. Then the songs
start, and you get hit with "Blood and
Whisky."
The highlight on this record is
"Pipebomb on Lansdowne," a
hardcore-influenced number.
It is no mistake that this band is
quickly becoming the most popular 01
band around today. Not only is their
music tight and powerful, but their sincerity defines them.
?

Kevin Laßonge

swamp freak, this movie has it all
and then some. AlthoughDoug sold out
to Disney for more money, the script
still holds strong, despite a disappointing revamping of the toe-tappin' theme
song.
Will Doug fall victim to the corrupt
businessman Mr. Bluff, or will he leave
his town to ecological demise in order
to be with the blond-headed babe of his
dreams? Will Doug's blue-faced friend
Skeeter prove himself to be mentally
stable after all his ramblings, or will he
be lured into a realm of sensual pleasures with the corrupt businessman's
younger daughter, Beebe? Will you
laugh more than the eight-year old popcorn consumer in front of you? These
are just a few of the questions you will
grapple with throughoutthe intense 70
minutes of Doug's First Movie.
A young man walks through the
forest of Bluffington unaware that
eous

DOUG'S FIRST MOVIE: A new animated feature
which is based on TV's Doug, a man who always
wears shorts and a sweater vest.

Another good TV show ruined
Thomas

O'Leary

HEIGHTS STAFF

THE MOD SQUAD: A new film based
TV show of the same name directed by Scott Silver and starring
Claire Danes, Giovanni Ribisi, Omar
Epps, Josh Brolin and Dennis Farina.
Thetrend of adapting old '60s and
'70s television shows into films for the
is getting a little disturbing. The
last television show that was adapted
for the movies was last summer's The
Avengers, a film that bombed both critically and financially. It seems that Hollywood executives have not learned
from their mistakes.
Director Scott Silver decided to revamp the old television show The Mod
Squad for a new generation of hipsters.
Unfortunately, this version of The Mod
Squad falls flat on its face.
The Mod Squad remains true to the
original premise of the show. The
movie follows the adventures of three
young adults who are commissioned by
the Los Angeles Police Department to
go undercover and into places that the
cops could never get into. The squad is
still comprised of "one black, one white
and one blonde."
Lincoln Hayes (Omar Epps), Pete
Cochrane (Giovanni Ribisi) and Julie
Barnes (Claire Danes) are all given a

Giovanni Ribisi, Claire Danes and Omar Epps comprise the new
version of The Mod Squad.

second chance to stay out of jail if they
cooperate with the police and help them
bust the drug lords and pimps that prey
on the youth of the city. With the help
of Captain Adam Greer (Dennis Farina), thekids are able to do some good
by arresting the bad guys of L. A.
The audience learns of all this information in the first two minutes of
the movie. The Mod Squad spends no
time explaining the formation of the
squad or the backgrounds of the
characters. The film explains that the
three youths were arrested for arson,
robbery and assault, but we learn nothing about their true motivation for committing the crimes or the reasons why

Major and Minor

they were in the streets.

The characters in The Mod Squad
all stereotypes and lack any form
of originality. There is the AfricanAmerican who wants to see the world
burn in flames, the rich white kid who
goes on a crime spree to gain attention
from his parents and there is the woman
who is a recovering drug addict and a
whore.
The squad soon learns that a large
amount of drugs were stolen from the
police evidence locker. When Captain
Greer is found dead, the police begin
to point their fingers at the squad. The
plot of the movie is really simple, but it
is almost impossible to keep track of
are
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1:00 p.m.
Cleveland Circle Field
(get there on the Green Line, or drive to

Beacon St.

&

Chestnut Hill

Aye. in

Brighton)

All positions wanted
(players must be 18-29 years of age)
To register, or with questions
call 617-BASE BALL
or visit our website at
http://www.bostonbaseball.com

all of the names and
the
film. Unless one pays excellent attention to the film, it is highly likely that
one might get confused.
The acting in The Mod Squad is
poor. Epps sleepwalks through his role
of the mod from the ghetto. Epps' character is underdeveloped and highly stereotypical. Ribisi is the only actor that
seems to get into his role. He is hilari'bus as the' -tnldly psycfio_.e 'pocfr 'ffen
toy Pete &oc_ttline. Dings' -.as' ii : dairetl
jibok on her face thrtiughbiA thkertfiie
movie. She plays
bland and disaffected manner.This is a
big step down for her fro'msucli dramatic roles as in The Rainmaker.
The Mod Squad is a perfect example of the current trend in American
cinema that favors style over substance.
The plot of The Mod Squad is unoriginal and the acting is atrocious, but the
film is shot in an interesting, flashy
manner. One has to wonder why Hollywoodkeeps churning out-these'horrible movies.
Adaptations of old television shows
have proven to be risky ventures financially and critically, yet we still occasionally get movies like The Mod
Squad. If the audiences stop showing
up to these insipid films, maybe Hollywood will get the picture and make better movies. Films like The Mod Squad
should be avoided like the plague. .
~\u25a0,
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INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Sunday, April 11th

therein lurks a hideous rrrOt-fliorf'hf a
monster with a passion for Moby Dick
and young dogs. Meanwhile, a studly,
power-crazed slickster who will.itop at
nothing to steal his girl andtake over
the Valentine's Day dance is silently
enrapturing her. Throw in a nerd-created, feminine Voltron with a passion
for clean underwear, and you' ye got just
part of the plot that simmers while the
eight-year old next to you cries about
spilling his gummy bears.
The G rating is only justified by ihe
fact that the tykes will not understand
the PG-rated humor and the sexual undertones that thereviewers like to think
exist. For example, what is going on
between Mr. Bluff and Mayor Tippi
Dink? This and many other issues are
not expanded to their full potential
within this all-too-short 70 minutes of
sheer desire.
With an automatic four-star rating
coming soon, this movie has all the
passion of Roberto Benigni winning the
Academy Award, with enough left over
to save Private Ryan. Fortunately for all
of us, the title of this movie implies a
Godfather //-esque sequel. If not, audiences can wait with bated breath.for
the long-awaited Skeeter spin-off and
old re-runs of the late, great Julia Cliild
specials. Assuming Doug does, not sell
out to become the next host of MTV's
Singled Out, then all eight-year olds.
plus a few twisted college students., can
expect a long and fruitful franchise to
form around this bright young talent.

Doug's First Movie comes tragically after the thumbs-up review of
Gene Siskel is out of reach. Though
unlikelyto be represented in next year's
Oscar nominations, Doug is a movie
that has the power to change who you
are as a human being.
Rarely can one find a movie that so
thoroughly defines a generation. With
toxic waste shooting up into the sky.
an insidious, robotic Julia Child and a
dog with enough heart to love a hid-

By

Artist: Eminem, G. Love and the Special Sauce and Outkast
When: Wednesday, April 13 at 8 p.m.
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Be Ready For Registration!

Learn about International Academic
Programs and Opportunities at Boston
College

.

Informational Meeting

Thursday, April Bth 4:30 PM
Fulton 145
Sponsoredby The International StudiesProgram
McGuinn2l7 phone: 552-2096
Refreshments willbe saved
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No appointmentnecessary. Use our call ahead service/
277-1136
Monday-Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-7
Sunday 10-5

;' SUPERCUTS
As hip as you
,

want to

?

1930 Beacon Street

1

Cleveland Circle

(

www.juperculs.cam

%

All Interested Students
Are Welcome!
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VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
TO TEACH/ PLAY WITH
AN AUTISTIC CHILD
We have created a home-based, child- I
centered Son-Rise Program for our 6
year old boy. It is based on the book "Son-Rise: The
Miracle Continues" by Barry Neil Kaufman. Come
and join William in his playroom 2-3 times a week, for
2 hour increments. A nine month commitment is
asked. No experience is necessary. A flair for the
dramatics is a plus. We will train you. Call Bill and
Michelle in Millis @ (508) 376-2829

The Heights
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Investment mogul Peter Lynch
to speak at Robsham

Business Briefs

By

Spanish and French. He is also
a contributing columnist on investing for Worth Magazine.
Bom in 1944, Lynch received
his bachelor of science degree
from BC in 1965 and an MBA
from the Wharton School at the
University of Pennsylvania in

Jan M, Kostrzewski
HEIGHTS STAFF

The Boston College Investment Club welcomes world-famous money-manager Peter
Lynch as a guest speaker on

Wednesday. April 7 in Robsham
Theatre at 7:30 p.m. Lynch will
appear as part of the Boston
College Investment Club
Speaker Series.

Business News
Peter Lynch to speak at Boston College
The Boston College Investment Club is bringing Fidelity giant
and BC alumnus Peter Lynch to Robsham Theater to talk about
investing on April 7. See rightDow toys with magical 10,000 mark
For the past four and half years, the Dow Jones Industrial Average has been racing towards the magical 10,000 mark in one of the
most prosperous economies to date. Two weeks ago, the Dow
nearly reached the 10,000 mark; however, a dive in IBM stock
prevented the feat. Many think that hitting 10,000-is-~purely-psy=?
etiological, however others feel it will have a significant impact
on

the U.S.

economy

Greenspan, Fed expected to leave interest rates unchanged
When the members of the Federal Reserve Board meet this Tuesdays, they are believed to leave key interest rates unchanged due
to the state of the U.S. economy. The Federal Funds Rate, the rate
at which banks lend money to one another, is expected to remain
at 4.75 percent since there is no sign of inflation. Last fall, the Fed
lowered this interest rate twice in two months to fight off the
economic turmoil in Europe.

TechnologyNews
The evolution or video games
Remember playing Duck Hunt and Super Mario Brothers in elementary school? Can you believe how far video game technology has come in the past ten year? Learn more about the history of
video games. See right
Intel announces plans for new chips
It has been reported that Silicon Valley computer chip giant Intel
Corporation will be unveiling two new low-wattage mobile processors that will allow notebooks to have faster clock speeds. The
new 266 MHz and 333 MHz Celeron chips will use 6.3 watts of
power, which is more than three watts less than Intel's current
mobile processors.

Disney's Internet site to reopen this week
Webmasters at the Disney Corporation announced that the
company's website will reopen this Monday as a part of the GO
Network with several new improvements. It will feature more games
and interactive features geared towards children. According to
Disney, the new site will include "new multiplayer games, animated
stories, a studio for creating art and solving puzzles and opportunities to chat with Disney characters." It will also feature an instant
messaging service for kids.

Weekly Columns

Websites: Television sites. See Cl 2

For More Information
The Heights On-line: The on-line version of this paper, where
stories are hyperlinked and available for download.
www. bcheights. com

MarketplaceMeeting
Interested in writing aboutbusiness issues, technology or new
videoand computer games? Do you have an idea for a Marketplace story? Our meetings are Mondays at 5:30 p.m. in
McElroy 113. You can also contact us by e-mail at
marketplace® bcheights.com, or call us at (617) 552-2221
and ask for Cleo or Patrick.

Alumnus,

PHOTO COURTESY Oh" FIDELITY INVESTMENTS

the last five years, it outperformed 99 percent of all stock
funds.
During his tenure at Fidelity, Lynch served as a managing director of Fidelity Investments and executive vice-presi-

dent and director of Fidelity
Management & Research.
Lynch is currently vicechairman of Fidelity ManageResearch.
Author of the bestseller One
Up on Wall Street, Lynch comment &

pleted his second book in March
1993. This book, Beating the
Street, remained number one on

The New York Times best-seller
list for eight weeks. His first
book was translated into Japanese, Swedish, Korean, German.

Lynch is a fellow with the
American Academy of Arts and
Sciences and a member and
former director of the Boston
Society of Security Analysts.
Lynch is also actively involved with a large number of
civic and non-profit organizations. He serves as a trustee of
several institutions, including
BC. the Boston Public Library
Foundation, the Massachusetts
Eye & Ear Infirmary and the
Museum of Fine Arts.
Lynch is president of the
Catholic Schools Foundation.
He is also the recipient of many
professional awards. He was
recognized in the Business Hall
of Fame of both Fortune magazine and the television show
Wall Street Week.
For more information about
the event, contact Investment
Club
President
Jan M,
Kostrzewski or Scan Howell at
(617)552-1698.

The classic video games systems we
grew up with
By

Cleo Y. Bertrand

MARKETPLACE EDITOR

On May 21, 1998, Sega officially revealed its next generation
console
machine.
Dreamcast. It boasts top-of-theHne hardware, including an independent 3D graphics engine
and a 128-bit RISC processor.
Compared to Play Station's
32-bit processor and Nintendo's
64-bit processor, Dreamcast produces images and speeds previously unimaginable on a console system. But, even as this
article is published, PlayStation
and Nintendo are preparing the
release of their
next generation systems.
It's hard to
believe that
these
new
consoles are
actually the
descendents
of such classic
console systems as the Atari
2600. which seemed top-of-theline with only an eight-bit performance.
While most of us can't remember these early console
systems, many of us remember
growing up with Nintendo and
Sega Master System. So before
the new generation of games
changes the gaming world
again, here's a retrospective on
how the entire industry was
started.

2

CityScape: San Pedro, Belize. See Cl

Doors will open at 7p.m. and
the entire BC community is welcome to attend the event. Lynch
will speak about "Fundamentals
of Investing.'" A 20-minute question and answer period will follow his speech.
Lynch, who has recently donated $10 million to the University, is the world's most successful and respected portfolio
manager. He was portfolio manager of Fidelity's Magellan
Fund, which rose 28-fold per
share for the best performing
fund in the world under his leadership from May 1977 to May
1990.
When Lynch took over
Magellan Fund, it had $20 million in assets. By the time he
retired from the fund, it had
grown to over $14 billion in assets and had over one million
shareholders, making it the largest equity fund in the world. In

1968. In 1994. the Wharton
School named him Outstanding

Let there be Pong
Believe it not, Pong was not
the first video console system,
even though it has become synonymous with the birth of the
video game market. The first
home video system was actually the Magnavox Odyssey.
The system, created by
Ralph Baer, Bill Harrison and Bill
Rusch, was released in 1972. The
design was so primitive that you
had to tape plastic overlays
onto the TV screen so you could
create the background for your
game.
For two years, Odyssey
ruled supreme. It had around a
dozen games and sold about

85,000 systems in all. Then in
1974, everything changed with
the release of the Pong gaming
system.

The

idea

was

simple

enough, two paddles and one
ball. The object of the game:
don't miss the ball. Pong had
been available as an arcade game
since 1972. but il wasn't until it
was released as a home system
that it caught the eye of the public and manufacturers.
The game didn't make as
much of an impact on console
systems as the chip inside the
machine. Designed by General
Instruments, it contained "the
essence"

of the game
and used
technology that
allowed
other
manufactures

to

Intellivision actually had a 16-bit performance, the two systems fell short of Atari profits.
By the time the Atari 5200
Super System came out, the company had already made games,
including Space Invaders, PacMan and Frogger, which are
now household names.
However, despite all its success, Atari could not have foreseen what would happen in 1984
when Commodore 64 swept
through the market. The computer changed the video game
console industry almost overnight. Suddenly, a computer

could help kids learn as well as
entertain them. For around $200,
it seemed too good to be true
for most parents. For a year,

(NinlendoJ
video game
dark age.

systems

entered

a

mimic Pong
and

create

their

own systems.

Atari, Space Invaders and the
great crash of 1984
By the late '70s. video game
consoles were enjoying the start
of a golden age. Clones of Pong
were sprouting like weeds, and
Odyssey had released a second
console system. Then suddenly
in 1977, Atari 2600 entered the
scene.

The Atari 2600

was released

during Christmas, along with
nine games, for the price of $250.
The

system

was an

instant

sue-

and was
on the top of
every kid's
wish list, sort
of like
a
Tickle-MeElmo of the
late '70s.
cess

Despite

Atari's apparent

mo-

nopoly of the
console market, there were other systems at
the time. Two of the more popu-

Mattel's
lar
included
Inielli vision and Coleco's
Colect Vision. Even though

The Nintendo Renaissance and
the failed coup by Sega
1989,
Nintendo
In
Kahushikigaisha. now known as
Nintendo Co. Ltd., was formed.
The company, run by the
Yamauchi family, made and sold
Japanese playing cards. Almost
100 years later, headed by
Hiroshi Yamauchi, the company
released the Nintendo Entertainment System (NES).
While the rest of

the video
game companies were reeling
from the blow Commodore 64
had given them, Nintendo
quickly ac-

quired

a

strangle-

hold over
the industry. The system

only

had

an

eight-

bit

video games, while Nintendo
became king of the console systems.

A year later, another Japanese company. Sega Enterprises
Ltd., eleased its own console.

called Sega Master System
(SMS). The system was also an
eight-bit machine, but it was
technically superior to the NES.
However, the SMS failed to
dethrone Nintendo. There were
many different factors that
could have led to this, including the fact that SMS was released a year after NES. Some
accuse Nintendo of severely
hampering Sega's ability to
make games for the system by
using its dominance over the
video game market to make sure
that third-party companies
would not create software for
SMS. By the end of the '80s,

Nintendo controlled 90 percent
of the eight-bit market.
Sony Play Station enters the
scene

During the late '80s and
early '90s, both Nintendo and
Sega vied for control of the
video game market. Sega released the Genesis system in
1989, the same time Nintendo
released Gameboy. a portable
console system.
The Genesis system was a
16-bit system and it spawned
the popular Sonic the Hedgehog series of games. However,
Nintendo's own 16-bit system,
Super Nintendo, was released
in 1991, and Sega could not
overtake Nintendo.
In 1995. Sega once again
tried to surpass Nintendo by
releasing its new system, the
Sega Saturn. The system was
supposed to be the savior of
the ailing Sega; however, this
time il was not Nintendo that
would be the cause of Sega's

perfor-

problems.

mance, but

In December of 1994, Sony
released the PlayStation system
in Japan and in two months,
they had sold over half a million units. The popularity of
PlayStation was undeniable. By
February 1998. there were over
30 million PlayStations sold.

that didn't
stop
its
popularity.
The original system came
with Duck Hunt and Super

Mario Brothers. Mario soon
became the icon of a new era of

A year after Play Station's release, Nintendo released its own
next-generation 64-bit system,
called N64, and more than
500,000 units were sold on the
first day. By the late 19905, Sony
and Nintendo were the main
competitors in the video game
industry. However. Sega has
not given up and il recently released its new 128-bit system,
Dreamcast. This new system is
the first of the next generation
consoles for these three companies.
Old games don't die, they're
just emulated
Despite the advancements
made in video games, there are
many people who long for the
good old days of video game
systems. Even though Atari officially breathed its last breath

March 13, 1998, when
Hasbro Interactive bought it,
you can still play all the games
that you grew up on.
The idea of an emulator is
simple. The program takes the
original data from a classic video
game and makes it playable on
your current computer. For exon

Play Station
PlayStation

ample, a popular emulator for
Atari 2600 is called Stella. You

download the emulator, as
as games, off of the Internet.
Emulators are available for
almost any console system in
existence, and people have devoted entire websites to making
classic games available for everyone.
can

well

The Future
The next generation of
video game consoles that are
about to be released promise to
change our views about computer gaming. They offer realistic images, better sound and
more complex and spellbinding
games than ever before. But
sometimes it's fun to return to
our childhood and play the
games we grew up on.
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San Pedro, Belize

CityScape:
By

WebWatch: sitesfor
television lovers

Michael J. Marino
HEIGHTS EDITOR

Facts:

Belize, previously known as British Honduras, lies on the east coast
of Central America in the heart of the
Caribbean Basin, with Mexico to the
north, Guatemala to the west and
south, and the Caribbean Sea to the

By

east.

San Pedro is located on the island
of Ambergris Caye, the largest of hundreds of keys off of Belize.
Belize is protected by the largest
barrier reef in the Western Hemisphere, making it the "Mecca of
scuba-diving this side of the Prime
Meridian."
The climate is sub-tropical the
country has an average temperature
of 79 degrees Fahrenheit, with humidity nicely tempered by brisk winds off
of the Caribbean, Saltwater temperatures vary from 78 to 84 degrees Fahrenheit.
?

History:

Numerous ruins indicate that, for
hundreds of years. Belize was heavily
populated by the Mayan Indians,
whose relatively advanced civilization
reached its height between 300 and
900 A.D. The civilization collapsed
and many of its people migrated. In
1502, Columbus sailed into and named
the Bay of Honduras, but he did not
actually visit the area later known as
PHOTO COURTESY OF MICHAEL I MARINO
British Honduras.
Rush hour on Main Street in San Pedro, Belize
of
Belize's
hisimportant
part
An
tory is the Mayan legacy of outstanding palaces and temples. The Mayan the tourist looking for Cancun-like inJacques Cousteau. The Blue Hole is a
dense with marine life in the world.
occupation began as early as 1500 sanity, nightlife on Ambergris Caye is
Divers are sure to run into mania "karst-eroded sinkhole." It was once
B.C. and started to decline in 900 A.D,. surprisingly enjoyable, as "everyone
and spotted eagle rays, reef and a cave at the center of an underground tunnel complex whose ceiling
although some Mayan cultural cenknows everyone" in a town where all white-lipped sharks, dolphins, grouappreciate the value of a good time.
per, lobsters, moray eels and countcollapsed. Some of the tunnels are
ters continued to be occupied until
the arrival of the Spanish in the Isth One must be sure to visit Big
less arrays of brilliant tropical fish. The thought to link right through to the
Daddy's, Tarzan's or Fidos Courtyard,
"lucky" diver might even have mainland, though this has never been
century.
conclusively proven. Diving the Blue
where you're bound to run into evbrushes with the occasional hammereryone you've met diving or sunbathHow to gel there:
head: typically people-shy. always Hole is not for beginners, although
anyone can complete a shallow dive
Most visitors fly to the island of ing that day (tht.e's nowhere else to frightening,
Ambergris Caye. Typically, flights run go).
The Mecca of Western Hemiand claim to have dived this marvelous wonder of nature. The deeper one
sphere diving, or the Great Blue Hole,
from local points through Houston.
TX. and then to Belize International Diving, diving and more diving:
is one of the most astounding dive dives into the Blue Hole, the clearer
Airport. From there, small prop-planes
The father of scuba diving. Capsites to be found anywhere on earth. the water and the more breathtaking
fly to the island of Ambergris. landtain Jacques Cousieau. called Belize It is about 60 miles off of Ambergris the scenery.
ing on small, semi-private airstrips.
"one of the four 'must-dive' locations Caye and is an almost perfectly circuSeveral divers have lost their lives
A growing number of people opt on this blue planet," and for good realar hole approximatelyone quarter mile in the Blue Hole for various reasons,
to charter boats and sail if_to Belize:
son.
across. Inside this hole the water is
and as usual, caution is the rule.
the barrier,Teefshelter water calm
Home to the largest barrier reef in 480 feet deep: it is the depth of this Divers should be fully aware of safety
as they enter the stalagtite-stalagmite
enough to accommodate travelers the Western Hemisphere, and the secwater which gives the deep blue color
area.
who enjoy sleeping aboard their ond-largest in the world, there is no
that causes such structures ihroughThe government of Belize and
ships. Those who sail say it is the belter diving outside Australia.
out the world to be known as "blue
"only way to really appreciate AmberHard corals, gorgonians, sea fans, holes."
their Department of Archaelogy are
gris."
tunicaies. and shellfish of amazing vaNo self-respecting diver could committed to giving tourists access
riety populate coastal waters right off come to Ambergris without making the to historical sites. Most ruins can be
Culture and Entertainment:
of Ambergris Caye. Belize waters are pilgrimage to ihe Hole, made famous reached from Ambergris Caye in less
when discovered years ago by than an hour via speedboat.
Though San Pedro is no place for said to be. per cubic foot, the most

SUMMER STORAGE
SHIPPING

&

Delivery Back

Box 28" x 18" x 18" (S3, cubic ft.)
(We give you the box FREE)
or Trunk, Bike, Set of Skis/Boots/Poles, Fridge,
TV, Suitcase (large), Small Bookcase
Store complete Computer System for $75.00
INSURANCE IS AVAILABLE

VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR SHIPPING PRICES
Domestic & International Shipping

Rates 20 % Less than competition
FREE SHIPPING BOXES WHEN
YOU RESERVE WITH US

CAMPUS SHIPPING
A Div. of Pack

&

&

?

The Scheduleof Courses wil be available in Lyons Foyer on Tuesday, March 23,1999.

Registration Information/Degree Audit Forms wil be sent during the week of March 15to
students in the Class of 2000 in CSOM.
?

Allother students wil pick up theirRegistration Information/Degree Audit Forms from
their advisors beginning Tuesday, March 23.
?

?

1-800-525-7225
-

6. C-SPAN. When you find yourself
watching C-SPAN, you know there
has to be nothing else on. My roommates caught me watching C-SPAN
recently, but I have to admit there are
decent shows on the station. Besides
the boring congressional proceedings, they show lectures on any topic
from all over the country. Also, in early
May, they broadcast many college
commencement addresses.
www.cspan.org
7.CNN. We all knov, that CNN is the
number one news source, but you
probably don't know that their website is arguably the top news site on
the Internet. Their site offers comprehensive coverage of national and in
ternalional news. For the most up-todate information on the Kosovo crisis, Washington politics and other
breaking news, check out the CNN interactive website.
unvvr.rnn.com

-

environment...

STOP!
Papa-Razzi in Wellesley
is looking for servers

Ihe Registration period for undergraduates is April 9 to September 9,1999,

full

&

part time.

Experience is not required but atti-

tude and focus are essential.

STORAGE CO.

www.CampusShipandStore.com
-

3.VHI. Last week, VHI broadcast the
induction ceremonies of Paul
McCartney, Billy Joel and Bruce
Springsteen into the Rock 'n Roll
Music Hall of Fame, and since then, 1
have come to the realization that VHI
is the only music video channel that
actually plays music. Visit their website to find out when your favorite
VHI show is on, such as VHI Storytellers or Behind the Music. VHI
doesn't have any vapid shows such
as MTV's Road Rules or the Real
World. Dave Matthews recently recorded an episode of Storytellers with
friend and guitarist Tim Reynolds, and
the show will air in early April.
www.vhl.com

S.VVB. Are you wondering when the
next new episode of Dawson's Creek
is going to air? Do you want to know
what next week's Buffy the Vampire
Slayer is going to be about? If so, the
WB's website has all of the answers
to your teeny bopper television
shows. Find out the scoop on
Dawson's, Buffy, Felicity, Seventh
Heaven and their myriad of other
sitcoms. Users can chat and also post
questions, comments and concerns
about their favorite shows on the
WB's hundreds of message boards.
You can also e-mail "Dawson" himself. And who knows? He may even
reply.
www.wb.com

-

Ship Services, Inc.

PERSONAL CHECKS A MXX

www.mtv.com

-

SHIPPING
Distance (call for a quote)

2. MTV. If you are wondering why
MTV never plays videos, e-mail their
executives and tell them you want your
MTV back. There are some good
shows on MTV. like The Tom Green
Show, and you can learn more about
this hilarious show and others on
MTV's website. Users can learn about
the music groups, chat with fellow
music lovers, or find out what the deal
is with the new MTV VJ, Jesse. They
are also scouring the country for new
MTV VJs, and sou can learn about
your chances at stardom and how to
enter the VJ contest.

www.collegetelevision.com

seeking
respect $$$ opportunity
in an upbeat & flexible work

Includes: Pick Up At Your Residence Hall,

Storage for the Summer

1. Comedy Central. Ifyou are like me,
you may have found yourself watching a lot of Comedy Central's programming. Win Ben's Stein's Money,
re-runs of Saturday Night Live (back
when it was awesome) and South Park
are just some of the network's shows.
Check out their website to learn more
about your favorite shows, search
their database to see when certain
episodes are being re-run or e-mail
Daily Show host Jon Stewart. Users
can check their horoscopes as well as
play several interactive games based
on their favorite Comedy Central programs. There are also thousands of
video and audio clips of your favorite
shows organized and ready to download.
www.comedycentral.com

4. College Television Network. Have
you found yourself migrating past the
BC movie channel up to channel 57
and the College Television Network?
During the day, the network plays music videos with news and sports reports mixed in between. Popular artists are featured, and the news and
sports segments are informative.
Check out their website to find out
more about the program schedule and
vote for your favorite video for their
daily top-10 video countdown.

Really Good People

$39.99 Per Item

&

Morrissey

TRATTORIA* BAR

SUMMER STORAGE
Reserve by April sth at 1998 rates

Price Based on Weight

Patrick M.

ASST. MARKETPLACE EDITOR

MC/VISA ACCEPTED

Aprils.

Class of 2000registers

April 13,14
April P

Classof2oolregisters
Classof 2002registers

Call (781) 235-4747 today
for an interview.
(You'll be glad you did.)

BOXES AND PACKING MATERIALS

AVAILABLEAT BC BOOKSTORE
MEMBER
i

_M

.ssociatiom

'

*

'ftrß
Trn
'"""

\u25a0

Thursday September 9,1999 is the last day ofDrop/Add,
TRATTORIA'BAR
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EASY MONEY. Earn 1200-2000+ per week part-time
Send SASF. to BML Enterprises. PO Box 271563, West
Hartford. CT 06127.

Call

Afterschool help needed for delightful 1 0 year old boy.
Call Sheliah 790-4762(day) or 244-6916(eve.)
Summer Child Care Needed: Full-time summer job
plus occasional termtime babysitting for pre-school
child and toddler. Car preferred:also walking distance
to campus. References required. Leave message at
(617) 478-4604.
FREE ROOM AND BOARD IN EXCHANGEOl
15-18 HOURS OF CHILDCARE/HOUSEHOLD
HELP. LOCATIONS CONVENIENT TO BC. CALL
NOW FOR SUMMER AND FALL PLACEMENTS.
THE STUDENT HOUSING EXCHANGE 617-277-6420

Festive Events is looking for
outgoing people to learn ihe line art of DJ entertaining.
Great source ol extra cash Full [raining provided!
Musthavecar. Must be availableweekends. Call
(508. 881-1095
.Summer position at beautiful Vermont girls' camp.
Lochearn Camp, one of ihe oldest & finest private
camps lor girls, seeks counselors/activity insiruclors for
leunis. gymnastics, waterskiing. sailing, canoeing.
snorkeling. studio arts, field sports. English riding,
hiking. Senior staff positions for leadership trainer,
program coordinator. di\ ision heads Drug, alcohol, &
smoke-free. Contact I-800-23 5-6659 or
Locheranii7e_rthliiik.net Website:
www.camppage.com-1 ochejrn

Part time babysitter wanted. Friendly Chestnut Hill
family seeks reliable, non-smoking, experienced
babysitters, (mornings, afternoons, summer) for 2 and 3
year old. References required. Please call Cnlhv vi

BOSTON'S GOURMt I PIZZAKITCHEN BAR &
RESTAURANT OPENING IN THE HEART OF
FANEUIL HALL IS SEARCHING FOR FUN &
EXPERIENCED MANAGER, PIZZA COOK.
WAITS FAFF. BARTENDERS. DISHWASHER.
BUSBOY. FAX RESUME- 413-525-8156. ATTN:
LISA.

Weston livein'out nanny needed for .1 delightful
children (6. 3, newborn). Newborn experience/
references required. Must drive. Non-smokers only.
Call 781-893-2664 evenings after 7 pm.
617-525-4256 weekdays.

Wanted: Campus Reps!' The local Princeton Review
olfice is lookingfor a sclf-molivated enthusiastic
undergrad to serve as an on campus representative.

'

566-2342

weekends'or

Childcare Provider Needed Watenown family is
lookingfor an energetic person with early childhood
education experience and references. T-accessiblc
within short walk. Flexiblehours and excellentpay
starting immediatelyoral the end of spring semester
Call Cheryl (617)924-5356.
Babysitter needed for Monday, Tuesday and Irid.rv
mornings 7-9 am for girl (5.5 yrs) and boy (7). Newton,
walkingdistance from Freshman dorms. Will be
cooking breakfast & walking children to Caboi School
Two mornings a week another child will joinwalk lo
school. Must be responsible, non-smoking and have
references please. Slsanhr. Call V1cki(617)965-5374.

Reliable, loving, mature, nonsmoking siudeni needed in

sit for sweet almost 5 year old boy. Chestnut Mill South
Brookline area. Siart in May.continue into the next
school year. Competitive wage, some very lighl
housekeepingduties included. Must have reference
andtransportation. Weekend availabilitynecessary but
flexible. Other hours to be arranged. Ifintcrcsted.
58 and leave a message.
please call (617)

327-01

West Newtonfamily seeking o babysitter for a 4 yearold. Looking for weekend and/or week nighi
availability. Must be dependable, experienced, and have
references. Carpreferable but not essential. Will pay
competitiverates. Please call Alexandra Beckett at
(617) 796-9160.
Nicefamily looking for non-smoking live-in person to
help mom with newborn. Sand 8 > ear old. Flexible
pan-time hours in exchange for room, board, salary and
use ofcar. Flexible start date, summer or full \ear
position available. Please call 781-449-0206
Wanted: Part-time afternoon care for wonderful8 yearold girl. Monday (possibly Thursday also) from 2-6
PM. Drive to lessons, help with homework. Car and
excellentreferences a must. Call 617-278-0704 from 6-10 PM.
Babysitter needed for a 5 year-oldboy. Flexiblehours.
244-9IM
good pay. 5 minute walk lo BC.

I

needed. April-tune Lead children's lours.
Beacon Hill. NorthEnd and others. Will train. Sio
lour. mornings wk
Call Historic
Neighborhoods.617-426-1885.

mm.

THE PRINCE lON RFVTEW wants bright, enthusiastic
people to leach SAT. LSAT and MCAT courses
throughoutMassachusetts. N'oexpericncc necessary high scores a must! $15 IoSI7/hr. Call M-F lopin. ISOO-2 -REVIEW.
GOLF SALES Full & Pan-lime retail positions
available at Wa> land Golf. 6 Boston area locations.
Please send resume 10 Tom at 508-358-7067.

5 beds...Chestnut Hill Aye. Renovated and
extra large, basement rec room, parking
$2800
included, nice.
At Home Realty 738-1820
5 beds... Priscilla Rd. oft'Cheslnul Hill
Aye. Gorgeous new unit, 2 levels, fits 7.
$3500
awesome house!
At Home Realty

3 beds...

1653-1661

Comm. Aye.

Huge

rooms, modem eal-in kitchen, ere.it B.C.

building.

$2200 At Home

Realty 738-1820
3 beds... 1706 Comm. Aye. 2 baths,
dishwasher and disposal, porch, sunny and
clean. SISOO
At Home Realty 738-1820

Studio 2 room, large, w/w
$595
1 bed huge condo, d&d, eik $895
2 bed condo. oak floors, euro kitchsB9s
3 bed clev eire, Ig, 1.5 bath, hwtl

3 beds...Exclusive. 1680 Comm. Aye.
Gigantic common area and humongous
$2100
bedrooms. Great location!
At Home Realty 738-1820

Gorgeous 2 bed on Commonwealth
includes heat and parking plus has all new
appliances. ($1350) Make your next
move with the Next Move Realty 5276655

4 BED-On Chiswick

Qualified callers receive a FREE Baby
Box. 1-800-932-0528 x65.
ocmconc cpt c0
lit.

our "ehsitc.

Dishwasher/
disposal, porch, parking, great b.C.
5 beds...Collision Road.
location, large

rooms.

$3000
At Home Really

s.

738-1820

4 beds...South St. Huge ground floor unit

Part-Time Jobs: Catering WaitstalT* Bartenders.
SSS. Work when you want! Transportation Provided!
Bartending Classes also available! Cnll New
Dimensions Sen ices. (617) 423-1999_

with 2 baths, dishwasher, dining room,

fresh paint, location! $2200
At Home Realty 738-1820

MUSIKER FOURS AND SUMMER DISCOVERY
SUMMEROPPORTUNITIES, Counselors needed for
our -indent tr.nel program- and or our pre-eollege
enrichment programs Applicants must be
years old
by June 20. 1999 We need: Mature. Hardworking,
Eneigeiie individuals who can dedicate 4-7 weeks this
summer working with leenagers. IO receive ar
application or to find our more in formal ion: Call
(SSSISSIAIMLR oi l-nuil: jen ./summcrl_n.com.

4 beds...Exclusive. 4 identical 4 beds in a
house on Wallingford Rd. Renovated, large
$2400
and nice.
At Home Realty 738-1820

21

4 beds...Sutherland Rd. at Cleveland
Circle. Huge rooms, fits 6 easy, we have 2
$2700
of these units available.
At Home Realty 738-1820

Rd.. Big White

pride

PP-

...

Available1 "UPS-t ciiiltcUioni

(ol

7. 452-I9W.

...

~

..

Great Places Realty 964-8900

.....

_>

4 BED-Cleveland Circle, Adorable
Apartment. Great Location! $450/pp
tireat Places Really 964-8900

.

.

~

...

Tn.uu

-~-,.

Bedroom. 3 Bain hose near
,
,
n.
milestone Bistro, with laundry. r-.,.
For 10
i ,cm\-i
i your next
people
$49D/person ,w
Make
i*,
\u25a0__....
c+i
the m.
Next Move Realty
527move with
6655
Amazing /

in unit. Modern Kitchen and Bath, Great
Deal! $400/pp
Great Places Realty 964-8900

_*

_.

,

.

?..

_._-._______.

..,,

._

~

?

Wonderful 5 bed with_2 baths, dishwasher,
_
. .
,
di-snosal. laundrs. on Strathmore Rd, For \u25a0 \u25a0
i S.-> person)v Makevour
i
next
people. .a-_-i_,
14
\u25a0 _n
Realty
move withthe kt
Next Move r."
527665?

2 BED-Orkney Rd! Charming, Spacious
Apartment, Nice Building. $500pp.
Great Places Realry 964-8900

_,

_

»*

_.

__

~__

_

~

,

,

,

,

and eatExtraordmarv 4 bed. has new bath
.
, ,
~

m-kil with dishwasher, disposal, new deck,
.
. . ,
parking & laundry included. For 7 ($428/
T v »«'
\u25a0
person! Nev.l Move Realty 527-6655
k.
Near White MountainCreamery

4 beds... 1653,1657 & 1661 Comm. Aye.
Enormous rooms. Ills 5-6 easy, all B.C.
$2400
building.
At Home Realty 738-1820

..

~

.

_

\u25a0_

??

._

~
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~

.

?.

,

?

...

_

.

,-.

.

?

Great 3 bed on Lanark Road with all the
amenities, dw, disposal, heat, eat-inkitchen, and parking for only ($1500)
Make your next move with the Next
Move Realty 527-6655

,

. ,

Dazzling _\u25a0 bed on Chiswick Road with
.
dish washer, disposal, parking and an cat,
,
I
m-kitchengood for 4 or 5 people. ($2000)
Make
your next move with the Next
_
___

~

,

~,,,.

....

.

*

°

...

~

i,

_

,

?_

Move Realty 527-6655
,?_

gigantic 3 bed apartments with
enormous living rooms, located all along
Aye. with parking,
1600, Commonwealth
.
,
_;
good for 4 people only $2000. Next Move
,
.
Refllt y 527-6655 Near White Mountain
Creamery.
Over ten

~

~

~

_,-_,_.?

??

_~_,,,??,

,--

,

,

..

__

_

j/j

______

,

,

.

,

__

?

,

..,,

*

j
Awesome 2 bed on Strathmore ilaundry,
a/a,
.
AA ,
n 0
near B&C
lines. Good for 3. $500/
_j
.
._\u25a0
i_
i_Realty
person) m
Next Move
527-6655 Near
.
White MountainCreamery

3 BED-StrathnioreRd! Cozy. Modem
Appliances. Big Common Space. Popular
Location $450/pp
Great Places Realry 964-8900

_-

\u25a0
Irresistible
3 bed on Colhston Road with
?_? ,_ wa ?
gs]
Ne_, Move
?__,
527 6655 Nea White Mountai
Creamery

,

~-_-

...

?..

3 BED- Minutes to Campus, Washer/Dryer

_*

\u25a0_-~,,,

our
?,
providepersonal
service. We will
, ,
.
j
through
walk you
the process and make
.
,
sure you are satisfied,
Next Move Realty
_,_..
/
27A Commonwealth Avenue
Chestnut Hill 527-6655
?

\u25a0
Near __;i_-.
White MountainCreamery

..-.,_,

in our excellent reputation &

.....
ability
to

.

___

Exquisite
3 bedroom in house that has been
n
, ,
completely renovated. Good for 5 or 6
people. ($2500) Next Move Realty 5276655 Near White Mountain Creamery

.

Our expert friendly stafflooks forward to
-serving your off-campus needs. We take

baths. Sunny&Spacious bedrooms, $500/

..

_

_

27A Commonwealth Avenue
________
r-u
Chestnut _i-u
Hill en
527-6655

....,,..

DrinkMaslcr Bartending School Evening it Weekend
Classes! Student Discounts! SSS JobOpportuniiies

____«»_

,

.

,

_.

,-,-,,

_

~

House. Lots of Pkg.. Beautiful kitchen. 2

738-1820

,

Attention Sophomores! We have the
big
you're looking for close to
B houses
__
,
7
campus! Next Move Really .s the oldest,
most reputable office spectah.ing ,n BC
olf-campus housing.
6 We are located
1
across the street (from St. Ignacio Church
near White Mountain Creamery). Call
now! 527-6655 to see the best selections
of exclusive houses and apartments
available.
Next Move Realty

7 BED-On Comm. Aye near Blueslone
Bistro, Huge House. Porch. Yard. Brand
New Renovations.Great Places Realty
964-8900

..

.

Boston-apartments.com

Hundreds more! Just calland tell us what
you are looking for. Large groups are our
specialty. We have every B.C. listing! Call
today. AT HOME REALTY 738-1820.

-.

...

?_,

_

,

3 beds...Huge units on Cummings and
Egremont Road. Eat-in kitchen, porch,
$1600
parking, cheap!
At Home Really 738-1820

Modem kitchen and bath newly renovated.
TWO UNITS AVAIL ($550/ person) Next
Move Realty 527-6655 Near White
Mountain Creamery

-~,,-,

....-,-.

_

..,

~?,

3 beds. .200 Foster St. Gorgeous unit, fits
4 easy! Parking, dining room, porch, new
stuff, walk to 8.C.! $230A( Home Realty
738-1820

Amazing 5 bed on Chestnut Hi]] Aye.

Open 7 Days

_\u25a0

_,

$1850

_

?

disposal. Good for 5-6, ($5OO-460/person)
Make your next move with the Next
Move Realty 527-6655

+

to campus.

h

.

,
.
. r<_ harming
2 beds (2 units) mms to campus
F .
-. ,
, ,
,
with large bedrooms, dishwasher, disposal.
. . T
. ,
' _ .
,
park included, laundry. Each good for 4
.
.
($525/ person) Next move Realty 527-

~

At Home Realty 738-1820

,

527 6655

$1100
bed, com aye. d&d, eik
4 bed renov. condo. steps
r from BC $2200
i2HO(I
5 bed more from
Neighbors Realty
?
-1284 Comm Aye
c
(o 17)730-02"5
...

walk

r nex( move

,

Next Move

Luxurious 3 beds in house, two units avail,

3

3 beds. ..Luxury townhouse at Town
Estates. 2 baths. 2 parking. A.C. tennis,

?.

.

2 baths, mod. Eat-in-kit, dishwasher,

$1375

?

FREE KADION +51250! Fundraiseropen to student
groups & organisations. Earn 13-S5 per Visa/MC app.
We supply all materials at no cost. Call for info or visit

www.

7 beds...Exclusive. 15 VVallingford Rd. 3
level lownhouses. 3 halhs.4 parking, great
layout and location $4400
At Home Realry 738-1820

6 beds...Totally renovated house on
Kilsyth Road, 2 levels, new kitchen and 2
baths, parking.
$3700
At Home Really 738-1820

Guides

Boom

of our listings below...

6-7 beds... 1789 Comm. Aye. Brand new
kitchen! 2 baths, porch, fireplace, up to 9
$3950
people OK.
At Home Realty 738-1820

Flexible hours, good skirting wage. Bonuses possible
Gainvaluable marketing experience. Firsi and Second
years are encouraged to apply

_

OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING!...StiII looking
for an off-campus apartment or house for
next fall? Disappointed with the lottery?
WE CAN HELP! Call At Home Realty
today at 738-1820. We'll pick you up and
show' you all the great places! THERE'S
STILL PLENTY LEFT! Read about some

At Home Realty 738-1820

Marve|ous 4 beds {p , & 2 floor avai|ab]
eal jn kj[ dishwashe| . di
~ , balh ,
Good for 6. ($5OO/
*
porch, wiih parking.

-,?.,-,_,

_-_-_._.

_-,

of huge 4 beds available on the 1600
.
block of Commonwealth Aye. Good for 4
to 6 rpeople for only $2500. Makevour
.
next move with the Next Move Realty
J
527-6655
Plenty

~

~,_._-,

,_.-_._

..

..

.-.

..

,<?

__

_

,

*

.

Many spacious 3 beds on Egermont Road
-_«."_.
with laree living rooms available for
,
.7
~_.r
~,r trt
$1600.
Realty 527-6655
Next Move r_
Near
.
White Mountain Creamery.
_

......

»,

_~_.

_.-_

~

,

_,

_

Also several 3 beds available on Cummings
, , , ,
,
.
\u25a0
Road. Include eat-in-kitchen,
massive
,-

,

,

.

....

bedroomsandparkingavailable{
s]6oo)
X
,_,,-,-.,

Make your
next move with the Next
'
_
?
Move Realty 527-6655
...

__

._,_._._.__,

_?

~?
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Cail

Housifts i

GET PAID TO PARTY!!!

HEY BC SOPHMORES! WE OFFER
S.Ofl OFF PER STUDENT. LOWER
CAMPUS HOUSES 8 APTS. ARE
STILL AVAILABLE. 5-10 MIN. WALK
TO CAMPUS. PLUS 2 BDS., 3 BDS., 4
BDS., 5 BDS., ALL IN CLEVELAND
CIRCLE ON THE SHUTTLE. IT IS
NOT TOO LATE TO GET YOUR
EAGLE'S NEST FOR NEXTYEAR!
CALL THE APARTMENT MARKET.
617-254-2900.

,

Babysitter neededfor evenings, not o set schedule.
Some weekends for 7 year old girl. Newton. Car
preferable but no! necessary. References required.
Arezou Lemos at 965-0549. Leave a message.

Reai^SecWo^
5 "' in :it
...lhefCssdentiE~
sourcejbr Qff?c«mpr*%

4 beds...Braemore Rd. near Cleveland
Circle. 2 baths, freshly painted, good size
bedrooms.
S2OOO

Seeking excellentbabysitter Hirjng..caring,
experienced,dependable female to care for 2 year-old
daughter. Flexible hours. Newton Comer location.
Good pay, friendly family, prefer a nnrt-si"?k...
Rererci.Cw,.«__... ru__-s call Emily Moskowiuat
617-244-2303.
__^

Newton. Enthusiastic, fun-loving
student is neededto babysit a delightful year old boy
on Wednesday mornings, beginning J/14/99. Summer
sitters also needed. Rate is $8-10 hr Call: 969-8435.

Babysitting in

1

Behavioral Research Study

SEPTEMBER 1999

HEALTHY FEMALE VOLUNTEERS are sought for
a study ofblood hormone levels and psychological
ratings. Eligible participants will receive compensation of $60 for completion of an evaluation visit and
$150 for each of two overnight stays at the Clinical
Research Unit. Participants include women who are
18-40 years old, in good medical health, and not
taking medication (including oral contraceptives).

APARTMENTS HOUSES CONDOS
\u25a0

-

For Sale!! '86 VW GolfGL (grey). Fair ext. condition,

FEMALESUBLETTER NEEDED'99/'OO School
Yearfsummer months negotiable} Huge. single bedroom
in 43 South St.unit3 friendly,respectful roommates.
On T and BC shuttle stops. Balcony, washer/dryer in
unit. Heat and hot water included $550/ month If
interestedcall Kate at 655-6082
Subletter Needed For Summer, BC/Brighton Area.
Femaleneeded to share double in 4 bedroom apartment
w/six other girls. Furnished, block from T S4OO/
negotiable. Immediateoccupancy. Call Dave to set up
appt. ai 617-655-6237

I

CHESTNUT HILL TENNIS CLUB, SEASONAL APRIL THRU OCTOBER LOOKING FOR FRONT
DESK HELP. HOUSEKEEPERS.LIFEGUARDS.
BARTENDERS. CAMP COUNSELORS, AND
SNACK BAR HELP. TO ARRANGE AN
INTERVIEW PLEASE CALL (617) 731-2900.
Spend the summeron
the beach! Keep in top physical shape! Ifyouwanilo
spend the summer on Nantucket and are certified in
CPR and First Aid. join our team. Beach School suns
June 7th. Starting wage is $10.50/hr. 40hours-Meek
guaranteed. Contact the Marine& Coastal Resources
Department at (508) 228-7260. The Town of
Nantucket is an equal opportunity employe.

NANTUCKET LIFEGAKDS!

.

Near Campus and Shuttle
Best Selection + Prices
Available Now, 6/1, 9/1
Student Discount Fees!!!

For More Information:
Call Carrie Mazer,
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, Boston
(617)667-2113

(bring this ad)

The

MANY STUDIOS AND
1 BEDROOMS
2 BEDS
3 BEDS
4-7 BEDS

\u25a0

Heights

\u25a0

Classified Ad Form
I

|

I

fwfJifrtjß

immffi

[||

I

Category (Choose One)
L_ Apartments/ Roommates
FJ Child Care

\u25a1 Help Wanted

I

ig|Htt_4 D Lost and Found

|

Name

I

.

SUMMER JOBS. FEMALE AND MALE
COUNSELORS NEEDED FOR TOP
CHILDREN'S CAMP IN MAINE! TOP SALARY,
ROOM, BOARD, CLOTHING. LAUNDRY, AND
TRAVEL ALLOWANCE PROVIDED. POSITIONS
AVAILABLEINAQUATICS. LANDSPORTS.

GYMNASTICS, TENNIS, WATERSKIINC. ARTS

AND CRAFTS AND RIDING! CAMP VEGA.
CALL FOR APPLICATION AND VIDEO. 1-800-838-VEGA. VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT
ww v..campvega.com
Landscaper neededfor upcoming season March 22DecemberlO. Please call 617-926-2427. Perfect for
night student.

GOOD
WEEKLY

INCOME

processing
mail for
national company! Free
supplies, postage! No selling! Bonuses! Start immediately! Genuine opportunity!
Please rush Long Self-

Addressed Stamped Enve-

GMCO
P.O. Box 22-0740
Hollywood, Florida 33022
lope to

Large Groups are Our Specialty
Many Exclusive Listings
Call Today or Walk In

GREENLINE REALTY
731-5434

|

Address
Phone

|

(#
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words)

Body Text
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C14
AHANA Leadership Council

?

Communications

Executive

?

I

__&__*

Undergraduate Government of Boston College

Programming

H

\u25a0__

McElroy 1 23

9 iH

SHFtHj

\u25a0

?

?

______w__H

?

\u25a0

Social and Cultural Issues

?

__T___l

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467

?

?

(617) 552-3490

www.bc.edu/ugbc

Doors open at 7pm

Pizza awrf Politics

m

~

fi . nn

_,_

r
& Political Action Committee
Sponsored by the Social
of UGBC and the BC Democrats. For Further
~.?,..,_

j_a

~T"~
The UGBC Senate is running a shuttle
to Logan airport on Wednesday, March 31st
from 10am to 6pm,
on the hour!
F
""~~

_,_,_,.

Discuss politics with cSenator Steve
Tolman and eat free pizza.
~,

''3__h

Want a FREE ride to the
airport for Easter break???

Tuesday, April 30th
O'Connell House

,

?

__________

__H

_~

University Issues

S_3__|-

s_K____g

Tickets $10 on sale at the McElroy Ticket Booth beginning April 6th.

....

?

J^9_____J

______\u25a0

_______

Bpm SHARP

Student Life

?

.._

tQ sjgn up
Senate office at
Ignatius
St.
scheduled
time.
your
Meet at
at

information, call 2-3490.

Escort Service
7daysaweek

Discriminatory
Harassment Hotline
6 UGBC
?

$WlBWs

k__J__Un__

?

.

*.v

7:oopm

Walking
On

&

-

3:ooam

&

Driving

Off-campus

Please Call 2-8800

If you have been the victim of discriminatory
harassment, give us a call at 6-UGBC.
Sponsored by the Department for
Social & Cultural Issues, AIDS Issues.

